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Abstract
Artificial morphogenesis (or morphogenetic engineering) seeks inspiration from developmental
biology to engineer self-organizing systems.

The Morphgen language uses partial differential

equations (PDEs) to express artificial morphogenetic processes as spatial fields describing large
numbers of agents in the continuum limit. I present an approach to compile such systems of
PDEs by discretizing their behavior to derive controllers for finite numbers of agents of finite
size. This approach builds on a generalization of methods to control swarms of robots based
on the computational fluid dynamics technique of smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH). I
address potential scalability and efficiency challenges in SPH robotics by proposing embodied kernel
functions that allow key operations to be offloaded to the physical environment. These kernel
functions assume the ability of agents to produce local physical fields with certain properties. I
especially explore the possibility of cell-like agents able to control the secretion rate of morphogens
that diffuse and are degraded in an aqueous medium. I present strategies to mitigate gaps between
simplifying assumptions and expected realities. I explore in simulation the validity, accuracy, and
robustness of these strategies and of my overall approach.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The smallest autonomous robots are currently of centimeter scale. Advances in microelectromechanical (MEMS) and nanoelectromechanical systems, as well as in synthetic biology, are likely to
produce smaller and cheaper autonomous agents in the coming decades. What use could we make
of hundreds of thousands or more similar, autonomous agents at the microscale or smaller? We
can look to multicellular life for inspiration: natural selection has led to an overwhelming diversity
of ways that collections of cells can self-organize into complex and useful forms. However, roughly
three billion years separates the first multicellular life and the appearance of the human brain. My
work contributes to strategies for bypassing evolution to engineer complex systems that are at once
self-organizing and designed.

1.1

Inspiration: Morphogenesis, Natural and Artificial

Morphogenetic engineering or artificial morphogenesis takes inspiration from biological morphogenesis in its efforts to induce simple components to self-organize into complex functional forms [75].
Biological morphogenesis itself is “the organization of the cells of the body into functional structures
via coordinated cell growth, cell migration, and cell death” [36]. Pattern formation, the generation
of spatial variation in cell behavior over a tissue, is closely intertwined with morphogenesis during
development, with the two processes building on each other [e.g., 35, 114].
Morphogenesis creates structures with appealing properties that traditional manufacturing
processes may be unable to replicate. Traditional design and engineering requires central processes
to construct elaborate plans and execute them precisely. By contrast, natural organisms both
design and arrange themselves as they develop, creating complex structures that are adapted
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to environments similar to those in which they developed. These structures are often scalable
by necessity: the human heart, for example, must function even as it changes shape and grows
orders of magnitude in size. Biological structures can also be robust to variations that arise during
development, whether environmental (phenotypic plasticity) or internal. For example, a tree may
grow around an obstacle, or a brain may learn tasks despite variations in limb form or function.
Morphogenesis can produce structures that show robustness over time as well, in the form of selfhealing properties.
These beneficial properties may be related to the bottom-up, self-organizing nature of
morphogenesis.

Artificial morphogenesis is motivated in part by the desire to harness these

properties in designed structures [75]. As Pascalie et al. [109] say, morphogenetic engineering
“establishes a new object of research at the intersection between traditionally disconnected domains:
it stresses the programmability of self-organization, underappreciated in complex systems science,
and, conversely, the benefits of self-organization, which are underappreciated in engineering.”
Considered as a computational system, morphogenesis is characterized by embodiment,
emergence, and continuity. It is embodied because the developing body uses its own physical
presence and properties to compute further development, so that computation and physicality are
inextricable. It is emergent (in a broad sense) because it is difficult or impossible to predict the
course of development from DNA without simulation or instantiation of the system. Morphogenesis
is also characterized by continuity in various respects. Concentrations of morphogens; positions,
shapes, and sizes of cells; and their changes over time are all continuous. Even the discreteness
found in the individuality of cells may be approximated at the macroscopic scale, for at least
some purposes, as continuous tissue. On the other hand, some aspects of morphogenesis do seem
inherently discrete. Especially relevant to my work are the discrete identities of morphogen types
or of other chemical species used in signaling.
Morphogenesis relies on a diversity of mechanisms. Gilbert [36] identifies 13 morphogenetic
processes and categorize them as involving epithelial (connected) or mesenchymal (unconnected)
cells.

Artificial morphogenesis can take as a research program the emulation of as many of

these processes as possible, first through distinct projects and later through unification into more
general frameworks. My work takes inspiration from mesenchymal tissue, and especially from the
mechanisms of cell migration, and to a lesser extent of cell division and cell death.
Viewing the field as a whole, diversity in morphogenetic mechanisms is reflected by a diversity of
morphogenetic engineering projects, which overlap other fields including swarm robotics, modular
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robotics, amorphous computing, cellular automata, and synthetic biology. Bodies developed through
morphogenetic engineering may take form through the birth and death of sessile elements, or through
the rearrangement of motile ones. Design approaches also vary. Processes may be designed by
hand in an ad hoc fashion to illustrate particular hypotheses or principles. Designs may also
be generated by hand in more systematic ways, for example through global-to-local compilation
(GTLC). Evolutionary algorithms are also popular for automatic design of processes to achieve
well-defined goals. Finally, a spectrum exists from biological morphogenesis with limited human
control to fully artificial systems [143].
Doursat et al. [22] provide a taxonomy of morphogenetic engineering, including additional
examples, and Oh et al. [102] provide a more recent review of similar work. Doursat et al. categorize
work in morphogenetic engineering into four categories: “constructing,” “coalescing,” “developing,”
and “generating.” Under the taxonomy of Doursat et al., my work best fits under the category of
“coalescing” in that it involves large numbers of agents moving to form shapes. In addition, my work
involves patterning, and to a lesser extent growth, which are traits of the “developing” category.
Perhaps the most ambitious potential application of artificial morphogenesis is the selforganization of neuromorphic computers [60]. Another possibility is self-constructing buildings
that adapt their design during constructing to accommodate local environmental variations such
as obstacles, uneven surfaces, or sunlight availability. In medicine, groups of microagents may be
useful in repairing wounds [90], attacking tumors [131], delivering drugs to specific parts of the body
[31], or performing other surgical tasks [28]. For example, microagents might travel through the
bloodstream to a target site before coalescing and working together to mechanically attack a tumor
or rejoin torn tissue. In the farther future, the in vivo growth of devices to replace organ function
may be an application especially suited to my own work, which focuses on microscale agents working
in an aqueous environment.

1.2

Objectives and Contributions

My overarching objective is to improve and extend smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) robotics
and to reframe it as a tool in compiling code for artificial morphogenesis based on partial differential
equations (PDEs). In pursuit of this goal, I attempt to tie together two strands of research, making
contributions to each. Both bodies of work will be described in chapter 2, but I introduce them here
to situate my objectives. The first strand of research is the language Morphgen, which describes
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morphogenetic processes, real or artificial. Morphgen describes tissues in the continuum limit
using evolutionary PDEs. An important benefit of such continuum descriptions is to facilitate the
scalability of implementations. However, prior to the present work, no method had been described
to compile Morphgen, or similar PDE descriptions, to code that could run on discrete agents.
The second strand of research is SPH robotics. SPH itself is a method in physics simulation used
to discretize continuous phenomena, primarily fluids. It simulates the relevant physical equations
by updating properties (such as mass, position, and energy) of material points called “particles.”
Perkinson and Shafai [112] introduced the idea that particles could be reinterpreted as robots,
leading to swarms that behave as fluids. Since then, researchers in several labs have explored SPH
control in swarms of both simulated and real robots. One characteristic of these implementations
is that robots must communicate individually with each of their neighbors, evaluating pairwise
expressions based on relative position and individual properties. Another characteristic is that the
control equations used have described behavior that is mostly physical and related to fluid dynamics.
Although typically used in the context of fluid dynamics, the mathematical basis of SPH can be
applied to a wide class of evolutionary PDEs, even non-physical. My work takes advantage of this
generality to use SPH robotics as a basis for compiling a subset of the Morphgen language to code
for individual robots. By reframing SPH control as a compilation technique, I contribute to the
development of Morphgen as a practical language and, more generally, to the utility of continuous
approximations as an approach to artificial morphogenesis. Simultaneously, I contribute to the
generality of SPH robotics, opening up possibilities of swarm behavior beyond fluid dynamics and
even beyond physics-inspired dynamics.
My other major contribution addresses potential practical challenges with scaling the communication needed for SPH robotics to massive swarms of hundreds of thousands to trillions of agents,
as would be necessary to create, for example, structures with brain-scale complexity. The pairwise
communication assumed thus far by SPH swarm robotics requires agents to avoid interference with
other pairwise links being made nearby in the swarm, a task likely to become increasingly difficult
with scale. In addition, agents must have a means of determining when they have made contact
with all of their neighbors within some radius. I introduce an embodied communication protocol
for SPH robotics with the potential to work with, rather than against, the physical communication
medium to avoid both of these problems. With this new protocol, agents no longer need a concept
of having individual neighbors, instead needing only the ability to produce and sense the strength
or intensity of a limited number of fields around their bodies. In addition to circumventing the
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challenge of interference, my embodied method also promises better efficiency through its natural
parallelism.
I propose two variants of my embodied communication method, one involving radiative
communication and the other molecular communication (MC). The MC variant assumes each agent
has the cell-like ability to sense, and to control the secretion of, morphogen-like chemicals in an
aqueous environment. I focus on this MC variant because I expect it to be more energy efficient
than the radiative variant, and because it more closely resembles communication in biological
morphogenesis. Accordingly, I focus on the scenario of large numbers of agents working in an
aqueous environment.
To summarize, the two key problems my work addresses are:
• No method has been described to compile Morphgen, or similar PDE descriptions, to code
that could run on discrete agents.
• SPH robotics is expected to face computational and communication challenges as the number
of agents increases to biological scale.
My two primary contributions, which correspond to these problems, are
• a compilation technique for PDE-based artificial morphogenetic programs, based on a
generalization of SPH robotics, and
• an embodied communication protocol to simplify communication in SPH robotics and improve
its scalability.
I make several secondary contributions in addition to these primary two. Some of these secondary
contributions address challenges that arise in exploring the interaction of my compilation approach
and embodied communication protocol. Others extend the descriptive power of the Morphgen
language in ways compatible with my compilation and communication approaches. These secondary
contributions are detailed, along with my primary contributions, in chapter 3.
In chapter 2 I review the diverse research threads that intersect in my project, with an emphasis
on SPH robotics. As mentioned above, my research contributions are then developed in chapter 3. I
test these ideas in a simulation model described in chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents results from these
simulations. Finally, chapter 6 concludes with thoughts about pedagogical applications, ethical
implications, and future work. Some parts of this dissertation draw from material I contributed to
MacLennan and McBride [80].
5

Chapter 2

Background and Literature Review
In this chapter I review some background material on which my own work builds, as well as similar
and related work. Section 2.1 introduces the Morphgen language and discusses the need for a
compiler to translate Morphgen code into control rules for individual agents. Besides Morphgen
itself, I briefly describe (in section 2.2) one other language to describe biological processes as spatially
continuous. The following section, section 2.3, situates the challenge of compiling Morphgen as an
instance of global-to-local compilation (GTLC) and reviews literature relating to this concept. The
particular method I build on to create a global-to-local (GTL) compiler for Morphgen is SPH
robotics; this and related techniques are described in section 2.4, along with brief background on
SPH itself. The final section in this chapter deals with literature related to future implementations
of agents capable of executing code generated by the Morphgen compilation approach I describe.
Three key areas of literature stand out as especially important to my compilation approach.
Amorphous computing (section 2.3.1) is the source of the GTLC concept and is similar to my work
in various respects. SPH robotics (section 2.4) is, as mentioned, the key technique that I build
on for my compilation approach. And of the two versions I present of my embodied, naturally
parallel communication approach, the version I focus on (involving chemicals or morphogens that
diffuse and are degraded in an aqueous medium) is an example of molecular communication (MC)
(section 2.5.4). As illustrated in fig. 2.1, my work can be seen as lying at the intersection of these
three primary areas of research.
No systematic review of the field of artificial morphogenesis is attempted in this chapter. Even
so, the reader may find conspicuous the dearth of citations related to evolutionary approaches, which
represent a major branch of artificial morphogenesis [e.g., 11, 41, 130, 21]. Although evolutionary
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Figure 2.1: Situating my approach at the intersection of three key areas of research.
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and other search-based optimization can yield impressive results, I focus on more direct compilation
strategies. Hamann [40, p. 38] discusses further the limitations of evolutionary algorithms as a
global-to-local design tool.

2.1

Compiling the Morphgen Language

The Morphgen language describes morphogenetic processes, biological or artificial [71, 72, 73, 74,
77, 76, 79, 80]. In both biological and artificial morphogenesis, processes are typically governed by
finite numbers of finitely-sized agents, such as cells in epithelial tissue. However, Morphgen has
no concept of individual agents or particles composing a substance. Instead, it is interested in the
continuum limit of such processes, effectively treating tissue as being composed of infinite numbers
of infinitesimally-sized agents. For this reason, Morphgen specifies behavior only in continuous
terms in the form of PDEs.
Morphgen is object-oriented, with substances analogous to classes as abstractions with defined
behavior and data structures, and bodies analogous to objects as instantiations of substances, with
defined density and other fields. The behavior of a substance is composed of PDEs that may define
a velocity or acceleration field, as well as other fields. These other fields may represent physical
properties, differentiation state, or quantities useful for internal computations. The PDEs defining
these fields are evolutionary, defining a time rate of change of a given quantity based on other
variables and their (typically spatial) derivatives. The time rate of change operator is denoted “ –D”
to facilitate interpretation in discrete terms. Through PDEs, Morphgen can describe a wide range
of processes including growth, motion, and patterning.
Morphgen substances can be active or passive, depending on the degree to which they can
implement control processes and react to their environment. Active substances may be classified as
physical or controllable, depending on the degree to which they can be programmed [80]. I focus on
behavior specifications for active, controllable substances. Some substances may be controllable
in the sense that their behavior can be hard-coded at manufacture time, and others may be
reprogrammable in the field. My approach could apply to either scenario; the question of which is
more feasible is a matter of future technology and economics.
These active, controllable substances are at the heart of artificial morphogenesis. As in biological
morphogenesis, which is governed by collections of cells, in artificial morphogenesis these substances
are typically composed of finite collections of discrete agents with finite size. Morphgen’s abstraction
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of substances as continuous collections of infinitely many, infinitesimally small agents achieves one
of its primary design goals, that of facilitating scalable implementation. By offering no facility for
programmers to specify finite agent size or number, Morphgen ensures that its programs are, in
principle, scalable. That is, a programmer cannot accidentally write a program that depends on
agent size or number. Agents must be sufficiently small and numerous that the continuum limit can
serve as an approximation for their collective behavior, but otherwise there is no conceptual limit
to the range of agent size and number that can be used in an implementation.
On the other hand, we pay a price for the continuum abstraction that ensures scalability: it is not
immediately clear how to compile a Morphgen program into code or specifications for the behavior of
an individual agent. This is the challenge of GTLC: to take as input a global, collective description
of system behavior and to output descriptions of the behavior of individual system components.
In the case of Morphgen, an aspect of this challenge can be met by first translating, if necessary,
PDEs to the Lagrangian1 (material) frame so that time derivatives are with respect to moving
agents and not to fixed points in space, as they are in the Eulerian frame [120]. Furthermore, the
Lagrangian representation may be interpreted in terms of fluid parcels, which have some similarities
with agents (for example, they can be assigned finite size and mass). However, fluid parcels cannot
be interpreted as agents, because parcels must be treated as containing enough physical particles
or agents that they have well-defined statistical properties such as density. To illustrate this point,
consider that a typical Morphgen PDE may be a function of such variables as tissue density or
spatial derivatives of certain fields (properties) of the tissue. While such quantities are well-defined
over a continuous tissue, they have no obvious meaning with respect to an individual agent.
Therefore, further work is needed to generate desired behavior of individual agents. Specifically,
a compiler should, for a given agent size (or, equivalently, number density), translate Morphgen’s
tissue-level descriptions of behavior into specifications for individual agents. Rather than attempt
to describe a comprehensive compiler for Morphgen (which has many features beyond those outlined
here), I focus on a small but crucial subset of Morphgen. Specifically, I am concerned with the set
of PDEs that describes the controllable behavior of an active tissue. Although Morphgen makes a
useful point of reference, being an existing language, the ideas developed here would apply to similar
behavior specifications. The essential element is the use of PDEs to describe the time evolution
1

Throughout this work, I use Lagrangian to mean that time derivatives are to be understood as from the perspective
of a moving agent. That is, in the Lagrangian frame we are concerned with the Lagrangian or material derivative
D/Dt, whereas in the Eulerian frame we are concerned with the partial derivative ∂/∂t. But in both cases, spatial
derivatives such as the gradient or Laplacian have their ordinary meaning in my work. I do not use Lagrangian
descriptions in the fuller sense, in which spatial derivatives are taken with respect to particle labels.
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of spatial fields of agents in the continuum limit. After the present chapter, the remainder of this
dissertation describes and explores my method for this compilation.

2.2

Continuous Descriptions of Biological Processes

Morphgen is one instance of a language designed to describe biological processes in the continuous
limit with respect to both space and time. Other such languages (as well as ideas not explicitly
formalized as languages) are more relevant to the design of Morphgen itself than to the compilation
approach described in the present work, although descriptions given in such languages may also
serve as inspiration for Morphgen programs. I briefly describe one such language here because of
its conceptual overlap with my own work.
The Mechanica Modeling Language (MML) describes biological tissue and processes [139]. It
is designed to be compiled into code for simulating natural systems, which distinguishes it from
my work, in which compiled code controls agents that emulate source descriptions. A commonality
with my work is that MML emphasizes spatial considerations, even introducing spatial scoping
of variables (which I do not explore). Like Morphgen, MML supports continuous modeling, both
in time and space, although it also supports discrete modeling. Unifying continuous and discrete
descriptions into one framework is one of the goals for MML; this contrasts with Morphgen, which
is interested in larger spatial scales where tissue as well as growth processes can be approximated
as continuous.
There are two other senses in which MML seeks to unify different sorts of descriptions into one
modeling framework. First, MML addresses the challenge that different types of tissue, such as
mesenchymal, epithelial, and fibrous tissues, might naturally be described by objects of different
dimensionality. The authors seek novel data structures that can describe any of these tissue types
[138]. Second, MML seeks to unify descriptions of active agents (primarily cells) with passive
agents that might, for example, represent parcels of an aqueous medium. Morphgen also seeks to
incorporate different types of materials (active vs. passive, programmable vs. non-programmable)
into one modeling framework, although this aspect of Morphgen is not addressed in my work, which
focuses on active, programmable tissue.
MML is also noteworthy because its authors mention the possibility of treating physical fields as
approximation kernels, in the sense of SPH. They do not develop this idea, and their intent seems
to diverge from mine, relating to calculating field values at locations away from locations where
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the field value is known. They mention chemical concentration, though it is not clear whether they
refer to diffusing and degrading chemicals. They also mention electric charge potential and give an
expression for its kernel, though it decreases as the inverse of distance, so its integral over space
would seem to diverge, disqualifying it as an SPH kernel.

2.3

Global-to-Local Compilation

GTLC has been defined formally by Yamins [163], but in the context of pattern generation among
agents with fixed, regular topology, similar to cellular automata. Here I define GTLC informally, and
more broadly, as an algorithmic process that takes as input a description of the overall behavior of
a distributed multi-agent system and outputs descriptions of behavior for that system’s component
agents from which the desired global behavior emerges. This definition is similar to that offered
by Nagpal [99]. GTLC seeks to turn on its head the usual challenge of emergence: it seeks not
to predict collective behavior from simple rules for individuals, but to derive such rules based on
desired collective behavior.

2.3.1

Amorphous Computing and Global-to-Local Compilation

The idea of GTLC was introduced by Nagpal [96]. That dissertation and Nagpal [97] introduce
a model of sheets of fixed-position agents that can pattern themselves and fold their sheets into
three-dimensional shapes in the manner of origami. This model is inspired by the behavior of
epithelial cells during morphogenesis, and is an example of amorphous computing. The source
(global) language is the Origami Shape Language (OSL), which describes series of folds in finite flat
sheets. The target (local) language describes the behavior of the individual agents.
Morphgen and OSL are both high-level, global languages in that neither has a concept of
individual agents. OSL is higher level than Morphgen, in the sense that folding operations can
be invoked without reference to the patterning and actuation processes that execute these folds.
The OSL compiler works in part by translating these operations directly into agent-level subroutines.
By contrast, Morphgen programs describe the formation of patterns in time and space at the global
level. Another distinction is that Morphgen is in some ways more general than OSL: patterns are
not restricted to plane Euclidean constructions, and tissues can move and deform in all available
spatial dimensions.
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At the agent level, the OSL compiler makes use of several agent-based primitives. Those
most relevant to my work are gradient formation and neighbor query. The OSL compiler’s agent
model assumes digital communication within a local neighborhood.

Gradients are formed by

broadcasting and incrementing integer values, a common mechanism in artificial morphogenesis
and amorphous computing. Agents may also query their neighbors’ digital state, for example to
determine the direction of steepest gradient ascent. My agent model is similar in its emphasis on
local communication, but different in that communication is based on continuous values and is
implicit, lacking the concept of individual neighbors (section 3.1.4). In addition, my model does
not treat macro-level gradient formation as a primitive operation; instead, gradients are just one
form of patterning that may be specified by a Morphgen program’s change equations. (The term
“gradient” is overloaded; an agent’s estimate of the gradient operator with respect to a morphogen
is indeed an important primitive in my model.)
Both Nagpal’s and my agent models attempt to judiciously include features on which the
compilation method depends while abstracting away other features as implementation details. For
example, the precise method of communication is left unspecified in Nagpal’s agent model, as are the
mechanisms of actuation for folding and of internal computation. My model is more explicit about
the medium of communication because it forms the basis for my compilation method. However,
precise mechanisms of morphogen production and sensing (and also of propulsion and internal
computation) are considered implementation details and are not modeled explicitly.
Nagpal elaborates on the idea of primitives in Nagpal [98], generalizing it to amorphous
computation broadly. Although the primitives she catalogs still assume discrete communication
between individual neighbors, these primitives are suggestive of strategies compatible with
continuous descriptions and morphogen-based communication. In addition, Nagpal emphasizes
connections between particular morphogenetic strategies and beneficial properties such as robustness
and scalability. For example, morphogenetic processes may be more robust to variations in timing
if sequencing depends not on absolute timers but on the completion of successive tasks.
Other work describes GTLC without using that term explicitly. (In fact, Doursat et al. [22]
express the core challenge of all morphogenetic engineering in terms that could serve as a definition
of GTLC: “How can the agents’ micro-rules be inferred from the system’s macro-objectives?”) This
is true of Coore [17], who introduce the Growing Point Language (GPL) and its compilation, work
that influenced OSL. GPL describes patterning of flat sheets via moving loci of control (a drawing
process). It is implemented in simulation by agents embedded randomly and densely in a plane.
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In this regard, the computational model is similar to OSL’s implementation. However, because the
agents in Coore’s model do not move at all relative to each other, it may be considered a purer form
of amorphous computing.
As in Nagpal’s work, the formation of virtual gradients is a key primitive operation at the micro
level in Coore’s work. As is often the case in artificial morphogenesis, these gradients are virtual,
implemented as values held by each agent and established through digital communication. This
virtualness distinguishes Coore’s work and others’ from my own. However, my proposed physical
morphogen fields echo some attributes that Coore emphasizes regarding his gradients. Specifically,
Coore’s gradients are radially symmetric around the point of secretion, decrease monotonically with
distance, and can be added together to form a summed field of gradients.
The examples of OSL and GPL are typical of amorphous computing in their focus on patterning
across groups of agents with roughly uniform density. This clearly contrasts with my focus on
motion and heterogeneous density of agents. However, patterning across groups of agents is also an
important part of my work, whether for its own sake or to facilitate desired motion. To this end,
methods in amorphous computing serve as inspiration for the patterning aspects of my own work.
The GTLC system of Kondacs [57] is also an example of amorphous computing, with agents
unmoving but having the additional capability to reproduce or recruit new nearby agents. With
this added ability, they use similar patterning tools as in the above work to form arbitrary, globallyspecified two-dimensional shapes.

Their compiler inscribes circles in the requested shape and

generates code for agents to use gradients and leader election to reproduce wherever these circles
are determined to be incompletely filled. Their work illustrates the power of GTL systems that
allow for growth mechanisms, which play a role in my work as well (section 3.7).
Amorphous computing is extended to a model in which agents move randomly with respect to
each other by the “Flying Amorphous Computer” [113]. This model may be considered an example
of GTLC in the sense that the authors demonstrate the model’s ability to act as a universal digital
computer. However, this is a less embodied sense of GTLC, because source programs would (as
in traditional digital computing) be unrelated to the Flying Amorphous Computer’s spatial layout.
The Flying Amorphous Computer nonetheless shares with my own work the ambition of expanding
the range of computation that can be performed in an amorphous computing setting with agents
that move arbitrarily with respect to each other.
The Proto language, like the Flying Amorphous Computer, extends the amorphous computing
paradigm to include agents with arbitrary relative motion [3].
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Unlike the Flying Amorphous

Computer, Proto allows for programmed motion, which brings it closer to my own goals. Although
Proto and Morphgen both describe mobile agents in a continuum limit, Morphgen describes tissue
behavior using PDEs, which ensures scalability.

By contrast, Proto uses a more traditional

programming approach of building up behavior from primitive operations. Individual primitive
operations may or may not be scalable, at least in part because they may refer to individual agents,
even though those agents are point-sized and embedded in a continuum of agents. For example,
Proto can describe such non-scalable operations as assigning random headings to each agent or
giving a special role to a single elected agent. Therefore, rather than a constraint imposed by the
language as in Morphgen, scalability in Proto is a discipline practiced by the programmer through
scalable composition of scalable primitives.
The ability to write non-scalable programs in Proto is one example of its generality with respect
to Morphgen. As further illustration of its generality, we can consider that traditional SPH robotics
(see section 2.4) could be specified in the Proto language. Proto allows the specification of arbitrary
reduction functions over an agent’s neighbors, and SPH could be implemented by using a smoothing
function for this reduction. It would therefore be possible to use many of the ideas in chapter 3 to
compile Morphgen code to Proto code.
Proto, by design, is somewhat agnostic regarding the operations available in a given implementation, especially with respect to communication. Because Proto’s GTLC strategy is based on the
composition of primitive operations, operations available at the global level depend on the primitive
operations provided by a particular implementation. However, Proto generally assumes that agents
will communicate individually with their neighbors, which contrasts with the natural parallelism of
my embodied approach.

2.3.2

PDE Control in Swarm Robotics

Research describing the control of robot swarms using PDEs may be viewed as GTLC, because
it involves the derivation of control laws for individual agents based on a global PDE description.
Nonetheless, PDE control in the swarm robotics field has not typically been framed as GTLC.
Because this section is the first focusing on swarm robotics as opposed to artificial morphogenesis,
I begin with a brief introduction to swarm robotics.
Swarm robotics grew out of swarm intelligence and classical robotics [40], and often takes as
its biological inspiration the collective behavior of groups of animals [129, 6, 12]. This perspective
differs from artificial morphogenesis, which as previously noted takes its primary inspiration from
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the development of individual organisms. Swarm robotics is often more focused on techniques that
can be physically implemented or prototyped, whereas artificial morphogenesis is more likely to focus
on simulations of techniques beyond the reach of current technology (Pascalie et al. [109] note the
prevalence of simulation in artificial morphogenesis). Because both fields relate to emergent behavior
from many similar agents, it is unsurprising that artificial morphogenesis often takes inspiration from
swarm robotics, as is the case in the present work.
My work has some commonality with PDE swarm control methods that derive from control
theory. (See Cao et al. [13] for a review of distributed multi-agent coordination systems from a
control theory standpoint.) This body of research, as in my own work, describes desired swarm
configurations using continuous approximations, and derives similar benefits in terms of scalability.
Consistent with an influence from control theory, PDE swarm control typically focuses on continuous
descriptions of static formations toward which a swarm can be made to converge in a provably stable
fashion. It is these formation descriptions that are programmable, as opposed to the dynamics of
convergence, which are generally described by a PDE that is fixed for a given control method. In
contrast, I am interested in the challenge of programming dynamics with broad classes of PDEs, to
which control theory analysis is less readily applicable. Nagpal [96] and Hamann [40, p. 28] address
the limitations of control theory approaches to swarm robotics.
Several researchers have used methods based on PDE boundary control theory, in which control
propagates recursively from agent to agent, often using the “backstepping” technique.

These

methods require one or more boundary agents to have more complete information about the overall
state of the swarm than other agents, a leader-follower dynamic. Frihauf and Krstic [33] use this
method to deploy groups of simulated agents to a family of planar curves in 2D space. Qi et al.
[122] extend this work to simulate deployment to 2D manifolds in 3D space.
Both of these methods require only local communication, which is compatible with artificial
morphogenesis. Otherwise, these boundary control methods are of limited relevance for my work.
Although dynamics are described through PDEs, these PDEs are derived to drive agents to converge
to particular families of manifolds. By contrast, Morphgen gives the programmer broad control
over the dynamic behavior of tissue. Furthermore, these methods are not robust to agent failure or
topological changes, which limits their relevance for tissues comprising large numbers of unreliable
agents.
Krishnan and Martínez [62] use a related boundary control approach. Rather than targeting
convergence to an arrangement on a given manifold, they target a given density function over a
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separately defined and fixed two-dimensional area. They assume, without specifying a mechanism,
that agents can sense boundaries. First, agents at the boundary use techniques of one-dimensional
boundary control to form the desired boundary shape, after which they do not move. Agents in
the interior then use this boundary shape as a reference in arranging themselves to match the
desired density field. In addition to boundary sensing, it is assumed that agents can communicate
individually with their neighbors and that they can sense their global orientation. Control laws
are derived using a discrete Laplacian operator and kernel density estimation, which bears some
resemblance to traditional SPH control.
Whereas the above control theory approaches tend to focus on convergence to a final
arrangement, Berman and colleagues have described a family of related approaches involving PDE
control of swarm dynamics [124, 9]. They model uncertainty in individual agent trajectories using
the Fokker-Plank equation. This allows diffusion to be included in their macroscopic PDE model,
based on the advection-diffusion-reaction equation. Applications include robotic pollination and
mapping of unknown environments. Berman et al. focus on PDEs as descriptions of dynamics,
which is compatible with the goal of compiling Morphgen code. Their work also illustrates an
approach that Morphgen code can use to model state changes, which is to treat them as reactions
that proceed quickly to saturation.
The clearest difference between the work of Berman et al. and my own is that they disallow
any communication among agents, whereas I allow for communication through summed physical
fields (which is still a more restricted assumption than traditional one-to-one or even one-to-many
communication models). Another difference is that the macroscopic PDEs of Berman et al. relate
to designed randomness in agents’ motion, whereas my approach relates application-level PDEs to
deterministic aspects of agents’ motion. For example, consider the simple case of a dense cluster
of agents programmed to execute simple Fickian diffusion at the macroscopic level. The method of
Berman et al. would achieve this at the microscopic level via random motion of agents, whereas my
method would instead use directed motion, with agents smoothly moving apart at the appropriate
speeds (section 5.1).
Slavkov et al. [137] demonstrate PDE control of patterns within a swarm, based on agent state.
They use the Kilobot platform to demonstrate patterning of swarms according to Turing pattern
systems. The authors describe their control system as a gene regulatory network (GRN), although
the analogy is loose and translation to biologically-plausible GRNs is not explored. Their focus on
using PDEs to describe spatial patterns with no global coordinate system is similar to the goal of
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Morphgen compilation. Communication among robots is digital, as in traditional SPH robotics,
and requires locally unique IDs. PDE discretization for patterning involves simulated morphogen
diffusion and a graph Laplacian, mechanisms loosely resembling a more digital version of SPH.
Slavkov et al. also explore interactions between Turing patterning and robot motion. In this
regard their work bears little resemblance to the Morphgen approach or my partial implementation
of it. Swarm dynamics are not described by PDEs but by an ad hoc algorithm meant to produce
interesting and lifelike morphologies. Individual agents are not free to move as in my mesenchymeinspired model; instead, agents move along the edge of a tightly-packed swarm. Finally, the authors
demonstrate robustness to swarm damage. This robustness is consistent with other research that
avoids fixed topology or global coordinates.

2.3.3

Other Types of Global-to-Local Compilers

Examples of GTLC outside the context of amorphous computing or PDE control tend to be
less comparable to my work. One reason that some examples are less comparable is that they
are highly digital in nature. That is, algorithms depend on such mechanisms as discrete state
changes or message passing events. Furthermore, agents typically either start with fixed topological
relationships with each other or form such relationships based on discrete connection potentialities.
Yamins [163] and Yamins and Nagpal [164] derive local rules for one- and two-dimensional
cellular automata based on global pattern descriptions. Their model is precise and deterministic
(other than random initial conditions), which facilitates analysis and exact solutions. Klavins et al.
[56] work with robots able to attach to each other along edges depending on local state. They
model assemblages of such robots as graphs, and use graph grammars to derive local attachment
rules from global graph descriptions and transformations. Arbuckle and Requicha [2] also work with
robots able to attach along edges. Their compiler takes polygons as input and generates local rules
that use message loops to create and maintain connections. Generated structures have self-healing
properties because structure maintenance is based on messages alone and not on internal state.
Werfel et al. [160] take inspiration from termite mounds to compile descriptions of threedimensional structures into code for agents to build these structures by stacking blocks. Other
than avoiding neighbors, agents do not communicate directly; instead, all communication is indirect
through the growing structure. This communication through the environment makes their work a
classic example of the use of stigmergy in swarm robotics.
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My morphogen-based communication method can also be seen as an example of stigmergy,
following the definition used by Werfel et al. of “indirect coordination through manipulation and
sensing of a shared environment.” On the other hand, although theirs is a typical definition of
stigmery, in practice, “stigmergy” is usually applied to systems in which the temporal persistence
of information in the environment is essential to the system’s function. By contrast, the temporal
persistence of morphogen fields in my own approach is more a necessary evil than an essential element
of the communication model. My communication method is therefore not clearly stigmergic in the
classic sense of, for example, ant pheromone trails or termite mounds.
In some GTLC work, agents do not have explicit spatial positions, or are assumed to be wellmixed in their spatial domain. Typically such work focuses on task-switching or task-allocation
challenges. Berman et al. [8] use differential equations to describe the evolution of proportions of
agents engaged in different tasks. Valentini et al. [153] also derive task-switching rules from global
information. A programmer can specify a desired sequence of probability distributions over possible
allocations between two tasks. This sequence can be compiled into probabilistic rules that each
agent can follow to periodically decide, based on its neighbors’ tasks, whether to switch its own
task. Although I do not explore the implications of GTLC task-switching work here, in the future
these techniques may be relevant to Morphgen programming in light of the approach in section 3.6
to describe mixtures of agents in different differentiation states.

2.3.4

Global-to-Local Compilation and Emergence

Hamann [40] offers a view of GTLC that contrasts with that of Nagpal described earlier. Hamann is
skeptical that direct, algorithmic GTL programming is possible. Instead, he argues for an iterative
approach of designing local rules, modeling their emergent collective properties, and using such
modeling results to guide the design of improved local rules. In fact, Hamann goes so far as to
say that GTL and local-to-global programming are fundamentally the same problem. I disagree,
because the space of possible local rules may be so large that, even with efficient modeling of each
ruleset, a search for a ruleset with desired global properties may not be feasible. Therefore I consider
that GTLC is an important problem regardless of the state of the art in local-to-global modeling.
In light of his view that GTL and local-to-global programming are interchangeable, Hamann [40]
focuses on techniques for modeling agent-based systems as continuous, PDE-based systems. This
may at first appear to be the inverse of the goal of GTLC. However, because Hamann’s simulations
are intended to be practical, yet more efficient, tests of agent systems’ efficacy, the global PDEs
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would reflect not only the abstract intentions of the designer, but also practical considerations such
as the behavior of fluid media and the effects of noise in agent behavior. One can even imagine a
profitable compilation from a PDE-based language such as Morphgen, which would reflect abstract
system goals, directly to a PDE-based simulation à la Hamann, which would attempt to model
those practical concerns for which I use an agent-based model.
I am tempted to argue that Hamann’s skeptical position on algorithmic GTLC is refuted by the
successful examples of the latter cited in this chapter. However, the different perspectives may
be rooted in different views of what constitutes emergence and, by extension, the engineering
of emergence via GTLC. Both Nagpal and Coore note that their compilation processes are
straightforward, and I observe the same in my work. Thus the global behavior is, in at least two
senses, unsurprising: Not only has it been programmed to begin with, but given an understanding of
how the GTL compiler works, it can be inferred from the agent code. For this reason, Coore explicitly
avoids the term “emergent behavior,” “to avoid the connotation of mystery in our outcome” [17].
However, I follow Nagpal’s lead in referring to the global behavior of the GTL compiled program
as “emergent.” One definition of emergent that our group finds useful refers to global behavior that
might, from some reasonable perspective (specifically, without knowledge of the global code or the
compilation process), be surprising given agent behavior.

2.4

SPH Robotics

My compilation method for Morphgen is based on SPH robotics, which is in turn based on SPH itself.
I briefly review each topic before turning to examples of SPH robotic control from the literature. My
main purpose in reviewing the literature is to illuminate three themes that support the importance
of my work. First, existing SPH robotics assumes pairwise communication schemes that may not
scale well, a point elaborated in section 3.1.4. Second, existing literature fails to frame SPH robotics
as an example of GTLC, a frame helpful in exploring the technique’s full potential. I discuss this
reframing more in section 3.5 along with my third (related) theme, which is that existing literature
primarily limits itself to deriving behavior that emulates fluid dynamics.

2.4.1

Background: Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

SPH itself is a meshfree Lagrangian numerical method used in physics simulation, primarily of fluid
dynamics. It was introduced for modeling stars by Gingold and Monaghan [37] and Lucy [70]. It
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is the most popular meshfree Lagrangian method for fluid dynamics simulations, and arguably the
most straightforward. The chief advantage of SPH is its meshfree Lagrangian nature, which allows
for simulation of large deformations without a separate method for making a new grid. Particles are
updated according to their neighbors within a given radius at a given time, rather than according
to their nearest neighbors defined by any fixed topology or mesh. So as particles’ neighborhoods
change, no extra work is needed to update the set of particles on which their future behavior will
depend.
I briefly outline SPH, loosely following the textbook presentation of Liu and Liu [67]. The first
step in deriving SPH is the observation that a function is unchanged by convolution with the Dirac
delta function:
Z

f (x0 )δ(kx − x0 k)dx0

f (x) =

(2.1)

Ω

If we replace the Dirac delta with a smoothing function, typically resembling a Gaussian, then we
obtain a kernel approximation of f :
Z
hf (x)i =

f (x0 )W (kx − x0 k, h)dx0 .

(2.2)

Ω

The symbol h stands for the smoothing length, which controls the spread of W such that
lim W (kx − x0 k, h) = δ(kx − x0 k).

h→0

The smoothing function’s integral must be unity:
Z

W (kx − x0 k, h)dx0 = 1.

Ω

Typically, the function is also required to be even, monotonically decreasing from the origin,
positive, and reasonably smooth. However, various of these conditions have been relaxed in different
applications, and other conditions beyond these may be imposed. Liu and Liu [67] analyze the
accuracy implications of various smoothing function requirements.
Besides the above conditions, one more condition, that of compact support such that the
smoothing function is strictly zero beyond some distance from the origin, is almost universally
cited in the literature. However, this condition is of primarily computational importance. In SPH
simulation and traditional SPH robotics, lack of compact support implies that pairwise calculations
are needed between every pair of particles in the domain. For my embodied approach, a natural
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parallelism circumvents this need for strictly compact support. Nonetheless, the requirement of a
unity (and therefore convergent) integral implies a smoothing function that approaches zero quickly.
The next step in deriving SPH is to discretize eq. (2.2). dx0 represents an infinitesimal volume
element, and we can replace it by a finite volume element ∆V = m/ρ, where m and ρ are the mass
and mass density of the element, respectively. Focusing on a volume element located at position x,
and writing W (rj ) as shorthand for W (kx − xj k, h), we can estimate f (x) as
hf (x)i =

X mj
j

ρj

f (xj )W (rj ),

where j indexes the neighbors of the focal volume element that are near enough so that W (rj ) > 0.
These volume elements can be thought of as moving particles; each has definite position and carries
mass and potentially other variables with it as it moves. (This is the sense in which SPH is a
Lagrangian method.) It remains to track the changing density of each particle as it moves. The
simplest method, which I adopt in my work, is to substitute ρ(x) for f (x) in the above, yielding
hρ(x)i =

X

mj W (rj ).

j

One approach to formulating SPH approximations of derivatives begins by substituting, say,
∇f (x) for f (x) as the quantity to be approximated in eq. (2.1) [68, 67]. This approach requires
Stokes’ theorem and is not necessary for my purposes, being more important when smoothing length
h varies in time or space. A simpler approach is to apply the derivative operator directly to the
SPH interpolation and then to move it inside the summation [91, 92], for example:
∇ hf (xi )i = ∇

X mj
j

ρj

f (xj )W (rij ) =

X mj
j

ρj

f (xj )∇W (rij ).

Both approaches result in forms as above in which the derivative is applied directly to the smoothing
function. Although more sophisticated forms of various SPH derivative approximations exist, this
application of the derivative to the smoothing function is a defining feature of SPH. As explained
in section 3.1.2, natural smoothing functions make it possible to circumvent the need to apply the
derivative only to the smoothing function, instead measuring some derivatives directly in a physical
interpolant field.
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At this point, the next typical step in a presentation of SPH is to derive specific SPH
approximations for fluid dynamics based on the Navier-Stokes equations or a simplified form such
as the Euler equations. Indeed, most derivations of SPH robotic controllers would do so as well. I
omit such derivations here: as mentioned in section 1.2 and discussed further in section 3.5, one of
my central contributions is the application of SPH robotic control beyond fluid dynamics to a more
general and potentially non-physical class of PDEs.

2.4.2

Advantages of SPH Robotics

Perkinson and Shafai [112] are the first to reimagine SPH as a means of swarm robotic control. Their
key insight is that SPH particles can be reinterpreted as robots. Like robots, SPH particles have
position and mass, and the rules used to update their state in a simulation can be reinterpreted
as distributed control laws. Displacement becomes locomotion, and the pairwise evaluations of
differences in position or other variables are computed by each agent communicating with its
neighbors in turn.
SPH has several attractive features as a swarm control method. The compact support of SPH
smoothing functions means communication can be strictly local. And needing no special effort
to deal with even drastic changes in topology is helpful in swarm control, just as it is in physics
simulation.
Scalability is also a key advantage. In physics simulation, adding more particles increases the
resolution of the simulation while maintaining validity. Particle mass, of course, would be changed
to hold density the same, reflecting the smaller volume represented by each particle. Similarly,
in a swarm, either the number of robots or their mass can be changed. If they are changed
reciprocally to hold density constant, no changes in the controlling PDEs are needed; otherwise, a
simple variable substitution suffices. A similar substitution allows scaling of the collective swarm
behavior independently of robot mass or number.
Another advantage, particular to the swarm application, is the smoothness of relative agent
behavior. Because the behavior of SPH particles approximate solutions to PDEs, and because
the solutions to PDEs must be differentiable with respect to those variables whose derivatives are
described, the behavior of an agent under SPH control tends to be similar to its neighbors—not
just statistically, but instantaneously. By contrast, some swarm control methods produce behavior
that is not locally smooth, even though macroscopic behavior may solve a PDE (see the work of
Berman et al. reviewed in section 2.3.2). Compared to such methods, the locally smooth behavior
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of SPH control is more efficient and less likely to result in collisions. This advantage is noted by
Eren and Açıkmeşe [25] in a context similar to SPH robotics.

2.4.3

Closely Related Techniques

SPH robotics was anteceded by Shimizu et al. [135], who derive decentralized control laws by
similarly reframing physics simulation techniques as control laws to cause swarm behavior to
resemble the simulated physical systems.

Their work derives from Molecular Dynamics and

Stokesian Dynamics rather than from SPH. Like SPH, these simulation methods are examples
of meshfree particle methods. However, they lack the smoothing kernel approach that is central to
SPH and which allows for the embodied variant introduced in my work. Stokesian and Molecular
Dynamics are also more narrow than SPH in the equations they can approximate, because particles
in these methods represent discrete physical entities rather than being discretizations of a continuum
as in SPH.
As with the work of Shimizu et al., physicomimetics, or artificial physics, is similar to SPH
robotic control in that it derives rules for individual agents to follow such that the system’s collective
behavior will resemble physical systems [142]. Again as with Shimizu et al., physicomimetics does
not use a continuum approximation; rather, each agent is more closely analogous to a physical
particle, a molecule. Each agent accelerates based on the sum of forces with its neighbors, with
each force calculation based on distance: repulsive for nearer neighbors, and optionally attractive
for farther neighbors. These rules can generate behavior similar to solids, liquids, and gases. As
with traditional SPH robotics, agents must be able to sense pairwise distance and heading with
each neighbor, although only some applications require further information exchange.
Spears et al. [142] are interested in moving beyond what is physically plausible; for example, they
discuss varying attractive forces in response to environmental cues so that, for example, a swarm
can mostly behave as a solid but can become more liquid when moving through a field of obstacles.
This flexibility is an important step toward the more complete freedom from physical behavior that
my approach offers. Spears and Spears [141] further develop the idea of departing from strictly
physical behavior, while remaining grounded in physics. This book also generalizes the definition of
physicomimetics to include any control strategy designed to generate behavior inspired by physics.
Traditional SPH robotics would be a special case of physicomimetics under this definition, although
my work would not, as it seeks to move beyond any necessary link to physical behavior. Finally,
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Spears and Spears [141] present a sample of various other developments in physicomimetics, which
has become a popular swarm control technique.
In 2006, Muhammad Pac et al., seemingly unaware of the then-recent SPH robotics work of
Perkinson and Shafai [112], proposed a meshfree Lagrangian discretization for the Euler equations
(a special case of the Navier-Stokes equations) as a means of control for mobile sensor networks
[105, 106]. This approach is similar in both concept and application to SPH robotic control. The
discretization seems less standard than SPH, and it does not involve a smoothing function, so it
would be less amenable to my embodied approach. Regardless, in later work the same authors
abandon this early approach in favor of SPH control [107, 104].
Fujiwara et al. [34] simulate a control scheme that is reminiscent of my work. Like me, they
are interested in agents communicating via their physical environment. Specifically, their agent
communication is mostly (though not entirely) mediated by hydrodynamic forces, inspired by
mechanisms used by schooling fish. To the extent that communication is mediated thus, their
agents, like mine, do not need any concept of having individual neighbors. Furthermore, the authors
similarly model each agent as a particle in an SPH scheme. On the other hand, communication
via hydrodynamic force does not closely resemble communication via diffusing morphogens. In
addition, SPH in Fujiwara et al. is best seen as part of their simulation technique, not as a source
for deriving control laws as it is in most work combining SPH and swarm robotics. Fujiwara et al.
use SPH mostly to model interactions between agents and parts of their fluid environment, so it
appears that SPH would not be involved if their approach were physically realized.
Artificial potential field methods of swarm control can sometimes resemble SPH control in limited
ways. Although early artificial potential fields were fixed, some authors have attached artificial
potential fields to each agent in a swarm. The contribution of these fields to agent motion is typically
limited to gradient descent, as compared to the more general value and derivative estimations
seen in SPH. Hsieh et al. [45] present an example using artificial potential functions that decrease
monotonically to zero with distance. Especially with such a potential field shape, summing gradients
of potential field contributions from neighboring agents is similar to an SPH gradient estimate.
Some recent work has isolated the kernel density estimation part of SPH, using it as part of
control laws that can bring robot swarms into agreement with predefined density fields [25, 165,
26, 27]. This research is not directly applicable to my own challenge, because it assumes that
agents know their global positions, which they need to compare a local density estimate with a
target density. However, in one respect this work is more closely related to my own than are the
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approaches I identify in the next section as SPH robotics proper. This is because it abstracts at
least one aspect of SPH away from its fluid dynamics origins to describe behavior that, although
derived from a heat equation, bears little resemblance to a physical process. One example of such
non-physicality is the use of single-integrator dynamics; all other SPH robotics uses the doubleintegrator dynamics consistent with Newton’s second law. Apart from this commonality with my
work, the density estimation used in this work does not capture the potential of SPH to estimate
derivatives of arbitrary spatial fields.

2.4.4

Examples of SPH Robotic Control

SPH was first proposed as a method for controlling robot swarms by Perkinson and Shafai [112].
Their work established precedents that would be followed by most other research in SPH robotic
control. Their SPH equations follow the Navier-Stokes equations with a term for artificial, rather
than physical, viscosity. Equations of state are chosen from those typically used in physics simulation
for gases and liquids. Communication is assumed to be pairwise, and the approach is tested in
simulation. It is assumed that agents can directly detect obstacles; the means of avoidance is not
made clear, and authors since have explored various approaches.
Unusual for SPH robotic control, this work retains the energy part of the Navier-Stokes
equations. It is not clear what benefit this has for typical robotic control applications, because
density and momentum dominate temperature in determining the bulk motion of liquids. Most
research in SPH robotic control focuses on the mass continuity and momentum equations of the
Navier-Stokes or Euler equations. Also somewhat unusual, and notable because of its similarity
to my work, a peaked kernel function is used; however, the peak is not so sharp as in natural
smoothing functions. Finally, agents lower their pressure when they detect “objects of interest,”
which causes other agents to gather around these objects. This approach is similar in spirit to the
more traditional SPH virtual particle approach that can be used to cause agents to avoid obstacles.
Building on Perkinson and Shafai [112], Muhammad Pac and colleagues make advances in
SPH robotic control, which they demonstrate in simulation [107, 104]. They introduce use of
the full Navier-Stokes equations instead of the simplified Euler equations, which allows for the use
of physical, rather than artificial, viscosity. (Both types of viscosity are, of course, artificial in
that they are being emulated with a robot swarm; “physical” in this context refers to derivation
from a model of physical viscosity.) They point out that temperature does not typically have a
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major dynamic effect on the bulk motion of liquids, so that the energy-related part of the NavierStokes equations can be neglected or repurposed. They choose to repurpose it to facilitate obstacle
avoidance, under the assumption that robots can sense obstacles directly. Most later researchers in
SPH robotic control have chosen to neglect the energy equation entirely.
A second contribution of Pac et al. is to emphasize the usefulness of varying a range of fluid
parameters without regard for physicality. They even discuss the possibility that parameters could
be varied dynamically, perhaps in response to environmental cues. A higher-level layer of control for
variation of parameters is proposed. This freedom represents a step away from being tied to fluid
dynamics–related behavior, although they do not propose abandoning the form of the Navier-Stokes
equations entirely. A more complete freedom from physical behavior is one of the contributions of
my work. My approach also does not require a distinct level of control for parameter variation;
instead, parameters may freely be replaced by functions in the underlying equations. Pac also
mentions the possibility of heterogeneous swarms of robots, but does not develop an approach to
this challenge, which is one of my goals [104].
Umut Tilki, along with Muhammad Pac’s coauthors Ismet Erkmen and Aydan Erkmen, follow
up on Pac’s work by controlling simulated agents viewed as composing robotic hands or torsos
[147, 148, 149, 150, 146]. Tilki et al. are interested in passive imitation learning by agents whose
physiology is not comparable to the imitatee. They adopt the two-level control structure of Pac et
al. The higher-level controller is centralized, and uses an ANN and other tools to transform images
of human hands or bodies into different parameters for the lower-level SPH controllers of each agent
such that the collection of agents adopts a shape similar to the image. The parameters controlled
are (physical) viscosity, stiffness, and a body force function, all of which are computed for distinct
regions of agents. A given region might represent, for example, one joint of a finger.
In the context of my work, the most important contribution made by Tilki et al. is the idea
of varying fluid parameters separately for different agents. This variation further escapes the
confinement of mimicking physical behavior; as a result, the collection of agents as a whole cannot
be said to behave as any single fluid substance could. On the other hand, all agents in their approach
are still locally obeying fluid-like laws, which contrasts with my approach of allowing descriptions
completely unrelated to fluid dynamics. Another limitation of this research is the implicit need for
a central controller to communicate chosen parameters to each individual agent. This limitation
is most serious with respect to body forces. These forces vary throughout the swarm according to
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global location, which appears to implicitly require agents to have a means of knowing their global
location.
Pimenta et al. [116, 115, 117] use SPH control in simulations and experiments to guide robot
swarms toward goal formations. Goals are defined by the minima of electrostatic fields, and a term
related to the gradient of this field is added to a term derived from SPH. Obstacles are avoided
through the virtual particle method in SPH. As is typical of SPH robotic control, SPH equations
follow the mass and momentum Navier-Stokes equations with the addition of artificial viscosity.
The smoothing kernel is a typical cubic spline. Methods are simulated and also tested using Scarab
and e-puck robots.
The authors demonstrate the scalability potential of SPH control more explicitly than other
studies have, obtaining similar results in simulation using 81 and 1600 robots. This focus on
scalability is similar to my work. On the other hand, their method requires a global localization
system, which differs from my emphasis on fully decentralized control. One reason these studies use
global localization is so that robots know where they are with respect to an emulated electrostatic
field, but this need could be eliminated if a real electrostatic field were used, which agents could
sense locally. Another reason for global localization is that it is needed to implement virtual SPH
particles, which is a more serious limitation. I am not aware of a fully general and decentralized
way to implement virtual particles, so I avoid them. The authors also pay special attention to
control-theoretic analysis of convergence and collision avoidance. This also contrasts with my work,
in which I am focused on a general method for compiling PDE behavior without regard for that
behavior’s stability or convergence properties.
The use of an external electrostatic field for guidance also contrasts with my work. I include
value and gradient estimates of both environmental fields and tissue-focused fields in the same
source PDE descriptions. Only quantities relating to tissue-focused fields (such as density or more
abstract fields) need to be compiled with SPH-related techniques, but at a mathematical level no
distinction needs to be made between these and environmental fields.
Kamran Mohseni and colleagues explore the use of SPH in controlling unmanned aerial vehicles
used for environmental monitoring [64, 133, 134, 65, 44, 111, 140, 136]. One key interest of this
research is offline path planning for fuel optimization in the context of strong background flows of
air (or, potentially, ocean water). Another is the real-time use of the swarm’s environmental sensor
readings to steer agents to locations where further data collection can more efficiently contribute to
knowledge of, for example, the size and shape of a pollutant plume.
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The authors use SPH for swarm cohesion, collision avoidance, and guidance. As is typical in
SPH robotics, they use SPH formulations of simplified Navier-Stokes continuity and momentum
equations. They use a Murnaghan-Tait equation of state, and they sometimes include a term for
artificial viscosity. SPH-based guidance is achieved through the use of virtual SPH particles with
negative pressure to which other agents are attracted. Although swarm cohesion and collision
avoidance can clearly be achieved through fully distributed SPH, the authors do not address
how virtual SPH particles can be implemented without centralized guidance or localization. The
authors present data based on small groups of real UAVs with varying capabilities, including GPS
localization.
Aspects of some of the these papers are relevant for my work. Song et al. [140] note that
peaked smoothing functions seem to work well for collision avoidance, which is relevant because
the natural smoothing functions explored in chapter 3 are peaked. Silic et al. [136] introduce
asymmetric smoothing functions to correct for antenna that produce anisotropic signal strength.
Such smoothing functions are an important contribution to making traditional SPH robotics
practical for implementation on realistic hardware. However, they are not an option when natural
smoothing functions are used, because the needed calculations for asymmetric kernels are inherently
pairwise. This paper also introduces a “meticulous” scheduling scheme to ensure that only one agent
is broadcasting to its neighbors at a given time. This scheme addresses communication latency, but
its need also highlights the scalability challenges of communication in traditional SPH. Specifically,
the requirement that agents receive communications separately from each neighbor imposes practical
challenges that can be circumvented by my natural smoothing function method.
Argel Bandala, Elmer Dadios and colleagues use SPH in combination with body forces and
virtual containers to control swarm behavior [4, 5, 83]. The authors define shapes such as cubes
and spheres, and agents reverse direction when encountering the boundary of one of these shapes.
Attractive points are simulated using body forces and are places beyond a boundary from the swarm.
As a result, swarms congregate at controlled densities around the boundary nearest the attractive
point. Experiments are carried out with real UAVs as well as in simulation; however, the SPH
algorithm is controlled centrally. As with any SPH robotics approach that involves virtual objects
located in absolute space with respect to the swarm, it is not clear how this approach could be made
fully decentralized without agents having global localization capabilities.
Unlike most SPH robotics implementations, these authors use different smoothing functions for
different purposes. This technique is relevant to my work, because each distinct physical morphogen
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will have different diffusion and degradation characteristics, which implies different smoothing
functions within the same SPH discretization. In addition, one of the smoothing functions they
use has a singularity at the origin, which is unique among SPH robotics research. This singularity
is also a commonality with my work, because some natural smoothing functions have singularities
at the origin. Another unique point among SPH robotics work is the use of color fields (actually
SPH approximations of unity) to implement surface tension. Color fields hold promise as a means
not only to implement surface tension but also generally to define the boundaries of a swarm or
tissue, which I explore in section 3.8.2.
Zhao [167] and Zhao et al. [168] explore combining SPH control with other types of swarm
control. Their main interest in using SPH control is to control density, and they note that a
physical emulation of fluids is not necessary to this end. Toward this goal, they simplify the SPH
momentum equation to ignore neighbors’ pressure and density, so that the only SPH calculation
remaining is density and its gradient for the focal agent. They do not connect this simplified SPH
equation with the PDE to which it would correspond, but their simplification is still notable for its
departure from physical behavior. Four Khepera robots demonstrate formation of a diamond shape
under their hybrid control scheme. In simulation, the authors also explore, but do not offer a full
explanation of, spontaneous segregation of the swarm into separate circles.
Khaldi et al., drawing on the above work, incorporate SPH density estimates into a distanceweighted k-nearest neighbors approach to swarm aggregation [52, 53]. They test their approach in
simulation. Other than the use of SPH to make local density estimates, this work does not draw
on SPH. In a sense, the Khaldi et al. approach is therefore less related to my work than other
research reviewed in this section, and is more directly related to k-nearest neighbor variants and
other aggregation techniques. However, in another sense, their approach has a key commonality
with my own: it is one of the few multi-agent control schemes to explicitly abstract the ability of
SPH to provide certain estimates independently of any concern for fluid-like behavior. However,
like the work reviewed at the end of section 2.4.3, it makes only partial use of the promise of SPH
in this regard, using it only for density estimation. Like Zhao et al. mentioned above, Khaldi et al.
do not present SPH estimates in the context of corresponding PDEs.
Powers [119] use SPH as part of an algorithm for escorting military assets, comparing it to
an artificial potential field approach and finding advantages and disadvantages.

Their overall

algorithm is successful in simulation, but has several non-SPH components, limiting its general
applicability to other SPH applications. Although their simulations contain relatively small numbers
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of robots, they note that SPH seems to become more successful as agent number increases, which
reinforces my interest in SPH as a control method for tissues comprising hundreds of thousands to
trillions of agents. Furthermore, they explicitly note that as number of agents increases, individualbased communication is likely to become unreliable as well as inefficient in both time and power
consumption. They observe that communication using chemical pheromones would address this
challenge, but they argue that such communication is not sufficient to implement SPH control.
One of my central contributions is to propose a solution to exactly this challenge: a means of
using pheromone-like (more precisely, morphogen-like) chemical communication to implement SPH
control, for better reliability and efficiency at scale.

2.5

Agent-level Mechanisms

My work is primarily intended for controlling large numbers of autonomous micro-scale agents
in an aqueous environment. It is predicated on the idea that low-cost, microscale, autonomous
agents are likely to be developed in the coming decades. Currently, fully autonomous agents are
of centimeter scale at their smallest [e.g., 47, 127]. This limitation makes it difficult to predict the
characteristics of suitable future technology. Therefore my work attempts to remain implementationagnostic, targeting an agent model sufficiently abstract that it can apply to a range of possible future
technologies.
In this section I briefly speculate about possible advantages of fully artificial and synthetic
biological implementations. I then review a sample of literature that relates to my proposed models
of agent communication, because these models are the basis for one of the central contributions made
by my work. I first look at literature relating to the idea of agents communicating by simulated
morphogen diffusion.

Then I examine literature relating to communication through physical

chemicals of varying similarity to morphogens. Finally I look at studies involving agents estimating
distance by electromagnetic signal strength, which is one basis for my less-elaborated radiationbased alternative to morphogen communication. This review is not essential to an understanding
of my work, because my communication models are explained in chapter 3.

2.5.1

Robots vs. Synthetic Biology

Microrobots based on microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are one possibility for implementing
my proposed model. Compared to synthetic biology implementations, artificial robots may offer the
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advantage of more easily supporting arbitrary relationships between sensed gradients and headings.
More broadly, as completely artificial entities, we can imagine the possibility of more precise control
over all aspects of operation, including sensing, control, and computation.
Synthetic morphogenesis offers another possible route for implementation. Synthetic morphogenesis is a branch of synthetic biology in which control is exerted over the self-organization of
collections of biological cells [143]. The collections may be of cells such as bacteria or protists that
would not ordinarily undergo morphogenesis [109]. More likely they are the cells of multicellular
organisms whose natural morphogenesis is modified. Control in synthetic morphogenesis may be
exerted through modifications to the cells’ GRNs with the assistance of designed environmental cues
such as scaffolding and lights.
Because biological morphogenesis is the inspiration for artificial morphogenesis, synthetic
morphogenesis is broadly attractive for implementing ideas in artificial morphogenesis. Metabolism,
mitosis (division), and apoptosis (programmed death) are examples of cellular functions that could
help implement methods in artificial morphogenesis. The framework presented in my work may be
particularly well-suited to a synthetic morphogenesis implementation. My agent model is celllike in that internal computation is a system of ODEs, which is considered a good model for
GRNs [118]. Also, in the morphogen-based variant of my model, both secretion and sensing are
idealizations of their biological counterparts, which further suggests the suitability of a synthetic
morphogenesis implementation. Finally, in the context of medicine, a synthetic biology approach
raises the possibility of meeting biocompatibility challenges by reprogramming a patient’s own cells
[28].
Challenges for a synthetic morphogenesis implementation will include cells being able not just
to move up or down environmental gradients, but to move according to arbitrary vectors calculated
internally with respect to those gradients. Compared to prokaryotic cells, eukaryotic cells typically
can sense gradients more accurately and follow them more directly. Prokaryotic cells often follow
a run-and-tumble strategy, randomizing their direction at a rate inversely related to how rapidly a
relevant value is changing. Although less accurate than the more direct eukaryotic approach, such
a strategy suggests the possibility that the value whose change is being tracked could be internally
calculated rather than directly sensed.
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2.5.2

Simulated Morphogens

A common approach in artificial morphogenesis and related fields has been to take inspiration from
morphogen-based communication in biological cells, but to treat the idea as a metaphor. Rather
than proposing that agents secrete chemicals into their environment, such approaches use more
traditional communication technology to simulate morphogen diffusion. Some of these simulated
diffusion strategies are more physically plausible than others.
Mamei et al. [81] were inspired by morphogenesis to explore the use of simulated gradients
in simulated swarm self-organization.

Robots communicate by broadcasting digital messages

containing an integer for each simulated morphogen. The smallest number a given robot receives is
incremented and re-broadcast. The resulting distributions of values therefore tend to approximate
fields with constant slope, unlike physically diffusing morphogens. This mechanism is similar to
mechanisms used in Nagpal’s OSL (section 2.3.1) but applied to swarms with locomotion.
Mamei et al. exploit gradients produced in this way in various digital algorithms to self-assemble
shapes. The use of broadcast messages reduces but does not eliminate the need for robots to be
individually aware of their neighbors. Most importantly, robots do not need to know their relative
position with respect to each neighbor. This represents a step toward my own approach, which fully
eliminates the need for robots to be aware of discrete neighbors.
Mamei et al. eliminate the need for robots to have directional sensing; instead, robots sense
gradient direction by tracking values over time while wandering randomly. This mechanism is
somewhat like run-and-tumble methods used by bacteria. This idea could be explored in conjunction
with my approach, though I do not attempt it at present. Finally, Mamei et al. do not explore
scalability in the sense that I am interested in, which is the ability of algorithm behavior to scale
with swarm size.
Other researchers have used similar digital schemes, conceptually based on morphogen diffusion
but not obeying the physical diffusion equation. For example, Rubenstein et al. [128] use such
incremental gradients in a closely-packed Kilobot swarm, along with four pre-positioned “seed”
robots, to establish a coordinate system. This coordinate system is then combined with edgefollowing behavior (as in Slavkov et al. [137]) to recreate bitmapped images. As a second example,
Oh et al. [103] use incremental gradients in Kilobot swarms to explore pattern formation and swarm
tracking and herding algorithms. This discrete, incremental gradient mechanism shares with my
work an inspiration in morphogen diffusion. However, the abstract and non-physical nature of this
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simulated diffusion limits its applicability to my work in proposing the use of physical morphogens
for communication.
Some researchers have used simulated morphogen diffusion based on digitally communicated
but continuously valued morphogen levels. Ramezan Shirazi et al. [125] simulate a distance-based
method for agents to communicate morphogen levels to neighbors. This distance-based function
brings their work closer to the behavior of physical diffusion, but is still distinct. Their work
also avoids the need for agents to have directional sensing; as with Mamei et al. [81], agents use
time-based gradient sensing.
The Tuples On The Air (TOTA) infrastructure for mobile networks [82] is similar to the above
work in its communication mechanisms, but further explores the idea of abstract fields. This
exploration represents an additional similarity to my work. In TOTA, distributed agents are
conceptually situated and embodied, and use shared fields to self-organize. These shared fields
may be produced by the combination in a virtual environment of each agent’s contribution to that
field. Each agent’s contribution is shaped spatially by an arbitrary function of hop-count distance.
In TOTA, this environment is an abstraction layer atop more or less conventional hardware. By
contrast, my work proposes to take these ideas more literally, with methods befitting hardware able
to create physical shared fields in their actual environment.

2.5.3

Physical Morphogens

Some artificial morphogenesis work has, as with mine, proposed the use of literal, morphogen-like
chemicals as part of their approach. Pascalie et al. [109] describe the SynBioTIC project, in which
their declarative SBGP language is compiled into simulated bacterial behavior. Like the Proto
language described in section 2.3.1, their GTLC approach is based on modular algorithms that can
be recombined into morphogenetic programs. Unlike Proto, these programs specify morphogens with
program-specific diffusion and degradation rates. Their model of morphogen physical behavior, with
Fickian diffusion and uniform, exponential decay, is identical to mine. However, the relationship
between these morphogens and the program is typical of existing artificial morphogenesis work
making use of literal morphogens. Specifically, the physical behavior (diffusion and degradation rate)
of a morphogen in SynBioTIC is directly part of the behavior of the corresponding morphogenetic
field. It must therefore be specified as part of an application program. Each application program
therefore has the potential to require finding or engineering its own set of morphogens with
specific properties.

This approach also impacts scalability: rescaling a program requires new
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morphogens with appropriately rescaled properties. By contrast, in my approach, the behavior
of a morphogenetic field is an abstraction atop its corresponding physical morphogen. This layer
of abstraction allows for a common library of morphogens that can be reused across programs and
scales. This advantage is one of my central contributions and is discussed further in section 3.1.4.
Disset et al. [19] also explore artificial morphogenesis involving literal morphogens, again in
simulation. As in the SynBioTIC project and my own work, they model Fickian diffusion and
uniform degradation. The emphasis of their work is different from mine, however. They use
evolutionary algorithms to explore the usefulness of a diversity of differently-specialized cells in
a growing organism. Their simulated cells are controlled by idealized GRNs, and have the ability
to metabolize, share resources, divide and apoptose, but not to move. Their approach to cell
differentiation, like mine, requires extra morphogens so that communication can refer separately to
different differentiation states.

2.5.4

Molecular Communication

Compared to the above examples of morphogen-like communication, molecular communication
(MC) is a more general term. Molecular communication takes inspiration from communication
systems in biological cells, both within and between organisms. As in biological cells, information is
carried by molecules secreted by one agent and detected by another. Molecules may be transported
actively (such as to particular neighbors or through a circulatory system) or passively, by advection
and/or diffusion [30]. Morphogen communication is therefore a type of MC. Here I consider other
types of MC and compare various MC information encoding schemes with my approach. Even these
less morphogen-like MC systems are relevant, because they often assume similar communication
environments and agent capabilities as in my work.
MC may be used in the contexts of different kinds of multi-agent systems. The MC literature
most relevant to my work relates to amorphous computing.

Wiedermann and Petrů [162] in

particular suggest a model, in the amorphous computing context, that shares some communicationrelated assumptions with my own.

They envision chemical signals diffusing in an aqueous

environment, available to neighbors within a certain radius. Communication is strictly one-way:
agents cannot discern the source of these chemicals and have no way to acknowledge receipt of
information. Communication is asynchronous; agents may have similar timing mechanisms, but
cannot assume they are synchronized. Finally, chemicals eventually degrade or decay into other
species.
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MC models encode information in different ways [30]. The amount of information conveyed
by the chemical identity of a molecule varies. At one extreme, entire messages can be encoded in
complex molecules such as DNA. At the other extreme, a single chemical may be used so that all
information is encoded in changes in that species’ concentration over time. Between these extremes
are schemes that, as in my approach, use a relatively small number of distinct chemical species.
Most MC schemes are crucially different from mine in that they convey serialized digital
information. MC schemes typically divide time into communication intervals; within each interval, a
symbol may be encoded by the concentration, identity, or timed release of molecules [30]. Messages
then consist, as in digital communication, of sequences of symbols conveyed over time. Intersymbol
interference is therefore a challenge in such MC schemes [30]. By contrast, my computational model
is analog2 ; different chemical species represent parallel information channels, with concentration
representing continuous values varying continuously over time. The analog nature of my model is
one way of circumventing the problem of intersymbol interference.
Wiedermann [161] describes another method of encoding information in MC based on quorum
sensing. In this case, each agent waits for some threshold number of molecules to be sensed locally
before entering a new state. It is this quorum sensing variant of MC that is most similar to my
work. In both quorum sensing and my work, molecular identity identifies a communications channel
rather than a symbol. In addition, the quantity of molecules secreted by each agent, rather than
merely being part of a symbol encoding, has the potential to represent information in its own right.
The prototypical example of such information is the density of neighboring agents.
One difference between MC quorum sensing and my method is that, with quorum sensing,
quantity of molecules is typically given a binary interpretation depending on whether or not a
threshold is exceeded. In contrast, morphogen levels in my model are given a spatially continuous
interpretation as field function values at each point in space. Another difference is that Wiedermann
[161] are assuming that the molecules are well-mixed in the system. By contrast, my model depends
crucially on the inhomogeneity of secreted morphogens in the domain. A less important difference is
that Wiedermann assumes agents to be so small that it is important to model individual molecular
binding events. In contrast, I assume agents are large enough that it is meaningful to speak of
the local concentration of morphogens. However, I do model individual bindings in my simulator’s
2

By analog, I mean those models of computation in which at least one domain is continuous. Different fields in
the Morphgen language have distinct identities, so the language is discrete in that regard, but it is fully continuous in
time, space, and field values. The computational model targeted by my compilation approach, discussed in chapter 3,
is additionally discrete in tissue mass, which is represented by discrete agents; otherwise, it is a similarly continuous
model.
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sensor model (section 4.6). Other models for diffusive MC channels are reviewed by Jamali et al.
[48].
Other quorum sensing models exist that are not explicitly part of the MC literature but have
in common with the above studies an interest in distributed computation. Bernardini et al. [10]
introduce quorum sensing into a P systems (membrane computing) model. Like Wiedermann [161],
their primary interest is in establishing Turing-complete computation in a non-spatially-explicit
environment. Therefore, despite the common interest in MC, their goals are similarly distant from
my interest in embodied and spatially explicit computation. Gómez et al. [38] propose use of MC
in the context of multi-agent spatial navigation tasks, which would seem to bring MC closer to my
goals. However, their focus on externally designed gradient fields and lack of explicit agent control
laws distinguishes their aims from mine. In addition, quorum sensing is not the basis for navigation
in their work, but rather an improvement on more traditional navigation based on environmental
cues.
Michelusi [87] consider a model of quorum sensing based on autoinducers in bacterial
communities. They conclude that quorum sensing would be suitable for future collections of nanomachines to sense population density. Their model is not spatially explicit and so does not address
local estimation of a heterogeneous density field. My model shares the idea of density estimation
through the secretion and sensing of a molecular signal that is degraded in the environment. But in
contrast to Michelusi’s model, my model describes density estimation using chemicals with known
spatial profiles, based on the diffusion and degradation rates of the molecules used.

2.5.5

Electromagnetic Signal Strength

Besides artificial morphogens, I propose radiation as an alternative physical embodiment of SPH
smoothing functions. Van der Klauw [155] measure radio received signal strength (RSS) as part of
their method for a robot in a swarm to localize its neighbors relative to itself. Their use of RSS is
inspired by odors (such as pheromones) in nature, which is similar to my inspiration in biological
morphogens. Their method is crucially different from mine in that they use RSS to localize agents,
whereas I propose using radiation to avoid the need to localize agents. Relatedly, their method
involves an agent measuring RSS separately with each neighbor, whereas my method proposes
using summed radiation intensity over all neighbors.
Mijalkov et al. [88] explore how different delays in agents’ response to light affects collective
swarm behavior. Each agent emits visible light in all directions and simultaneously measures the
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summed intensity of light from its neighbors. Agents respond to light levels by altering the frequency
of random turns, creating a run-and-tumble dynamic inspired by chemotactic bacteria. Although
this dynamic is not closely related to my work, the mechanism shares key similarities with my
proposed method. Specifically, each agent senses the naturally summed light intensity produced by
all its neighbors, and needs no concept of having individual neighbors. The authors successfully
test their method with real robots, which supports the viability of my idea, at least for visible light.
Also, the authors note that their fields of light intensity could be replaced by radially decaying
fields of sound intensity or chemical concentration, which is consistent with my idea that natural
smoothing functions could be realized with different types of physical fields.
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Chapter 3

Theory
Chapter 1 concluded with a summary of my two primary research contributions:
• a compilation technique for PDE-based artificial morphogenetic programs, based on a
generalization of SPH robotics, and
• an embodied communication protocol to simplify communication in SPH robotics and improve
its scalability.
The present chapter details and elaborates on these research contributions. I begin in section 3.1
with the second of the two contributions, introducing an embodied communication scheme based
on what I term natural smoothing functions or NSFs. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 introduce two versions of
NSFs based on radiation and diffusing chemicals, termed radiative smoothing functions (RSFs) and
morphogen smoothing functions (MSFs), respectively. SPH control based on NSFs in general, and
on MSFs in particular, introduces challenges. Two of these challenges I address in section 3.4. After
this latter section, I return in section 3.5 to my other primary contribution, the generalization of
SPH robotics as a compilation technique for Morphgen. The five sections after that one (sections 3.6
to 3.10) introduce extensions to the Morphgen language, both to expand descriptive power and to
address other challenges involved with NSFs (especially MSFs). The material presented in these five
sections, in addition to that in section 3.4, represent secondary research contributions in support
of the primary contributions repeated above. With section 3.11, the chapter concludes by drawing
together these various corrections and language extensions to more precisely describe the compilation
process.
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3.1

Natural Smoothing Functions

If an agent can produce a physical field around itself having certain properties, then implicit in
this field is a natural smoothing function, or NSF. I will refer to such physical fields as NSF fields
to distinguish them from the potentially more abstract fields which NSF fields may be used to
implement, as described in the next section. The NSF field around a given agent must satisfy the
following:
• The strength or intensity (I will say value) of the NSF field must decrease smoothly and
monotonically with distance from the agent.
• The NSF field’s value must approach zero with distance, and quickly enough that the integral
of value over all space converges.
• The NSF field must be roughly symmetrical around the agent.
• The agent must have control over the amplitude of the NSF field independently of its shape.
Finally, the NSF fields of different agents must sum naturally in the environment, and each agent
must be able to sense locally both the value and gradient of the summed NSF field. If these
requirements are met, then groups of such agents can implement SPH robotic control. The first
three of these requirements are derived from general requirements for SPH smoothing functions; see
Liu and Liu [67] for a discussion. Another key requirement is that the integral of the smoothing
function be unity, which I address in the next section.
In later sections, I explore one possibility in depth: that of agents that release and detect dilute
substances that diffuse and degrade in a surrounding aqueous medium. This scenario is inspired by
the cells of a developing embryo as it undergoes morphogenesis. I refer to the smoothing functions
implicit in this mechanism as morphogen smoothing functions (MSFs), and to the resulting NSF-SPH
approach as MSF-SPH. A second possibility for NSFs is for agents to produce and sense radiative
fields (e.g., electromagnetic (EM) or acoustic) distinguished by frequency. Yet another possibility
involves evanescent EM fields. I briefly elaborate on these latter two possibilities in section 3.2, but
my work focuses on MSFs. Before introducing the latter in more detail in section 3.3, I discuss the
possibilities of NSFs generally.
When speaking of NSFs in general, I will sometimes refer to an NSF channel, in the sense of
a communication channel. An NSF channel is a concrete instance of an NSF field that agents can
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distinguish from others. With respect to morphogens, each separately sensed chemical substance is
a channel; with respect to radiative fields, each separate frequency band is a channel.

3.1.1

SPH Estimates

In contrast to the term NSF field, I use the term field by itself (or sometimes abstract field to
emphasize the distinction) to describe more abstract entities.1 These are the fields which traditional
SPH seeks to simulate and which SPH swarm robotic control seeks to generate. In the context of
artificial morphogenesis, these fields define tissues. Examples in this context are mass density,
velocity, and the entities that play the role of ordinary variables in a Morphgen program. (Some
of these examples, such as the density and velocity fields, may seem at first to be concrete and
not abstract, referring to physical entities. But the term field refers to notional continua of these
quantities. For example, the density field is considered to have a value at every point in the domain,
whereas in reality we have only a finite collection of discrete agents.)
A diversity of SPH-based estimates of fields and their derivatives exist. In general, an SPH
estimate at a point is the sum over neighboring particles of a smoothing function, or one of its
derivatives, multiplied by some expression involving various spatially-varying quantities. Each of
these quantities (e.g., mass, density, or velocity) is associated either with the location of the desired
estimate or with the location of a given neighboring particle. Some SPH estimates require only
quantities associated with the locations of neighboring particles, and such forms permit ready
incorporation into the NSF framework. The most important example is the estimate of a field
itself at location x:
hf (x)i =

X mj
j

ρj

(3.1)

f (xj )W (rj ),

where mj , ρj , and f (xj ) are the mass of, local density at, and field value at, each neighboring
particle j, and rj is kx − xj k.
For nonnegative-valued scalar fields, we can perform this estimate using the NSFs described in
section 3.1. If an agent j controls the amplitude of its NSF field so that it has unity integral, then
the value at x of the NSF field produced by agent j is equivalent to the evaluation of W (rj ), where
W (r) is a smoothing function whose shape is determined by the physical nature of the NSF field.
If instead agent j controls the amplitude of its NSF field so that its integral is
value at x of the NSF field produced by agent j is the entire term
1

mj
ρj f (xj ),

mj
ρj f (xj )W (rj ).

then the

Because the NSF

Both of these uses of field are in the sense of quantities associated with every point in a spatial domain, as in
physics. Nowhere in this work do I refer to fields in the sense of an algebraic structure.
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fields of each agent j sum naturally in the environment, the total NSF field value at x is the desired
local estimate of an abstract field, hf (x)i.
For agent j to control the amplitude of its NSF field as above, it must be able to estimate local
density ρj . Traditional SPH offers multiple methods for estimating density, the simplest of which
is known as “summation density” and can be adapted to the NSF framework with the use of an
additional NSF channel. For summation density, ρ(x) is simply substituted for f (x) in eq. (3.1),
P
leaving hρ(x)i = j mj W (rj ). Thus if each agent j controls the amplitude of an NSF channel so
that its integral is mj , then the naturally summed value of this NSF field at a point x is the desired
hρ(x)i. Each agent makes this estimate by measuring the local value of the corresponding NSF
channel at its own location, and substitutes this estimate for ρj in determining the amplitude with
which it should produce each NSF channel corresponding to some abstract field f (x).

3.1.2

Spatial Derivatives

Because eq. (3.1) is valid at each point in the domain, a spatial derivative of the field of SPH
estimates is an estimate of that derivative in the corresponding field function. For example,
h∇f (x)i = ∇

X mj
ρj

j

f (xj )W (rj ).

(3.2)

In traditional SPH, where a separate calculation is needed for an SPH estimate at each point, the
above fact is not directly useful. Instead, much of the value of traditional SPH comes from the
ability to rearrange expressions so that derivatives are applied only to the smoothing function and
can be taken analytically. For example,
h∇f (x)i =

X mj
j

ρj

f (xj )∇W (rj ).

(3.3)

By contrast, in the NSF framework, SPH estimates of abstract fields are physically embodied
by the total NSF field at a given point. Therefore, if technologically feasible, an agent can make an
SPH estimate of a spatial derivative by sensing that derivative in the local NSF field. In particular, I
assume agents can sense NSF field gradients locally, for example using differences between multiple
sensors at their boundary, such that eq. (3.2) is directly useful.
Where such direct estimates are not practical, it may be possible to manipulate other methods
from the SPH literature into forms compatible with the NSF framework. My adaptation of a
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Laplacian estimate to work with NSF-SPH is the most important example. Huang et al. [46] derive
an SPH form of the Laplacian operator requiring no derivatives. In two dimensions:
∇2 f (xi ) =

mj
2X
(f (xj ) − f (xi )) W (rij ) ,
α
ρj
j

where α is a constant that depends on an integral relating to a given smoothing function. Although
it is not possible in the NSF framework to take the pairwise difference as shown, we can rearrange
P m
and note that j ρjj W (rij ) is just an SPH estimate of unity, and so can be replaced by 1. This
gives us a form we can calculate in the NSF framework. For agent i,


X
X
mj
mj
2
∇2 f (xi ) = 
f (xj )W (rij ) −
f (xi )W (rij )
α
ρj
ρj
j
j


2 X mj
f (xj )W (rij ) − 1 · f (xi )
=
α
ρj

(3.4)

j

=

2
(hf (xi )i − f (xi )) .
α

(For our two-dimensional MSF described in section 3.3, following the derivation in Huang et al. [46]
R∞
gives α = π 0 W (r, h)r3 dr = 2h2 .)
This Laplacian estimate only makes sense for fields other than density. In the case of density,
an agent has no knowledge of the field other than its SPH estimate, so there is no f (xi ) available
for use in eq. (3.4), only hf (xi )i. I do not expect this limitation to be severe in practice. Laplacian
estimates are crucial in the context of elliptic PDEs; for example, if we want A, a field other than
density, to obey the heat equation, we write
∂A
= k∇2 A,
∂t
where k is a constant. But because of the Lagrangian nature of SPH, if we want the density field to
obey the heat equation, we need not write ∂ρ/∂t = k∇2 ρ. (Indeed we cannot write it, unless agents
can be created or destroyed, which I explore in section 3.7.) Instead, in a Lagrangian system, the
natural way to describe a density field that obeys the heat equation is
u = −k
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∇ρ
,
ρ

where u is the velocity field, with no Laplacian estimate needed. That said, future work may explore
the possibility of constructing a Laplacian estimate, similar in spirit to eq. (3.4), through the use
of two density estimates. The two density estimates would be made using distinct NSFs, one with
a longer smoothing length and one with a shorter.

3.1.3

Signed and Vector Fields

Because NSF fields can have only nonnegative value, the natural interpretation of such a value is as
a representation of a nonnegative scalar. But in traditional SPH, both signed and vector abstract
fields are used routinely, such as for velocity. Such fields can be represented in NSF-SPH, though
at some cost.
Signed scalar fields can be represented by either of two approaches. A finite range of negative
scalars may be represented by introducing an offset, interpreting some arbitrary positive NSF value
as representing zero. In addition to forcing a hard limit on the range of negative numbers that can
be represented, this approach may be inefficient, assuming that agents expend more resources in
producing larger field values.
Alternatively, by using two NSF channels, we can naturally represent fields with negative values.
One channel would represent the magnitude of positive values, the other channel the magnitude of
negative values. A given agent’s own value for this abstract field cannot be both positive and negative
at once, so it will produce an NSF field in either one NSF channel or the other at a given time. By
linearity of differentiation, all SPH derivative estimates are made by subtracting the derivative of
the negative-representing NSF field from the derivative of the positive-representing NSF field. For
example, say that positive values of abstract field X are represented by concentrations of morphogen
A and negative values by the concentration of morphogen B. Each of these concentration fields is
an NSF field; to foreshadow the notation in section 3.3, I denote them φA and φB . Then an agent’s
NSF-SPH estimate of the gradient of X, that is, h∇Xi, is just ∇φA − ∇φB .
In addition to signed scalar fields, we can also represent vector fields with additional channels
and some shared directional information. In three dimensions, we can represent each Cartesian
coordinate with a channel or pair of channels, depending on whether we are using an offset approach
or the above approach with separate positive and negative channels. Thus in two dimensions, a
vector field would require two or four channels, and in three dimensions we would need three or
six. (Cartesian coordinates are used because, for our SPH summations, we rely on the natural
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summation of each channel in the environment.

Among orthogonal coordinate systems, only

Cartesian coordinates allow the summing of vectors by the summing of their components.)
Unfortunately, even such a multitude of channels is not enough to represent vector quantities;
we also need directional information that is shared among agents. If agents were to produce
component NSF fields with respect to their individual headings, the sums of these NSF fields would
be meaningless. (It is a strength of the NSF-SPH approach that, unless we need to represent vector
quantities, agents have no need for such shared directional information.) A directional cue might
be gravity, the Earth’s magnetic field, or a light source, accompanied by appropriate sensors. To
establish a shared orientation, one such cue is needed when working in two dimensions, and two
such cues for three dimensions. So for example, agents working in three dimensions in a laboratory
environment might take one cue from gravity and the other from a light shone perpendicular to
gravity.
If the requirements are met to represent vector fields, it is straightforward to construct estimates
of various vector derivatives from scalar derivatives of their components. An agent can construct a
Jacobian matrix by projecting its estimates of the gradients of the component scalar fields onto the
coordinates determined by the shared directional cues. Divergence and curl are simple functions
of this Jacobian matrix. The vector Laplacian is even simpler; it is just the sum of the Laplacian
estimates for each component.
The possibilities of working with signed, and especially vector, fields are worthy of further
research. But for the present work, I focus on nonnegative scalar fields. Among the contributions
represented by my work is a partial demonstration of the expressive possibilities of Morphgen, even
when restricted to nonnegative scalar fields.

3.1.4

Benefits of NSF Framework

NSF-based SPH robotic control addresses communication challenges and inefficiencies in traditional
SPH robotic control. Traditional methods require each agent, for each SPH estimate it makes,
to communicate separately with O(n) other agents, where n is the number of agents in its
neighborhood. In contrast, NSF-based agents need only sense an NSF field value locally, an O(1)
operation. In establishing a separate data link with each neighbor, a traditional agent must avoid
communication interference with its other neighbors, all of which may be simultaneously trying
to establish links with their neighbors. By contrast, NSF-based agents communicate implicitly by
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sensing an NSF field locally and manipulating their contribution to it; therefore, they do not require
any explicit data links or even a concept of having individual neighbors.
We can view these advantages over traditional SPH control as the benefits of embracing an
embodied approach to artificial morphogenesis. In the agent-to-agent communication of traditional
SPH control, information is an abstraction atop the physical fields chosen as communication media.
Overcoming communication interference is thus a struggle against the way these fields interact
in space. By contrast, the NSF framework works with, rather than against, the interaction (as
well as diminution with distance) of the physical NSF fields available to a system. For example,
morphogen-based SPH control takes advantage, in two key ways, of the behavior of morphogens in
the aqueous environments typical of a growing embryo. First, it offloads pairwise distance estimates
to the natural diminution with distance of a dilute substance as it diffuses and degrades. Second,
it offloads a summation loop across many neighbors to the natural summation of dilute substances
from multiple sources.

3.2

Radiative and Evanescent Smoothing Functions

Although I explore only MSFs in detail, alternative NSF implementations are possible in principle.
I discuss two possibilities here. The first involves radiation with energy dissipation, for example,
EM or acoustic. I call the NSFs implied by radiation radiative smoothing functions (RSFs), and I
refer to the resulting approach to NSF-SPH as RSF-SPH. I also briefly mention the possibility of
NSFs implied by evanescent EM fields.
In the context of radiation, the physical quantity that can imply an NSF is scalar irradiance.
Scalar irradiance has dimensions power per unit area, and characterizes the total amount of radiant
flux, or power, impinging on a point. Loosely speaking, it is the sum of irradiance (also known as
intensity) coming from all directions. More precisely, scalar irradiance is the integral of radiance
over all directions, radiance being radiant flux per unit area per solid angle. In the EM case, scalar
irradiance is not the same as what is known in physics as the EM field (it is, rather, related to the
square of the EM field). However, in the broader sense of an assignment of a value to each location
in a spatial domain, scalar irradiance is a field. Furthermore, I conceive of NSF-SPH in general in
terms of abstract fields implied by physical fields. For this reason, when I refer to the physical field
in the context of RSF-SPH, I mean scalar irradiance.
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It is natural to represent different NSF channels as different frequency bands. The derivative of
scalar irradiance with respect to frequency is scalar spectral irradiance. Properly speaking then, the
physical quantity that will represent a given RSF channel is scalar spectral irradiance integrated
over some frequency band. Its dimensions are still power per unit area. For simplicity, I will leave
“integrated over some frequency band” implicit for the rest of this section.
I also consider the possibility of waves that propagate in only two dimensions, such as surface
waves. In this case, I use scalar irradiance to mean the two-dimensional analogue of the above
quantity, with dimensions power per unit length.
Assuming waves are radiating symmetrically in three dimensions, scalar irradiance varies with
distance from source according to the inverse square law. Unfortunately, this variation is not
enough on its own to imply a valid smoothing function, because the integral of an inverse-square
function over two- or three-dimensional space is divergent. (The integral of scalar irradiance over
one dimension is convergent, but SPH control is not likely to be useful in a single dimension.) If
waves are propagating in two dimensions, scalar irradiance falls as the inverse of distance instead of
the inverse square. Both the one- and two-dimensional integrals of scalar irradiance are divergent
in this case.
These divergent integrals preclude the use of idealized radiation as NSFs. However, except for
the case of EM radiation in a vacuum, some of a propagating wave’s energy will be dissipated in
its medium. If this dissipation is uniform, it introduces an exponential attenuation to the variation
of scalar irradiance with distance (according, in the example of EM radiation, to the Beer-Lambert
law). This attenuation causes scalar irradiance to fall fast enough with distance that we may
construct NSFs. In a laboratory environment, one may imagine controlling the shape of EM RSFs
in particular by filling the domain with a solution or well-mixed suspension, in a gas or liquid
medium, of a suitably energy-absorbing substance.
Integrability is not the only requirement for an NSF; the physical field must also sum naturally
in the environment. For scalar irradiance, this requirement holds with two caveats. First, the
radiation from different sources must be incoherent. I expect incoherence to be the usual situation
when agents are not radiating at any particular phase and are not located at any particular fixed
distances from each other. Second, agents’ measurements of incident radiance must be isotropic in
order to measure scalar irradiance.
An agent may measure scalar irradiance in different ways depending on implementation details.
For example, an agent may measure scalar irradiance at radio frequencies using orthogonally
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arranged omnidirectional antennas. In the case of visible light, radiometers often measure scalar
irradiance with a diffusing sphere mounted on a thin stick. With multiple such spheres, derivatives
in spectral irradiance could be computed by simply subtracting readings and dividing by separation
distance. However, at smaller scales and considering collisions, sensors in a few hemispherical
diffusers around an agent’s surface may be more practical than spheres on stalks. Calculating a
gradient estimate from such sensor readings would be more involved than a simple subtraction and
division, and I leave the details for future work. I speculate that such estimates could be more
precise because of the anisotropic nature of the individual sensor readings.
In two dimensions, scalar irradiance at distance r from a point source, in terms of source power
P and assuming uniform dissipation, is
I(r) =

P exp (−r/h)
,
2πr

(3.5)

where the form of the constant h is chosen so that it plays the role of a smoothing length in an SPH
smoothing function. For three dimensions, the corresponding form for scalar irradiance is
I(r) =

P exp (−r/h)
.
4πr2

(3.6)

The RSFs implied by these physical fields will be proportionate to them. Furthermore, they must
integrate to one, so we can find them by normalizing eqs. (3.5) and (3.6). Dividing our expressions
for scalar irradiance by their integrals over the spatial domain (in two or three dimensions as
appropriate) gives the first and third rows of table 3.1.
Next we need to derive the source power that agents should use such that RSFs are implicit in
the physical fields they generate. We want the SPH estimate of a field variable at a point to be
proportional to the natural summation at that point of contributions to scalar irradiance from all
agents:
hf (x)i =

X mj
j

ρj

P
f (xj )W (rj ) =

j Ij (x)

γ

,

(3.7)

where Ij (x) is the scalar irradiance measured at point x attributable to agent j and γ is a constant.
The SPH estimate is an abstraction with no physical units, so γ has units of scalar irradiance. The
value of γ is arbitrary, and can be set according to technical convenience. Next, we equate the
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Table 3.1: Idealized radiation smoothing functions. Distance r0 is the effective radius of an agent,
or the minimum distance from a radiation source to any agent’s sensor. Γ is the incomplete gamma
function.
Dimensionality

Smoothing function

Two dimensions,
2D radiation
Two dimensions,
3D radiation

W (r) =

W (r) =

exp (−r/h)
2πhr

exp (−a/h)
, where a = max(r, r0 )
+ 2Γ (0, r0 /h))

πa2 (exp (−r0 /h)

Three dimensions

W (r) =
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exp (−r/h)
4πhr2

summands and substitute for W (rj ) and Ij (x). In two dimensions, this gives
mj exp (−r/h)
P exp (−r/h)
f (xj ) =
,
2πρj hr
γ2πr
where, for readability, I use r in place of rj to mean kx − xj k. Solving for P gives the source power
needed:
P =γ

mj f (xj )
.
ρj h

(3.8)

In three dimensions, the corresponding substitutions for W (rj ) and Ij (x) give:
mj exp (−r/h)
P exp (−r/h)
f (xj ) =
.
4πρj hr2
γ4πr2
The different factors in the denominators cancel, so the same source power given in eq. (3.8) for two
dimensions also applies in three dimensions.
We may be interested in a situation in which radiation occurs in three dimensions but agents
lie in a plane, especially if agents are moving along a surface. In this situation, it is tempting
to simply use the three-dimensional RSF, reasoning that agents within a plane are, trivially, also
within three-dimensional space. However, this idea is in error, because SPH assumes that agents
are spread throughout all dimensions of the smoothing function. One way to see this is to consider
a plane filled with evenly distributed agents at some average density. If we make density estimates
by counting agents within discs of varying size, clearly the expected density estimate should be
the same regardless of disc size. But if we embed this plane in a three-dimensional space, the
expected number of agents found per spherical volume of space would vary with the radius of the
sphere, because area scales with r2 but volume scales with r3 . Therefore, using a three-dimensional
smoothing function to estimate our fixed two-dimensional mass density would give varying results
depending on smoothing length.
When radiation occurs in three dimensions, we can still construct a valid two-dimensional
smoothing function by considering just the slice of the radiation field that intersects the tissue plane.
However, the two-dimensional integral of a cross-section of three-dimensional scalar irradiance is
divergent—not because the field falls off too slowly with distance, but because the singularity at the
source is not integrable. We can work around this problem if we assume that no scalar irradiance
measurement will ever be taken more than some fixed distance r0 from a radiation point source,
including an agent’s measurement of its own radiation sources. For example, perhaps our agents are
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puck-shaped robots with lights mounted on the middle of their upper surface and sensors around
their circumference. (Of course, no real radiation source is truly a point source anyway, but the
larger a distance r0 we can establish, the more accurate will be our model of the source as a point.)
If r0 is the minimum measurement distance from a point source, we can treat the RSF as flat
below this radius; that is, W (0) = W (r) = W (r0 ) for 0 < r < r0 . This interpretation removes the
offending singularity and allows us to normalize the RSF so that it has unity integral. The resulting
RSF is shown in the middle row of table 3.1.
Because no measurements of the RSF will be taken at radii less that r0 , flatness does not damage
accuracy as it otherwise would. In fact, this flatness is beneficial, and we should make r0 no smaller
than necessary. Once the integral is normalized, a smaller r0 results in a higher maximum RSF value.
But if an agent measures its own RSF contribution at a distance larger than r0 (call this distance
b), then it will sense a scalar irradiance lower than W (r0 ); that is, W (b) < W (r0 ). Furthermore, we
treat agents as points in our NSF derivations, so an agent’s SPH estimates are considered to be for
location r = 0, meaning its own NSF contribution to its measurements should be W (0). Therefore,
if W (0) = W (r0 ) > W (b), then we are effectively assuming that the agent will receive a higher
contribution from its own NSF field than is possible.
To find the correct source power in this hybrid dimensional case, we follow the same steps as
before. In this case we are only interested in the part of the smoothing function that is proportional
to physical scalar irradiance, so we ignore the flat inner disc in the expression in the middle row of
table 3.1. Substituting this expression into eq. (3.7) for W (rj ), substituing the three-dimensional
scalar irradiance from eq. (3.6) for Ij (x), and equating summands as before, we have:
mj exp (−r/h)
f (xj )
2
πρj r (exp (−r0 /h) + 2Γ (0, r0 /h))

=

P exp (−r/h)
.
γ4πr2

Solving for P gives the source power required:
P =γ

4mj f (xj )
.
ρj (exp (−r0 /h) + 2Γ (0, r0 /h))

The derivations of the three RSFs in table 3.1 rely on other simplifying assumptions besides
those I have mentioned. For example, they ignore near-field effects and scattering by the medium.
Accounting for such complications would require deriving new RSFs and corresponding source power.
However, having done that, the resulting RSFs would still be valid for use in NSF-SPH. With respect
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to radiation, the key assumptions for valid RSFs are uniformity of medium, isotropic radiation and
measurement, and summation of radiation from different sources.
Besides radiative fields, another electromagnetic possibility for NSFs involves evanescent fields.
These fields are formed when EM waves undergo total internal reflection at an interface due to high
angles of incidence [42]. Although the waves do not travel beyond the interface, standing waves do
create an EM field, called evanescent, on the other side of the interface. The strength of this field
drops exponentially with distance from the interface.
The generation, measurement, and nature of evanescent fields are specialized topics, and I
do not attempt to evaluate their practicality in NSF-SPH use. I offer instead a few speculative
observations. Suppose an agent could generate EM waves within its body such that they reflected
internally, generating an evanescent field beyond. This evanescent field would be a valid NSF with
two useful characteristics. First, the exponential drop in field strength with distance would obviate
the need for additional attenuation in the medium in order for the field to have a convergent integral.
Second, because evanescent waves do not propagate, they do not radiate energy, potentially making
evanescent NSFs more efficient than RSFs.

3.3

Morphogen Smoothing Functions

3.3.1

Idealized MSFs

A third possibility for NSFs, and the one that I focus on for the remainder of this work, is the
use of diffusing chemical substances. Because of the morphogenetic inspiration for this work, I call
these substances morphogens, even though a morphogen is properly a substance used for signalling
in biological morphogenesis. I refer to the NSFs based on these morphogens as MSFs, as mentioned
in section 3.1.
Throughout this section, several simplifying assumptions are made:
• Each agent is a point.
• Each morphogen obeys Fick’s law for homogeneous, isotropic diffusion (i.e., change in
concentration is a constant proportion of the Laplacian).
• Degradation of each morphogen is uniform in the medium and proportional to morphogen
concentration.
• Each agent’s speed is negligible relative to morphogen diffusion and degradation rates.
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• Morphogen production, diffusion, and degradation are in equilibrium.
Later, I introduce corrections for some violations of the latter two assumptions.
At what rate should an agent produce morphogen so that the resulting concentration field implies
a valid NSF? We want the SPH estimate of a field variable at a point to be proportional to the
summed concentration of an associated morphogen at that point:
hf (x)i =

X mj
j

ρj

P
f (xj )W (rj ) =

j

φj (x)
γ

(3.9)

,

where φj (x) is the morphogen concentration at x attributable to neighboring agent j and γ is a
constant. As in section 3.2, the SPH estimate has no physical units, so γ has units of concentration.
Once again, its value is arbitrary and can be set to satisfy technical convenience. Equating the
summands, each agent must choose to produce morphogen at rate aj such that
mj
φj (x)
f (xj )W (rj ) =
.
ρj
γ

(3.10)

Let Φj be the total amount of morphogen in the environment due to agent j, at equilibrium:
Z
Φj =

φj (x)dx.
Ω

If k is the morphogen’s decay rate, then Φj is related to aj by
dΦj
= aj − kΦj
dt

(3.11)

and therefore reaches equilibrium when
Φj =

aj
.
k

(3.12)

Solving eq. (3.10) for W (rj ), integrating both sides, and considering the requirement of unity for
the integral of W (rj ), we have
Z

Z
W (rj )dx =

Ω

Ω

ρj
ρj
aj ρj
φj (x)dx =
Φj =
= 1.
γmj f (xj )
γmj f (xj )
γkmj f (xj )

We can now solve for aj to determine the correct production rate for agent j:
aj = γ

kmj f (xj )
.
ρj
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(3.13)

Table 3.2: Idealized morphogen smoothing functions. The first row gives PDEs describing diffusion and degradation, and the second
row gives general solutions of these PDES. The last two rows give the smoothing functions themselves. The variable φ is mophogen
concentration, and r is distance from source. J0 and Y0 are Bessel functions of the first and second kind respectively, of order zero. K0 is
a modified
Bessel function of the second kind, of order zero. E is diffusion rate and k is decay rate, and in the final row the substitution
p
h = E/k is made to obtain forms resembling the typical presentation of SPH smoothing functions.
One dimension
E

Radial form of PDE

∂2φ
− kφ = 0
∂r2

Two dimensions

Three dimensions

E ∂φ
∂2φ
+ E 2 − kφ = 0
r ∂r
∂r

E ∂φ
∂2φ
+ E 2 − kφ = 0
r ∂r
∂r

 p
exp −r k/E
φ(r) = c1
 rp

exp r k/E
+ c2
r
 p

exp −r k/E
W (r) =
4πrE/k

General solution

 p

φ(r) = c1 exp −r k/E
 p

+ c2 exp r k/E


 p
φ(r) = c1 J0 ir k/E


p
+ c2 Y0 −ir k/E


 p
K0 r k/E

Smoothing function

 p

exp −r k/E
p
W (r) =
2 E/k

As above, with h =

q

E
k

W (r) =

W (r) =

exp(−r/h)
2h

W (r) =
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2πE/k
K0 (r/h)
2πh2

2

W (r) =

exp(−r/h)
4πh2 r

Under the simplified assumptions from the beginning of this section, we can solve a PDE
describing a diffusing, degrading morphogen in order to learn the shape of the MSFs implied by our
derived production rates. These PDEs and their general solutions are shown in the first two rows
of table 3.2.
The growing parts of these general solutions are rejected as non-physical. Normalizing what
remains gives the MSFs themselves, shown in the last two rows. In the second-to-last row, smoothing
functions are given in terms of physical parameters: diffusivity E and degradation rate k. (I use E
for diffusivity instead of the traditional D, to avoid confusion with the difference operator.) In the
p
final row, E and k are replaced by a smoothing length h = E/k. This choice allows h to play the
same role as in traditional SPH smoothing functions, and it also matches a quantity known as λ in
biological morphogenesis and variously called signaling range [94] or decay length [55].
The two- and three-dimensional versions of these smoothing functions are compared with
corresponding Gaussian and radiative smoothing functions in fig. 3.1. Gaussian smoothing functions
are considered archetypal in SPH literature. Although the smoothing length h is set to one for all
kernels shown, this quantity has little practical meaning in comparing kernels with such different
shapes as these.

3.3.2

Practical Considerations

SPH is most accurate when each agent has an intermediate number of neighbors. Liu and Liu [67] cite
21 and 57 as ideal numbers in two and three dimensions, respectively. There is no straightforward
way to translate such numbers to NSF-SPH, in which smoothing functions have much fatter tails
than in traditional SPH. However, ensuring that morphogens’ smoothing lengths are compatible with
agent density is still important in NSF-SPH. Because morphogen smoothing length is determined
by diffusivity and degradation rate, these two quantities will be central in engineering a practical
MSF-SPH system.
In biological morphogenesis, effective diffusion rates are determined by multiple factors, including
how restricted the fluid medium may be by closely-packed cells or by other compounds in the
extracellular matrix that bind the morphogen [94]. However, for a given medium’s temperature
and viscosity, free diffusion rates are determined by particle size alone (for spherical particles, the
Stokes-Einstein equation gives the precise relation). Free diffusivity in water at room temperature
can be as high as 2000–3000 µm2 s−1 for nitric oxide [166], perhaps the smallest natural morphogen.
Decapentaplegic (Dpp) is one of the largest morphogens [58]; its diffusivity in water is thought
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of idealized MSF, RSF, and Gaussian smoothing functions in two (a)
and three (b) dimensions. RSF2D refers to a scenario in which radiation is constrained to two
dimensions. RSF3D refers to a scenario in which agents operate in a plane but radiation propagates
in three dimensions, as described in section 3.2.
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to be similar (based on its size) to that of another protein with diffusivity 87 µm2 s−1 [55]. This
diffusivity is not much slower than 100 µm2 s−1 , which Müller and Schier [95] suggest as a typical
aqueous diffusivity for protein morphogens. Non-protein morphogens tend to be smaller and have
higher diffusivity; for example, cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), which acts as a morphogen
in Dictyostelium, has diffusivity around 400 µm2 s−1 .
Degradation rates vary widely, and our knowledge of these rates is uncertain.

Multiple

mechanisms may degrade morphogens, and in addition to degradation, morphogen may also be
cleared from the intercellular space by endocytosis. In addition, macroscopic observations often
provide information about the relationship between effective diffusivity and degradation rate without
determining both simultaneously. Reviewing kinetic studies of various protein morphogens, Kicheva
et al. [54] give half-life estimates ranging from eight minutes to over four hours. (When degradation
is uniform, its rate k and half-life τ1/2 are related as kτ1/2 = ln 2.) Some morphogens have half-lives
as short as 10–15 s, including Dpp [94] and cAMP [108].
Unlike free diffusivity, which is determined by molecular size, degradation is governed by the
chemical interaction between a morphogen and a catalyst, such as an enzyme, to which it binds.
For this reason, I expect degradation rate, rather than diffusivity, to be the variable through which
smoothing length will be engineered for use in MSF-SPH. A catalyst must convert a morphogen
to a form that no longer binds to the agent’s sensors. In an ideal MSF-SPH system, this inactive
form would be taken back up by the agent in some manner, such as endocytosis, where it would be
converted back to its active form and re-secreted as needed.
The assumption that morphogen degradation is uniform is crucial for MSF-SPH. Without it,
the concentration field would not be equal to the sum, over all agents, of the concentration profiles
attributable to each agent individually. In that case, we could not have equated the summands in
eq. (3.9) to obtain eq. (3.10). In chemical terms, this requirement is equivalent to a need for the
interaction between morphogen and catalyst to follow first-order kinetics. To achieve first-order
kinetics, the probability of a morphogen molecule encountering a free catalyst molecule must be
similar for any morphogen concentration that will be encountered when running a given Morphgen
program. One implication of this requirement is that engineering a desired degradation rate cannot
be achieved by controlling catalyst concentration; instead, it must be achieved through the chemical
identities of the morphogen and catalyst.
The requirement for first-order kinetics also plays a part in limiting the dynamic range of field
values as represented by the morphogen concentration. Kinetics will not be first order if the ratio
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of morphogen to catalyst concentration becomes so high that catalyst concentration is a significant
factor in determining degradation rate. (This ratio will depend on how quickly a catalyst dissociates
from its degraded ligand after an association event.) Therefore, catalyst concentration must be
held above some minimum level relative to maximum expected morphogen concentration, and the
feasibility of doing so will constrain dynamic range on the high end. On the low end, dynamic range
will be constrained by the sensitivity of agents’ sensors to low morphogen concentrations. (Other
potential constraints on the high end are sensor saturation and the feasibility of high secretion
rates.)
These various limitations on dynamic range will result in trade-offs in setting the value for γ in
eqs. (3.9) and (3.13), which acts something like a gain control. If γ is too high, we risk violating
upper-end constraints on dynamic range, and vice-versa. The inaccuracies resulting from such
violations would be analogous to overflow and underflow errors. Fortunately, if these constraints
are too severe, dynamic range can be extended by adding a second or third distinct set of receptors
that bind the same morphogen but with different affinities; this solution is employed by biological
cells [154].
Future work may address whether some useful system, in the spirit of MSF-SPH, may be
able to accommodate second-order degradation kinetics. However, such a system might be too
mathematically dissimilar to be considered a flavor of SPH.

3.4

Correcting for Transient Spurious Morphogen Smoothing Functions

Traditional SPH assumes no lag time in information flow, but two factors prevent morphogens from
conveying information instantaneously among agents. The first is the time needed for production
and degradation processes to reach steady state, which is a non-spatial consideration. The second is
the time needed for diffusion to spread information spatially from an agent to its neighbors. These
two factors lead to transient spurious MSFs, and I discuss each in turn. In neither case do I fully
correct for transient effects; instead, I make simplifying assumptions that allow for the correction
of the most detrimental aspect of each effect.
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3.4.1

Changes in Production Rates

I first address the non-spatial transient effect of morphogen production being out of equilibrium
with degradation, which occurs whenever production rates have recently changed (fig. 3.2). I make
two simplifying assumptions to find a correction term for agents to add to their sensor readings
to better approximate what those readings would be under equilibrium conditions. First, I neglect
diffusion time; in other words, I assume that each agent instantaneously injects morphogen into
its entire neighborhood according to the distribution of the idealized MSF. Second, I assume that
the field variable values for all agents in a neighborhood are changing at the same rate a so that
f (xj , t) = at + bj since time t = 0, and that until t = 0 the values were not changing and the system
was in equilibrium.
(This latter assumption is justified by the smoothness of SPH fields. Just as traditional SPH
models fields as smooth, SPH robotics tends to generate smooth fields. As we will see, the present
derivation is the first of several examples in which I have found it helpful to exploit this smoothness
by assuming that neighboring agents are similar.)
Based on these assumptions, we wish to find a correction term g(t) such that hf (x, t)i =
P

j

φj (x, t) + g(t). At a given time t > 0, from eq. (3.11) and eq. (3.13) the total mass of morphogen

in the environment due to agent j obeys
dΦj (t)
kmj (at + bj )
= rj (t) − kΦj (t) =
− kΦj (t).
dt
ρj
This equation is solved by
Φj (t) = ce−kt +

mj 
a
.
at + bj −
ρj
k

(3.14)

Because the system was in equilibrium at t = 0, we can substitute from eq. (3.12) and eq. (3.13):
Φj (0) =

rj (0)
mj f (xj , 0)
mj bj
=
=
.
k
ρj
ρj

After substituting into eq. (3.14) and solving for c, we have:
Φj (t) =

mj a −kt mj 
a  mj a −kt mj f (xj , t) mj a
e
+
at + bj −
=
e
+
−
,
ρj k
ρj
k
ρj k
ρj
ρj k
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t = 150

t = 40
t=3
Space
Figure 3.2: One-dimensional toy simulation to illustrate spatial vs. non-spatial aspects of nonsteady-state conditions. Units are arbitrary. As time advances, agents secrete a morphogen
at a constant rate from a uniform starting concentration of zero. A steady state, not shown,
would eventually result. As total morphogen in the domain increases, the relative difference in
concentration from agents’ locations to points between agents decreases. The non-spatial correction
factor derived here considers only total morphogen and ignores the spatial variation, equivalent to
assuming that morphogen concentration is as shown by the dashed lines.
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which we can solve for f (xj , t):
f (xj , t) =


ρj
a
Φj (t) +
1 − e−kt .
mj
k

(3.15)

Substituting eq. (3.15) into eq. (3.1) and rearranging, a correct SPH estimate of f (x, t) under the
non-equilibrium assumptions would therefore be
hf (x, t)i =

X

Φj (t)W (rj ) +

j


X mj a 
1 − e−kt W (rj ).
ρj k

(3.16)

j

The left summation of eq. (3.16) is the SPH estimate of f (x, t) under the equilibrium assumption
P
and is also j φj (x, t), the sensed morphogen concentration at x (because we derived the production
rate under the equilibrium assumption). The right summation of eq. (3.16) is just the SPH estimate

of ka 1 − e−kt , but this quantity does not depend on j, so no SPH estimate is necessary for this
term:
hf (x, t)i =

X

Φj (t)W (rj ) +

j


a
1 − e−kt .
k

Thus we have the desired correction term:
g(t) =


a
1 − e−kt .
k

(3.17)

Each agent needs to keep track of g(t), which is possible so long as it maintains an estimate
of ∂f (x, t)/∂t. (In my simulation I simply have each agent remember one previous value of f (x, t)
which it can divide by a known timestep.) To see this, we first take a time derivative: dg(t)/dt =
ae−kt . Note that we can rearrange eq. (3.17) to get e−kt = 1 − (k/a)g(t). We substitute this into
the derivative along with a = ∂f (x, t)/∂t to obtain
∂f (x, t)
dg(t)
=
− kg(t),
dt
∂t

(3.18)

which implies the needed update rule for agents to follow (in my simulation, ∆g(t) = ∆f (x, t) −
kg(t)∆t).
This correction term applies most clearly to estimating fields other than density, because
secretion rates for density fields mostly do not change.2 Furthermore, when an agent needs the
2

There are a few occasions when secretion rates corresponding to density fields would be expected to change at a
similar rate among agents in a neighborhood. One is at the beginning of a Morphgen program’s execution, when all
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value of a non-density field, it can simply use its stored value for that field. Therefore, I currently
apply this correction term only to the Laplacian estimate described in section 3.1.2, because this is
the only time when an agent needs to make an SPH estimate of a non-density field. Also, although
more exploration is needed, allowing this correction term to change the sign of a Laplacian estimate
appears to lead to instabilities in some applications. Therefore, when the correction would change
the sign of the Laplacian estimate, the Laplacian is instead estimated as zero.

3.4.2

Agent Motion

The time it takes for morphogen diffusion to convey information spatially also leads to violations
of steady-state assumptions whenever the position or production rate of an agent has recently
changed. Here I address only transient effects due to agent motion, because in simulation it seems
to be more detrimental than spatial effects due to production rate changes. As an agent moves,
its contribution to the total morphogen field becomes stretched behind and compressed in front,
with more complex distortions if the agent’s path curves. Even more complex effects arise as a
result of the particularities of an agent’s body shape and instrument positions and the way a given
fluid medium flows around an agent’s body. Because such particularities imply implementation
dependence of distortions, I do not pursue analytic corrections. Instead, I propose that agents be
calibrated to correct for some of this distortion, an approach I test in simulation.
In informal testing, the most damaging aspect of these distorted MSFs is the effect an agent’s
own contribution to the morphogen field has on its SPH estimates. In addition, an agent has no
knowledge of its neighbors’ individual positions and velocities, limiting its ability to correct for
distortions in neighbors’ contributions to the morphogen field. For these reasons I focus calibration
on correcting for distortions in an agent’s own contributions to its SPH estimates.
The central idea of calibration is to have isolated agents move at various constant speeds,
secreting a given morphogen at an arbitrary but constant rate. Once steady-state relative to the
agent is reached, the agent then records the measured morphogen concentration and gradient,
divided by the arbitrary secretion rate.

A table of concentrations and gradients for different

morphogens and speeds can be created in this way. Each entry of this table is a pair of concentration
and gradient measurements. If M is a morphogen and s a speed, let Calib(M, s) refer to a lookup
operation in this table. In general, s will not exactly match one of the speeds used in calibration;
agents are first brought online. The other is when tissue is in the process of differentiating (section 3.6). I have not
yet tested the ideas expressed in this section in these scenarios, but they may be of benefit in the future.
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in this case, a given implementation of this table lookup might return the entry for the nearest
matching speed, or it might return an interpolated value. I denote the concentration and gradient
parts of the returned pair as Calib(M, s)val and Calib(M, s)grad , respectively.
During operation, such table lookups, multiplied by the agent’s current secretion rate SecRate(M )
for morphogen M , can be used to correct for an agent’s distorted contribution to a morphogen field.
If an agent’s SPH estimate of the field value f (x) corresponding to morphogen M is otherwise
hf (x)i = Sense(M ), then its adjusted SPH estimate is
hf (x)i = Sense(M ) + SecRate(M ) × (Calib(M, 0)val − Calib(M, s)val ) .
This addition represents the additional concentration of an agent’s own secreted morphogen that
it would sense were it not moving. This adjustment is made whenever hf (x)i is needed in NSFSPH. For example, it is used where hf (x)i appears in the NSF-SPH Laplacian estimate given in
section 3.1.2. Similarly, if an agent’s SPH estimate of the field gradient ∇f (x) corresponding to
morphogen M is otherwise h∇f (x)i = Gradient(M ), then its adjusted SPH estimate is
h∇f (x)i = Gradient(M ) − SecRate(M ) × Calib(M, s)grad ,
which removes the spurious gradient introduced by an agent’s distorted MSF.
How do we know when, during the calibration procedure, the morphogen around an agent
has reached steady state? In practice, it may be most practical simply to stop when no further
significant change can be detected in some reasonable time period. But the theoretical answer is
useful in simulation and may be useful in practice as well.
To answer the above question, we imagine that the agent has been traveling and producing
morphogen for an infinite period before the calibration run actually began. Steady state will
effectively have been reached when the remaining morphogen produced prior to the beginning of
the run is negligible compared to all extant morphogen. If we perform a preliminary run in which
the agent emits a single pulse of morphogen at the beginning and then maintains a record of sensor
readings, we can estimate the time at which steady state is reached in a regular calibration run.
For an agent that has always been moving at some constant velocity, let φ(t) be the concentration
of morphogen still detectable at time t due to an instantaneous pulse of arbitrary size released at
Rt
time t = 0 (that is, a Dirac delta function scaled by some arbitrary value). Note that t12 φ(t)dt
can then be interpreted as either an integral from t1 to t2 of concentration readings after the above
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pulse or as the concentration reading at time t = t1 if the agent had been releasing morphogen at
some constant rate between time t = −t2 and time t = 0. To return to our imaginary scenario,
steady state will have effectively been reached at time t1 if
R∞
1
Rt∞

0

φ(t)dt
φ(t)dt

≤ α,

where α is an arbitrary low proportion (0.01 in my simulator).
For some t2 > t1 , we can also write this as
R t2
0

R∞
Rt
φ(t)dt − 0 1 φ(t)dt + t2 φ(t)dt
≤ α.
R∞
R t2
0 φ(t)dt + t2 φ(t)dt

(3.19)

Immediately after the release of an isolated pulse of morphogen, sensor readings will increase as
that morphogen reaches the sensors. However, after this brief transient period, sensor readings due
to that pulse will decrease monotonically both because the agent is moving away from the site of
release and because the morphogen is being degraded in the environment. Therefore, assuming t2
is greater than this transient period, modeling the tail of φ(t) based on exponential decay alone will
overestimate readings. Where k is a morphogen’s degradation rate,
Z

∞

t2

Z
φ(t)dt <

0

Z

∞

φ(t)dt +
0

φ(t2 )e−k(t−t2 ) dt =

t2

Z

t2

φ(t)dt +
0

φ(t2 )
.
k

Therefore, by releasing a pulse of arbitrary size at t = 0 and keeping a running table of integrated
R t0
sensor readings such that A[t0 ] = 0 φ(t)dt, we have the information we need to find conservative
estimates, at time t2 , of the time t1 at which steady state is effectively reached. Substituting as
needed into eq. (3.19), we have
R∞
1
Rt∞

0

φ(t)dt
φ(t)dt

<

φ(t2 )
k
φ(t2 )
k

A[t2 ] − A[t1 ] +
A[t2 ] +

≤ α.

Setting the latter two expressions equal and solving for t1 gives
−1

t1 = A





φ(t2 )
(1 − α) A[t2 ] +
,
k

(3.20)

where A−1 represents reverse table lookup. Alternatively, we can fix a relationship between t1 and
t2 and work directly from the latter two expressions in eq. (3.20), simply waiting for the inequality
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to become true. This is the approach I take in simulation, with t2 = 2t1 . The larger t2 is relative
to t1 , the smaller role the exponential approximation plays and the more accurate our estimate.

3.5

Beyond Fluid Dynamics: SPH as a Partial Morphgen Compiler

SPH robotic control generally, and my NSF variant in particular, can be viewed as a compilation
technique for a subset of Morphgen code.3 This subset consists of systems of PDEs in which fields
and their rates of change are described in terms of these fields’ values and spatial derivatives.
SPH, far from relating only to fluid dynamics, provides a general means of estimating densities and
spatial derivatives of fields based on point masses and field values at discrete locations. Therefore,
one crucial step in transforming such PDE systems into ODE systems for individual agents is to
replace references to densities and spatial derivatives with appropriate SPH estimates. For NSFSPH, each abstract field must also be associated with an NSF channel. Section 3.11 concludes the
chapter by elaborating on these and other compilation steps, and the present section discusses the
compilation idea more broadly. (I have placed this section in the middle of the chapter because I
expect this discussion to clarify sections 3.6 to 3.10, which introduce extensions to the Morphgen
language.
In the context of MSF-SPH, compilation introduces a layer of abstraction or virtualization
between what may be thought of as Morphgen “application” code and what I envision as a library
of physical morphogens. Consider a Morphgen program that specifies a velocity or acceleration field
for a tissue, along with several other fields. These other fields may be thought of as representing
tissue differentiation, gene expression, or even morphogens in a metaphorical sense. To compile
such a program into agent code, all fields other than mass density and motion are treated as agent
state, and a unique physical “library” morphogen is associated with each field. (In practice, a
programmer might find it convenient to specify these associations, because physical morphogens
with different ratios of diffusion to degradation rate can be more robust for implementing different
fields. However, such low-level associations are not essential in principle: eq. (3.13) specifies the
correct production rate regardless of diffusion and degradation rates.) As described in section 3.3,
these physical morphogens implicitly provide the smoothing functions needed for each agent to make
SPH estimates of a given field and its derivatives.
3

As mentioned in section 2.1, I am ignoring many Morphgen features to focus on a crucial subset comprising PDE
descriptions of active tissue. These other features include, for example, an object-oriented mechanism for inheritance
of class-like tissue types. Extending a compiler to include these features is, relative to the present work, a more
conventional compiler design challenge.
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To further illustrate this layer of abstraction, consider a Morphgen application program that
specifies what the programmer conceptualizes as a morphogen (for example, if the Morphgen code
specifies a diffusion and degradation rate as well as sources and sinks). The SPH compilation
process would nonetheless treat this field as a tissue state variable and associate it with a physical
morphogen, whose physical parameters are independent of those of the abstract morphogen specified
by the application code. This layer of abstraction frees the programmer from the need to find a
physical substance with particular parameters. Instead, I envision engineering a small library of
physical morphogens that can be repurposed to implement a variety of fields in different Morphgen
programs.
As discussed in section 2.4, SPH swarm robotic control has focused on enabling swarms to
behave somewhat like fluids, as described by the Navier-Stokes or Euler equations. In keeping with
this focus, swarms have been specified with acceleration fields, and other fields have been designed
to simulate such physical quantities as energy and pressure. In the context of my current work, I
reframe these applications as special cases of SPH compilation of implicit Morphgen-like programs
that happen to describe roughly physical fluid-like behavior.
In comparison to past fluid-related SPH swarm robotic control, the present work illustrates some
of the potential generality of treating SPH as a compilation technique for Morphgen. Rather than
specifying physics-inspired quantities such as energy or pressure, Morphgen allows specification of
arbitrary fields useful in solving a range of problems. This distinction is a central contribution of
my work, and some of the generality this shift in perspectives allows is demonstrated in chapter 5.
A secondary difference between the present work and traditional SPH swarm robotic control is
that I specify a velocity, rather than an acceleration, field. With respect to MSFs in particular,
velocity-based motion is a natural fit for low–Reynolds number environments in which motile force
is approximately proportional to velocity rather than to acceleration. The implications of low–
Reynolds number environments are further discussed in section 4.7. But another implication of
velocity- rather than acceleration-based control is that the resulting swarm dynamics have more in
common with collective motion such as flocking than with Newtonian fluids [157]. I speculate that
this affinity with flocking dynamics may contribute to a relative richness of behavior in comparison
with fluid-based dynamics. But I do not develop this idea further; and in any case, agents could in
principle integrate or differentiate on their own to achieve, respectively, acceleration-based control
where force is proportional to velocity or velocity-based control where force is proportional to
acceleration.
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As mentioned in section 2.1, Morphgen uses the symbol –D to denote a general time rate of
change, with deliberate ambiguity about whether this rate should be interpreted in discrete or
continuous terms. I use this symbol as well, with a key difference. In prior work on Morphgen, –D is
interpreted in the Eulerian frame, at a fixed point in space; that is, in continuous terms, –D = ∂/∂t.
Because of the Lagrangian nature of SPH, I choose to interpret –D in the Lagrangian frame, from
the perspective of a moving agent; in continuous terms, –D = D/Dt, where D/Dt is the Lagrangian
or material derivative. Eulerian and Lagrangian derivatives are related by
D
∂
=
+ u · ∇.
Dt
∂t
This choice is natural for a system composed of moving agents, because a Lagrangian derivative
implies a straightforward update rule for an agent to follow regardless of its velocity. Furthermore,
this choice does not impact the expressiveness of Morphgen; a programmer who wants to express
change in quantity φ in Eulerian terms may simply add a u · ∇φ term to a given change equation,
where u is the agent velocity field; issues related to such terms are explored in section 3.9. Finally,
because –D is associated with Morphgen, which in the context of this work is used to prescribe
active tissue behavior, I use –D to emphasize that a given equation represents active agent or tissue
behavior as opposed to, say, physical laws or other descriptions involving derivatives.
Most of the rest of my work focuses on NSF-SPH, and MSF-SPH in particular. But the idea of
SPH as a compiler for Morphgen (or similar PDE-based langauge) is not unique to NSF-SPH; it can
be applied to traditional SPH robotic control as well. The key idea behind extending SPH robotic
control to compilation of Morphgen is simply that the spatial derivatives estimated by SPH can be
applied to a far wider range of PDEs than those describing Newtonian fluids. The capabilities needed
for a swarm to serve as a target of such compilation are thus identical to the capabilities needed for
traditional SPH robotic control. Thus, any swarm amenable to traditional SPH robotic control can
also serve as a target for SPH-based Morphgen compilation. One minimal set of requirements, for
example, is for agents to communicate with their individual neighbors, control their velocities, and
perform simple internal computation. Alternatively, agents may communicate with a central server
which has knowledge of agents’ locations, with this server performing the needed SPH computations
and commanding agents’ velocities.
The next five sections of this chapter introduce extensions to the basic picture of an SPH-based
partial Morphgen compiler presented here. Of these five, the first three add new semantic features
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to the Morphgen language, allowing programmers to express ideas that make sense independently
of a given implementation. Section 3.6 introduces mixtures of differentiation state, and this section
is placed first because these differentiation states interact with features described in later sections.
Section 3.7 explores processes analogous to reproduction or apoptosis, and section 3.8 describes
options for edge detection. These additions to the expressiveness of Morphgen help further advance
SPH control beyond its fluid-inspired focus toward more general morphogenesis-inspired behavior.
Following these three sections that introduce new semantic features are two sections that, like
section 3.4 above, have the goal of addressing or correcting for limitations in NSF-SPH. But unlike
the corrections presented in this earlier section, these two sections introduce extensions to the
Morphgen language. These extensions are analogous to pragmas or compiler directives in traditional
programming languages: they do not change the meaning of a Morphgen program proper, and they
are specific to NSF-SPH implementations of Morphgen. Section 3.9 introduces an upwind scheme
to help stabilize hyperbolic PDEs where they appear in Morphgen programs. Section 3.10 addresses
deleterious effects of unsmoothness, loosely defined, in density and velocity fields. The final section
of this chapter, section 3.11, incorporates these five extensions in presenting the compilation process
in more detail.

3.6

Spatial Mixtures of Properties

For some applications, it is useful if spatially colocated tissue can have dissimilar properties. For
example, we might want a group of differentiated cells to move through another group of distinctly
differentiated cells, both having derived from the same tissue. While the two groups are colocated,
fields representing velocity and differentiation state will be discontinuous in space, and therefore
difficult to describe using PDEs as required by Morphgen. The obvious solution would be to
define two separate tissues to represent the two differentiation states. However, this requires the
differentiation states to be discrete. It also requires differentiation to be expressed in terms of a
decrease in one tissue’s density accompanied by an increase in the other’s. Such a description fails
to capture the idea that the same tissue is simply changing state, a failure that is inelegant and
complicates compilation.
A more general solution is to treat properties as dimensions in a configuration space that includes
both physical space and properties, such as differentiation state, of which we might want to describe
spatial mixtures. Density or velocity fields could be continuous over such a space even when their
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projection onto physical space is not. Some interesting generalizations may be possible if we consider
SPH smoothing functions over these configuration spaces. However, any such possibilities are beyond
the scope of my work, because NSFs are confined to physical space.
Even with NSFs, SPH can be used to estimate field values and derivatives in the useful case
in which overlapping tissues have different differentiation states.

This is possible even when

differentiation state is treated as a continuous variable. To make these estimates, we treat each
differentiation state as its own dimension in configuration space, ranging from zero to one, and we
assign a separate communication channel to each dimension. We also assign a separate channel to
each property of which we would like to make an SPH estimate, whether value or derivative, in the
context of a particular differentiation state. For example, we might want to estimate the gradient
of some property of interest, for example “brightness,” in tissue in differentiation state A, ignoring
other colocated tissue. I will denote this idea by adding the differentiation state as a subscript;
e.g., “∇brightness A ”. We can make the estimate with the help of two additional channels: one
to represent density of tissue in state A, and one to represent the brightness of tissue in state A.
Upon compilation using MSFs, secretion rates for these new morphogens would be found easily: the
usual secretion rates for density and brightness would be multiplied by the value for state A, and
the density of tissue in state A would be substituted for overall density in the secretion rate for
brightness.
Treating differentiation states as dimensions allows for continuous treatment of mixtures of
tissue. This idea is sketched in fig. 3.3. In this figure, tissue in two differentiation states are
colocated in physical space, represented by a single dimension. Tissue in state A is moving in one
direction in physical space, and tissue B in the opposite direction. In physical space the velocity field
is discontinuous, but in the larger configuration space it may be continuous. In this larger space,
the process of differentiation is interpreted as mass moving outward in one of the differentiation
state dimensions.
This feature allowing mixed differentiation states interacts with many of the other extensions to
Morphgen described below. I discuss particulars of these interactions in the appropriate sections, but
they share common features. The interactions occur whenever the implementation of an extension
includes ρ in a calculation. My general approach in these cases is to make a separate such calculation
with respect to each differentiation state and, if needed, to combine them in some appropriate way
such as summation. Specifically, to adapt a calculation involving ρ to a differentiation state A, I
replace each occurrence of ρ with ρA , the mass density with respect to state A. If the calculation
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Figure 3.3: Two colocated tissues, distinguished by differentiation states A and B, moving through
each other. The velocity field can be made continuous in this configuration space, where each
differentiation state is treated as a dimension, even though its projection onto the spatial dimension
could not be continuous.
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references physical properties of morphogens representing ρ, I replace them with the corresponding
properties of the morphogen representing density with respect to state A. I represent this by
replacing, for example, k with kA . Finally, I multiply the term involving ρA by A, the degree of
differentiation for that state.
These modifications are conceptually straightforward, with the exception of this latter multiplication by A. In general, differentiation states have clearest meaning when they are close to one or
zero, and in this case, multiplication by A serves to simply include or exclude the sub-calculation
relating to state A. My allowance of intermediate differentiation states mainly serves the purpose
of providing for continuous dynamics during the differentiation process. Multiplying by A respects
this continuity, so that intermediate differentiation states have intermediate effect.
In explaining how various Morphgen extensions interact with mixed differentiation states, it is
more elegant to treat ordinary mass density as being with respect to a default differentiation state
whose value is always one. That is, if we need to sum (for example) some expression involving A
and ρA over all differentiation states A, the summation is understood to include the term for which
ρA is simply ρ and A is 1.

3.7

Growth and Apoptosis

The mass continuity equation is
Dρ
= −ρ(∇ · u),
Dt

(3.21)

where u is the physical velocity field of a tissue. (Dρ/Dt is the material or Lagrangian derivative,
which represents change in density from the perspective of a parcel of fluid as it moves. It is
equivalent to ∂ρ/∂t + u · ∇ρ.) Mass continuity is a natural assumption for a Lagrangian method;
if particles maintain a fixed mass and are neither created nor destroyed, mass continuity follows.
Furthermore, because mass continuity implies that mass density changes only through material
motion, assuming mass continuity allows a velocity field to be computed from a purely Eulerian
description of a mass density field, and vice versa. However, when we are willing to forgo these
possibilities for relating density and velocity (which I do not explore in this work), we can introduce
descriptions of tissue for which the continuity equation does not hold. This decouples the density
and velocity fields and gives us some ability to describe tissue growth and attenuation.
To describe growth processes in Morphgen, I allow Morphgen programs to contain a special
change equation with –Dρ as its left-hand side, along with a binary field Γ to signal where and when
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it is active.4 Such a change equation necessarily represents a break with mass continuity, because
under mass continuity the density field is strictly determined by the velocity field. Tissue for which a
–Dρ equation is active should therefore implement some form of tissue growth and apoptosis. Where
no –Dρ equation is active, mass continuity should continue to hold so that density is naturally
determined by velocity.
What should agents do to ensure that a desired –Dρ is satisfied? In an SPH physics simulation,
a particle may simply change its mass, but the ability of a physical agent to do so is likely to be
limited. Therefore, taking inspiration from biological tissue, I consider processes similar to cellular
reproduction and apoptosis (programmed cell death).
As discussed in section 2.5.1, implementation details of NSF-SPH agents are beyond the scope
of my work. Similarly, I do not offer thorough accounts of mechanisms by which agents might
accomplish something like reproduction or apoptosis. If agents are realized through synthetic
biology, they may be able to reproduce as cells normally do, by mitosis. If agents are realized
through MEMS technology, recruitment may be more realistic: an agent seeking to “reproduce”
may instead recruit from a pool of agents that are inactive in the sense of not yet participating in a
Morphgen program. (In something like a hybrid of these approaches, Kriegman et al. [61] describe
a replication mechanism in which synthetic multicellular organisms assemble copies of themselves
from a pool of loose cells.) In contrast with replication, apoptosis is likely to be straightforward by
comparison: If an agent cannot literally destroy itself as a biological cell can, it may simply move
away from the tissue or rejoin a pool of inactive agents. I explore reproduction by recruitment in
slightly more detail at the end of this section, but otherwise I focus on when, rather than how, an
agent should reproduce or apoptose.
I model an agent’s decision to reproduce or apoptose stochastically. Neighboring agents are
likely to encounter similar environments, so deterministic decisions may lead to instability. For
example, if one agent senses that mass density is too high, it may apoptose. But before the mass
density morphogen it had produced has a chance to dissipate and thus inform neighbors of the
resulting decrease in local density, those neighbors may make the same decision, and so on. In this
way a region of tissue could attenuate more dramatically than desired. Excessive growth may then
follow for analogous reasons, leading to oscillations.
4

Because these extensions are meaningful additions to the Morphgen language and not mere pragmas, I expose Γ
to the programmer as though it were an ordinary field. But because it is binary, it only makes sense to set it to zero
or to one or to use its value on the right-hand sides of equations, and not to take its spatial derivatives.
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An agent should stochastically decide to reproduce or apoptose such that –Dρ at an agent is
satisfied in the limit as number density approaches infinity. It would be ideal for this decision to
be memoryless, in the sense of an agent’s reproducing or apoptosing not depending explicitly on
the amount of time since the last such event. Thus we seek a rate λ such that the probability of
an agent reproducing (or, if λ is negative, apoptosing) in interval ∆t is ∆t|λ| in the limit as ∆t
approaches zero.
If λ were held steady, it would be the parameter of an exponential distribution describing the
time until the next reproduction or apoptosis event for an agent. If in addition the mass velocity
field were divergence-free, local density from an agent’s perspective would follow an exponential
curve:
ρ(t) = ρ0 eλt ,

(3.22)

where ρ0 is initial density. Taking the derivative (that is, the material derivative, from the agent’s
perspective) gives
Dρ(t)
= λρ0 eλt .
Dt
Comparing with eq. (3.22), we can substitute ρ(t) for ρ0 eλt where it appears in the derivative:
Dρ(t)
= λρ(t).
Dt
Now solving for λ gives
λ=

1 Dρ
.
ρ Dt

(3.23)

This result implies that if velocity were divergence-free, we could simply set λ = –Dρ/ρ. But
in general we must account for divergence in the velocity field. If velocity is transmitted as an
MSF-SPH vector, an agent can make the needed adjustment directly:
λ=∇·u+

–Dρ
.
ρ

(3.24)

However, this approach requires several additional morphogens as well as orientation sensors (see
section 3.1.3), so an alternative approach is preferred. The next two sections present two such
alternatives. The designations “integral control” and “proportional control” will be clarified in
section 3.7.4.
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3.7.1

Integral Control Approach

For a first approach I assume an agent is able to store and retrieve values sampled at runtime,
on timescales commensurate with applications. When an agent’s value for Γ first becomes true,
signalling that –Dρ has become active, the agent begins a running integral of –Dρ, using its density
estimate at that time, hρ0 i, as a starting point. At subsequent times, this integral represents target
density, and so the difference between this integral and the current density estimate represents
additional density required by the Morphgen program (or, if negative, excess density). That is,
Rt
additional mass density required at time t is hρ0 i + t0 –Dρ(t0 )dt0 − hρi.
Dividing this additional mass density required by a fixed time interval b gives us the rate of
density change needed to satisfy the Morphgen program by the end of interval b. Substituting into
eq. (3.23) tells us how to set λ to achieve this:
1
λ=
bhρi



Z t
0
0
–Dρ(t )dt − hρi .
hρ0 i +
t0

To maximize the responsiveness of the system, b should be as short as is practical. However, time
is needed for the density morphogen produced by a new agent to build up in its environment, or
for the density morphogen produced by an apoptosed agent to dissipate. If b is too short, neither
the original agent nor its neighbors will have time to register the change in density caused by a
reproduction or apoptosis event, and so the probability of another such event shortly afterward
will be too high. This bias will lead to oscillations in density for reasons similar to the case of
deterministic decisions mentioned previously.
To prevent such oscillations, b should reflect some notion of the time needed for the morphogen
field to reach steady state following the reproduction or apoptosis event. As in section 3.4.1, I
consider only the total amount of morphogen in the environment, that is, the non-spatial aspect
of reaching steady state. Because degradation is assumed to be exponential, the fraction α of
morphogen that was present at some initial time that is still present t seconds later is e−kt , where
k is degradation rate. Therefore the duration needed to reach some approximation of steady state
as defined by a low value of α (currently 0.01 in simulation) is −ln(α)/k. Using this duration for b,
we can set λ:
λ=−

k
hρi ln α



Z t
–Dρ(t0 )dt0 − hρi .
hρ0 i +
t0
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(3.25)

3.7.2

Proportional Control Approach

A physically realized agent may lack the memory capacity needed for the above approach, so I
next explore an alternative approach to finding λ. Although in general I assume agents are capable
of integration, the above approach in particular is a sort of dead reckoning. Neither hρ0 i nor the
integral of –Dρ in eq. (3.25) are tied to any ongoing environment signal. Therefore if an agent’s
memory of this sum is leaky, the system’s fidelity to –Dρ will degrade over time.
As an alternative approach, an agent can use a leaky integral of its mass density estimate to
indirectly estimate recent nearby velocity divergence. We can then make use of the general idea of
eq. (3.24) in determining λ. However, rather than setting λ, we will derive an appropriate rate of
change for λ such that eq. (3.24) is approximately satisfied.
In working toward an estimate of velocity divergence, we first use an agent’s leaky integral of
its density estimate to estimate recent rate of change in density. By leaky integral, I mean that an
agent maintains an internal value B according to
dB
= hρi − kB B,
dt

(3.26)

where kB is a decay rate. The “leak” is represented by the term kB B, without which B would be
integrated normally. Steady state will occur when hρi = kB B. When an agent first begins keeping
track of this leaky integral, it has little information on which to base an initial value for B, so it
may as well assume steady state and initialize B with the value hρi/kB .
Let us assume that density has been changing at a linear rate and that the agent’s estimate of
density is accurate, so that hρi = a1 + a2 t for some a1 and a2 . Solving for a2 will then provide the
desired approximation of recent Dρ/Dt in terms of B. Substituting hρi = a1 + a2 t into eq. (3.26)
and solving yields
B=

a1
a2 t
a2
+
− 2 + ce−kt .
kB
kB
kB

We assume steady state for B when density is not changing (that is, when a2 = 0), once again
for lack of better information. This assumption implies c = 0, eliminating the exponential term.
Rearranging,
2
a2 = kB (a1 + a2 t) − kB
B.
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Now recognizing that a1 + a2 t is hρi and that a2 is our estimate of recent Dρ/Dt, we have the latter
in terms known to an agent:
Dρ
2
B.
≈ kB hρi − kB
Dt

(3.27)

This estimate accounts for mass density changes due to velocity divergence as well as to nearby
reproduction and apoptosis events. It is tempting to think of this estimate as a background rate
of density change for which an agent should correct, simply comparing it to –Dρ and setting λ
accordingly, but this approach is in error. Intuitively, we can think of this erroneous approach as
reflecting a collective complacency: If an agent following this approach senses that recent actual
change in mass density has been satisfying –Dρ, it will set λ to zero. However, neighboring agents
are likely to behave similarly, causing mass density change to fall behind the demands of –Dρ.
Instead of making the above mistake, we must keep sight of our goal to realize the idea behind
eq. (3.24) by finding an estimate of velocity divergence. If we assume neighboring agents have the
same values for λ, we can estimate the portion of total mass density change that is due to velocity
divergence specifically. (Because SPH fields tend to be smooth, neighboring agents’ values for λ
are likely to be similar, so this assumption is justified.) This assumption together with eq. (3.23)
imply that the neighborhood rate of mass density change due to reproduction and apoptosis is λρ.
Subtracting from our estimate of total mass density change thus estimates mass density change
due to velocity divergence alone. Referencing eq. (3.21) for mass continuity, we can now divide by
negative density to get velocity divergence itself:
∇·u≈

2 B − λρ
kB hρi − kB
.
−ρ

Simplifying and replacing ρ with an agent’s estimate thereof, we now have a velocity divergence
estimate in terms known to an agent:
∇ · u ≈ λ − kB +

2B
kB
.
hρi

We would now like to substitute this divergence estimate into eq. (3.24) (once again replacing ρ
there with its NSF-SPH estimate). This substitution results in λ on both the left- and right-hand
sides. Therefore, we must interpret the result not as an equality but as an update rule for λ:
λnew = λold − kB +
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2B+–
kB
Dρ
hρi

(3.28)

or
∆λ = −kB +

2B+–
kB
Dρ
.
hρi

However, instead of updating λ instantaneously, we must give the system time to adjust so that
our changes to λ are reflected in hρi. As in the derivation of eq. (3.25), we assume that the longest
relevant timescale is the settling duration for the morphogen field representing density, which we
approximate as −ln(α)/k for some small fraction α (currently 0.01 in simulation). Therefore we
change λ at the rate that would bring it to the target λnew over this settling period:
k
–Dλ =
ln α



2B+–
kB
Dρ
kB −
.
hρi

(3.29)

I use –Dλ in place of Dλ/Dt to emphasize that this change is active agent behavior: the agent
integrates –Dλ to find λ itself. When a –Dλ equation is first made active, we must choose a value
at which to begin integration of –Dλ. By assuming nearby agents have also had the –Dλ equation
switched off, we conclude that the Dρ/Dt estimate from eq. (3.27) now accounts only for velocity
divergence and not for reproduction or apoptosis. Therefore we can use eq. (3.28) with λold set to
zero:
λinitial = −kB +

2B+–
kB
Dρ
,
hρi

Although the above integral requires memory, it is tied to an ongoing environmental signal, so
it does not raise the same concerns as the dead reckoning approach discussed in section 3.7.1. For
example, if λ drifts too high, the resulting hρi feeds back into the right-hand side of eq. (3.29),
lowering –Dλ to at least partially compensate.

3.7.3

Interaction with Mixed Differentiation States

For clarity, I have presented these approaches to reproduction and apoptosis in terms of mass density.
However, their extension to the differentiation states described in section 3.6 is straightforward. In
addition to the –Dρ equation for overall mass density, Morphgen can allow for other optional –DρA
equations, where A is a differentiation state. We can compute a distinct λA value corresponding to
each such equation provided by the user. These λA values, along with the original λ corresponding
to –Dρ, must be combined to find the actual rate that will determine reproduction or apoptosis
decisions. One may imagine different ways of combining these various rate parameters into a final
λ, but simple summation is appealing. For example, if tissue is undifferentiated, then only –Dρ
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controls λ. If tissue is differentiated, then –DρA for that differentiation state can be thought of as
relative to –Dρ for the overall tissue.
To compute λA for a given differentiation state, I make some straightforward changes to eq. (3.25)
and eq. (3.29). Every ρ is replaced by ρA , the mass density with respect to that differentiation
state. Every leaky integral B and its rate kB are replaced by BA and kBA . I also multiply the
entire expression by A, the degree of differentiation for that state. (Typically A will be close to
either zero or one, but this multiplication provides continuity in case some agents have intermediate
differentiation states.) Finally, k, the degradation rate of the morphogen representing mass density,
is replaced with the degradation rate of the morphogen corresponding to mass density with respect
to differentiation state A, which I here denote kA . Thus for the integral approach,
AkA
λA = −
hρA i ln α



Z t
0
0
–DρA (t )dt − hρA i ,
hρA,0 i +
t0

where hρA,0 i is just the initial estimate of ρA . Similarly for the proportional control approach,
AkA
–DλA =
ln α

kBA

2 B +–
kB
DρA
A
− A
hρA i

!
.

Finally, after integrating any –DλA equations in the latter approach,
λ=

X

λA .

A

(The original λ corresponding to –Dρ is, as described at the end of section 3.6, considered implicit
among the λA .)

3.7.4

Control Theory

In the context of control theory, and considering rate of density change as the relevant system
variable, section 3.7.1 and section 3.7.2 describe integral and proportional control, respectively. This
observation suggests tradeoffs between the two approaches. The integral approach is likely to do a
better job of maintaining –Dρ over time, at the potential cost of oscillations between overaggressive
reproduction and apoptosis. The proportional approach may avoid such oscillations, but may be
more likely to generate λ values that are too aggressive or too passive over longer periods of time.
This control theory perspective also suggests that, if technology allows, a combination of the two
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approaches may be better than either alone, as in PI (proportional-integral) control. Future work
may explore these possibilities in detail.

3.7.5

Reproduction By Recruitment

Two complications are introduced when a new agent is created or recruited. First, the new agent
may need to adjust for a transitory period before its own morphogen fields have had time to build
up to steady state. Second, if the integral approach in section 3.7.1 is used, it may need to adjust
its target density to account for a slightly different position in the swarm of agents.
Generally speaking, these complications should be addressed in the context of a specific
implementation of reproduction, which I consider beyond the scope of my work.

However, I

briefly discuss here my approach to these issues in simulation, because they may apply generally to
reproduction by recruitment. As discussed further in section 4.10, my simulator does not explicitly
model reproduction by recruitment. Rather, it simply places a new agent, instantaneously, near its
parent. Nonetheless, this crude model can be viewed as an implicit recruitment model, in the sense
that recruitment would lead to a newly recruited agent joining the Morphgen program quickly, near
its parent/recruiter.
Under these assumption of fast, proximate recruitment, we can address the two complications
mentioned above. I first address the period during which the agent is building up its own morphogen
fields toward steady state. Without a correction, an agent would underestimate corresponding field
values during this period. As in section 3.4.1, I neglect diffusion time in seeking this correction. For
simplicity, I further assume that the agent’s morphogen secretion rates are not changing significantly
during this building-up period. (This assumption may be relaxed if the agent can maintain a memory
of its actual secretion rates, but I do not explore this idea further.)
Under this assumption of constant secretion rate, the mass of morphogen in the environment
due to the new agent obeys
dΦ(L)
= r(L) − kΦ(L),
dL
where L (for lifetime) is time since the new agent’s recruitment and r and k are secretion and
degradation rates, respectively. Considering that Φ(L) = 0 at time L = 0, the above equation is
solved by
Φ(L) =


r
1 − e−kL .
k
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Dividing Φ(L) by the steady state solution Φ(L) = r/k gives the fraction of the steady-state amount
present at time L:
Φ(L)
= 1 − e−kL .
limL→∞ Φ(L)
The fraction of the steady-state amount missing at time L is then just e−kL .
As in section 3.4.1, I neglect diffusion time to focus on the non-spatial aspect of morphogen
dynamics. This simplification allows us to apply the above fraction of missing morphogen to the
concentration of morphogen at points in space near the agent; in particular, at the agent’s sensors.
From the calibration described in section 3.4.2, the agent can estimate the concentration, per unit
secretion rate, that it would sense at steady state given its current speed s. Therefore, following the
notation from that section, the additional concentration an agent would sense had it been secreting
long enough for its own morphogen contribution to have reached steady state is
e−kL × SecRate(M ) × Calib(M, s)val .
Combining this with the adjustment already described in section 3.4.2, an agent’s SPH estimate of
the value of the field corresponding to morphogen M is
hf (x)i = Sense(M )
+ SecRate(M ) × (Calib(M, 0)val − Calib(M, s)val )
+ e−kL × SecRate(M ) × Calib(M, s)val .
Next we address the need, when the integral approach in section 3.7.1 is used, for an agent to
adjust its target density to account for a different position in the swarm of agents. The failure to
make such an adjustment may lead to runaway growth resembling tumors. Consider an agent near,
but not at, a relatively sharp boundary of the agent swarm. If it recruits a new agent that is more
nearly on that boundary, this new agent will estimate a lower mass density for its location, purely
by virtue of its location nearer the boundary. But if the old agent simply passes its target density
to the new agent, the new agent will compare its lower density estimate to a target density more
suited to the interior of the swarm, setting λ too high as a result. The new agent’s own recruits
are likely to find themselves closer still to the boundary, or beyond it in space otherwise empty of
agents, exacerbating the problem.
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To address this problem, an agent can pass to a new recruit not only its own target mass density,
but also its most recent mass density estimate. The recruited agent, rather than simply adopting its
parent’s target density as its own, sets its target density T to the sum of its parent’s target density
P and the difference between its initial, uncorrected density morphogen concentration measurement
and the parent’s most recent density estimate R:
T = P + Sense(M ) − R,
where M is the morphogen corresponding to mass density. This calculation occurs before the
recruited agent has secreted any morphogen of its own.
The idea of this correction is that, before the recruited agent has secreted morphogen of its own,
its uncorrected measurement of density morphogen reflects the density of its location before its
own presence alters that density. Furthermore, the parent’s most recent density estimate similarly
reflects density of the parent’s location prior to the new recruit’s presence. The difference between
these two values therefore represents the difference in density due to the difference in location per
se, abstracted away from the effects of the new recruit’s presence.
The extension of this correction to densities relative to differentiation states is trivial. T , P , and
R simply become the target density, parental target density, and parental recent density estimate
with respect to a given differentiation state, and M becomes the morphogen corresponding to that
same differentiation state.

3.8

Edges

It is often desirable for a Morphgen program to refer to the edge of a tissue. However, it is not
obvious how to express the concept of edges in a purely continuous language of PDEs. This difficulty
suggests that it may be useful to provide a primitive in the Morphgen language to be specified by
an implementation. One option is to convolve mass density with some kernel, looking for locations
where the value of this convolution is roughly half the expected mass density of the interior of the
tissue [80]. This approach is easy to implement in MSF-SPH, where density estimates are already,
and by necessity, convolutions with a kernel. However, this approach requires that we know the
expected mass density of the interior of the tissue, and we may want our Morphgen program to
remain flexible with respect to such a density.
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3.8.1

Mass Density Gradient

One solution relies on mass density gradient, which is already available to an agent. Let us make
four simplifying assumptions:
• Mass density gradient in the interior of the tissue is small.
• Agent number density is high relative to smoothing length.
• Curvature of the edge is small relative to smoothing length.
• Agents share a common mass m.
Under these assumptions, we can derive the expected value at an edge for kh∇ρ(x)ik/hρ(x)i, the
ratio of the magnitude of an agent’s mass density gradient estimate to its mass density estimate.
Making use of eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) for the case of f (x) = ρ(x), we can write this quantity in terms
of the smoothing function evaluated at the distances rj from an agent on an edge to each neighbor
j:

P m
P
kh∇ρ(x)ik
j ρj ρj ∇W (rj )
j ∇W (rj )
.
= P
= P m
hρ(x)i
j ρj ρj W (rj )
j W (rj )
To be more precise about our scenario, consider the half-plane x ≥ 0 filled with a square grid

of agents, with no agents in the other half-plane (fig. 3.4). We are interested in an agent on the
edge x = 0. Because this scenario is uniform in the y direction, we can work in just one dimension,
where gradient becomes an ordinary spatial derivative. And with a as the spacing between agents,
the distance rj from an agent at x = 0 to each agent j along our remaining dimension becomes ja:

P

∇W (rj )

j

P

j

=

W (rj )

∞
P

W 0 (ja)

j=0
∞
P

W (ja)

.

j=0

By taking the limit as a approaches zero, and by multiplying numerator and denominator by a,
we can replace our summations with integrals:
∞
P
j=0
lim ∞
a→0 P
j=0

W 0 (ja)
W (ja)

∞
P

a
j=0
= lim ∞
a a→0 P

W 0 (ja)

∞
P

W 0 (ja)a

W (ja)

j=0
lim ∞
a→0 P

W (ja)a

=

j=0

j=0
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R∞ 0
W (x)dx
= R0∞
.
0 W (x)dx

y

a
a

x

Figure 3.4: A square grid of agents fills the half-plane x ≥ 0. We derive, in the limit as a → 0, the
ratio of the magnitude of the density gradient to density, as estimated by the shaded agents along
x = 0. We use this value to determine which agents are on the edge of a tissue.
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The integral in the numerator is W (x)

∞
0

by the fundamental theorem of calculus. Our one-

dimensional smoothing function from table 3.2 is exp(−r/h)/2h, so this numerator evaluates to
p
1/2h, or, in terms of physical morphogen parameters, 21 E/k. The denominator is 1/2, because we
constructed the smoothing function to have an integral of one over the entire domain. Therefore,
given our simplifying assumptions, for an agent at an edge of a tissue, we expect
kh∇ρ(x)ik p
≈ k/E.
hρ(x)i
This result also holds for three dimensions, because the analogous half-space grid reduces to the same
one-dimensional scenario after considering uniformity in the other two dimensions. In addition, this
derivation is the same if we replace mass density ρ with mass density relative to some differentiation
state ρA , so we can also use this result to detect edges of differentiated regions within tissues.
This derivation allows us to include an edge-finding primitive in our MSF-SPH implementation
of Morphgen. We could implement this primitive as a binary function that simply returns true
p
when kh∇ρ(x)ik/hρ(x)i is greater than some fixed fraction of k/E. However, our result is only a
rough approximation, and in practice more flexibility is useful. Therefore I expose to the Morphgen
programmer a real number in the range [0, ∞), implemented as the ratio of the left and right sides
of the above:
kh∇ρik
EdgeDetect() :=
hρi

r

E
.
k

This number represents “edge-ness”, with the understanding that the expected value at an idealized
edge is one. And if A is an optional differentiation state, we simply subscript ρ with A:
kh∇ρA ik
EdgeDetect(A) :=
hρA i

3.8.2

r

E
.
k

Color Fields

An alternative approach to edge detection is to exploit color fields or color functions. Color fields are
often used in traditional SPH to calculate surface tension [e.g., 93]. The technique has already been
used in traditional SPH robotics to generate behavior emulating physical surface tension [5, 83].
Compared to the approach previously described for edge detection, use of a color field may be more
robust to mass density fluctuations within a tissue.
Conceptually, and in its simplest form, a color field has value unity everywhere within a fluid
or tissue, and zero everywhere else. To implement this field, we take advantage of the particle
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insufficiency property of SPH. (Particle insufficiency is the property that an SPH estimate of any
field becomes zero where, in a region that is large relative to smoothing length, there are no particles
to support the estimate.) Specifically, we make an SPH estimate of unity; that is, the value of the
estimated color field c at point x is
hc(x)i =

Xm
j

ρj

W (rj ).

We can think of this estimate as doing its best to hold the value of one, correcting for mass density
fluctuations in the usual manner of SPH. But where there are no particles at all to support it (at
least in a region that is large relative to smoothing length), the field drops to zero. Therefore, the
gradient of this estimate field remains close to zero wherever there are particles, but becomes large
at the edges of a tissue.
The gradient of the color field estimate can be used not only to identify an edge, but also to
estimate its curvature, which is needed to compute surface tension. Furthermore, implementing
a color field in MSF-SPH is trivial: we simply set a field to unity and assign a morphogen to
estimate it. This process may be wrapped in an edge-finding (or even a curvature-of-edge-finding)
primitive to be made available to Morphgen code. Alternatively, it may be implemented by the
Morphgen programmer directly. The only apparent downside to using a color field in MSF-SPH is
the requirement of an additional morphogen.
This technique could also be extended to mixtures of differentiated tissue, at the cost of adding
a morphogen for each additional differentiation state. This extension is trivial: a color field with
respect to a given differentiation state is just a field again set to unity, this time with respect to
that same differentiation state as described in section 3.6. (Traditional color fields use just one
field for multiple fluid species, simply using a distinct integer in place of unity for each species.
However, this approach makes sense only for distinct interfaces. To accommodate overlapping or
mixed differentiation states, a distinct color field is needed for each.)
In informal tests, a color field allows a more accurate identification of edges than using the mass
density gradient threshold. In this section, I derive a primitive analogous to EdgeDetect above
to detect edges using a color field, although the color field itself must be specified manually by
the Morphgen programmer. Future work could move specification of the color field itself to the
compiler, as well as further explore the possibility of using color fields to estimate edge curvature.
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Our derivation of a new primitive EdgeDetectColor parallels the derivation of EdgeDetect from the previous section. We wish to find the value at a tissue edge, in the continuum limit,
of some quantity that relates to the color field and that an agent can calculate, as we did before with
respect to the density field. In that case, the value found was for the quantity kh∇ρ(x)ik/hρ(x)i;
in this case we will find a value for kh∇c(x)ik. (As it turns out, the predicted value is the same in
p
both cases: k/E.)
Here it is more convenient to use the form of gradient from eq. (3.2), in which the gradient is
outside the summation. From the definition of a color field above, as well as from the prior result
P
ρ(x) = j mW (rj ), we have:
kh∇c(x)ik = ∇

Xm
i

ρi

W (ri ) = ∇

X
P
i

X Wc (ri )
m
P
Wc (ri ). = ∇
.
j mWρ (rj )
j Wρ (rj )
i

Because the density and color fields must be represented by distinct morphogens with potentially
different physical parameters, their smoothing functions may be different as well, so I label them
Wρ and Wc to keep them separate.
We make the same assumption as previously illustrated in fig. 3.4, of a square grid of agents
filling a half-space, with spacing a. As before, we can work in one dimension because of uniformity
in the y direction. For the outer summation, the distance ri between each agent and an arbitrary
location x is |x − ia|. For the inner summation, the distance from the agent at x = ia to the agent
at x = ja is |i − j|a:

∞

∇

X
i

d X Wc (|x − ia|)
W (r )
P c i
=
.
∞
P
dx
j Wρ (rj )
i=0
Wρ (|i − j|a)
j=0

Once again we take the limit as a approaches zero and multiply by a/a to replace the summations
with integrals. We take advantage of the symmetry of an SPH smoothing function in manipulating
the limits of these integrals:
∞
∞
X
d X Wc (|x − ia|)
d
Wc (|x − ia|)a
a
lim
=
lim
∞
∞
P
P
a a→0 dx
dx a→0
i=0
i=0
Wρ (|i − j|a)
Wρ (|ia − ja|)a
j=0

j=0

d
=
dx

Z

d
=
dx

Z
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∞

0
∞

−x

W (|x − x0 |)dx0
R∞ c
0
00
00
0 Wρ (|x − x |)dx
Wc (x0 )dx0
.
00
00
−x0 Wρ (−x )dx

R∞

Finally, as in the previous section, we apply the fundamental theorem of calculus and evaluate at
x = 0:
d
dx

Z

∞

−x

W (x0 )dx0
Wc (x)
R∞ c
= R∞
00 )dx00
00
00
W
(−x
W
ρ
ρ (x )dx
−x0
−x

x=0

Wc (0)
=
= R∞
00
00
W
ρ (x )dx
0

r

kc
,
Ec

where kc and Ec are the physical morphogen parameters associated with the color field.
Similar to before, we use this predicted value to create a primitive that hides the details related
to physical morphogen parameters but gives the programmer some flexibility on where to draw the
threshold defining an edge:
r
EdgeDetectColor(c) := kh∇cik

Ec
,
kc

As before, the derivation is identical if we replace the general color field with a color field with respect
to some differentiation state, so we also have EdgeDetectColor(cA ) for some differentiation state
A.

3.9

Upwind Scheme for Advection

Upwind schemes help stabilize results in a variety of numerical methods for simulating hyperbolic
PDEs such as those describing advective systems. Loosely speaking, they provide an Eulerian
simulation with awareness of the direction of motion of a quantity. Consider the basic Eulerian
equation for incompressible advection of a quantity φ at velocity u:
∂φ
= −u · ∇φ.
∂t
In advection, change in a quantity at some point should logically depend only on the quantity
upstream; however, with central differencing alone, change depends on a gradient estimate that
looks downstream as much as upstream, resulting in oscillations.
It is not immediately obvious that an upwind scheme is needed for NSF-SPH. In my NSF-SPH
implementation of Morphgen, I treat PDEs as referring to a Lagrangian frame by default, which
is natural given the Lagrangian nature of SPH. This decision avoids much of the need for upwind
methods, because advection can occur through the motion of particles, which carry other field
values with them. However, sometimes we wish to reference an Eulerian frame. For example, we
may want a pattern to advect across a field of unmoving particles. Conversely, we may want to hold
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a pattern steady without regard for the underlying motion of particles. For generality, let’s say we
want to combine these scenarios: we want to describe advection of some abstract field φ according
to velocity field uφ , without regard for the physical velocity field ua of the agents themselves. The
corresponding change equation must include an advection term u · ∇φ where u is ua − uφ . (The ua
part of u can be thought of as providing a sort of “counter-advection” that counteracts the motion
of the agents, thus converting between the Lagrangian and Eulerian frames.) Therefore, NSF-SPH
does present the challenges that an upwind scheme could address.
Upwind schemes do exist for SPH generally, but there are no obvious ways to implement them
using NSFs. Most involve pairwise calculations for which an agent would need information about its
individual neighbors [e.g., 59]. At least one other involves an asymmetric smoothing function [14].
Therefore I introduce a novel upwind method for SPH that can be implemented with the limited
information available to an agent using NSFs.
Let us consider a particular agent and, for simplicity, place our coordinate system’s origin 0
at its location. An agent’s usual estimate of ∇φ(0), based on the corresponding local morphogen
gradient for this field, is a type of central difference. Therefore, using this estimate alone in the
dot product for the advection term will suffer from the instability that upwinding is intended to
mitigate. Our challenge then is to find an estimate of u · ∇φ(0) that gives values of φ upwind of an
agent (that is, in the −u direction) more weight than those downwind.
Observe that dividing the above dot product by kuk, we obtain the directional derivative, in
direction u, of φ at the agent’s location 0:
Du φ(0) =

u · ∇φ(0)
.
kuk

(3.30)

Let x be another location in direction u relative to the agent. (We will specify its choice later.)
Then
Du φ(0)

upwind

≈

φ(x) − φ(0)
kxk

(3.31)

is a finite-difference estimate, weighted in the upwind direction, of this same directional derivative.
In estimating this directional derivative, an agent can use its internal value of φ for φ(0). For
φ(x), we will use a second-order Maclaurin approximation of φ(x):
1
φ(x) ≈ φ(0) + x · ∇φ(0) + x> Hφ (0)x,
2
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where Hφ (0) is the Hessian matrix of the field φ at the agent’s location. Unfortunately, I know
of no way for an agent to approximate each entry in Hφ (0) from the information available to it.
However, neither do we know nothing about it: In section 3.1.2 we derive an NSF-SPH estimate of
the Laplacian of φ, which is the trace of its Hessian. If we make an assumption about the shape of
field φ, we can construct the Hessian to be consistent with our estimate of the Laplacian.
For simplicity, let us assume that φ, at least in the region of a given agent, is a circular paraboloid:
φ(x) = akx − bk2 for some coefficient a and point b. (We have no reason other than simplicity
to make this assumption; we are simply looking for a convenient way to take advantage of our
Laplacian estimate.) Then the Hessian of φ is just the identity matrix scaled by 2a, and our
Maclaurin approximation becomes
φ(x) ≈ φ(0) + x · ∇φ(0) + akxk2 .
Furthermore, the Laplacian of our circular paraboloid φ is everywhere, and particularly at the origin,
∇2 φ(0) = 2aN , where N is the number of spatial dimensions. Solving for a, we have:
φ(x) ≈ φ(0) + x · ∇φ(0) +

1 2
∇ φ(0)kxk2 .
2N

We are getting closer to an approximation that an agent has enough information to make on its
own. An agent can use its usual NSF-SPH approximations for the gradient and Laplacian of the φ
field. As in section 3.1.2, we denote these approximations with angle brackets:
φ(x) ≈ φ(0) + x · h∇φ(0)i +

1
h∇2 φ(0)ikxk2 .
2N

Moving φ(0) to the left-hand side, dividing by kxk, and substituting into eq. (3.31) gives us
Du φ(0)

upwind

≈

φ(x) − φ(0)
x · h∇φ(0)i
1
≈
+
h∇2 φ(0)ikxk.
kxk
kxk
2N

Because x and u have the same direction, we can replace x/kxk with u/kuk:
Du φ(0)

upwind

≈

u · h∇φ(0)i
1
+
h∇2 φ(0)ikxk.
kuk
2N
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Finally, we multiply by kuk both here and in eq. (3.30) to relate our result so far to the actual
quantity we seek:
u · ∇φ(0)

upwind

≈

u · h∇φ(0)i +

1
h∇2 φ(0)ikxkkuk.
2N

It remains to choose x. Because agents themselves represent spatial discretization in SPH, it
is natural to want x to represent some notion of “the next agent over.” Of course, an agent does
not know anything about its individual neighbors, but it does have an NSF-SPH estimate of mass
density. If it assumes its neighbors share its own mass m, then it can estimate local number density
as ρN ≈ hρi/m. Furthermore, if is assumes its neighbors are arranged on a square grid aligned with
√
its own heading, then it can guess the distance kxk to its nearest upwind neighbor as 1/ ρn or
p
m/hρi:
r
upwind
1
m
u · ∇φ(0) ≈ u · h∇φ(0)i +
h∇2 φ(0)i
kuk.
2N
hρi
This last approximates our desired advection term entirely in terms known to an agent. We
wrap this approximation in a function VelDotGradUpstream(φ, u), exposed as a primitive of
our Morphgen API. Figure 3.5 sketches, for one dimension, an agent’s upwind calculation in the
context of its assumptions about the field φ and about its neighbors.

3.10

Maintaining Smoothness

As mentioned in section 3.4.1, SPH control tends to generate smooth fields just as traditional
SPH models fields as smooth. This tendency arises because SPH estimates are averaged across
neighborhoods, so neighboring agents tend to have similar values for these estimates wherever
they appear in the agent’s set of ODEs. However, this tendency is not perfect. Through informal
explorations, I have noticed that a lack of smoothness5 in the density and velocity fields in particular
can be detrimental to accuracy in more complex Morphgen programs. For each field, I briefly discuss
how a lack of smoothness may arise and under what conditions it is likely to cause problems. More
importantly, I describe extensions to allow the Morphgen programmer to encourage smoothness in
these two fields in a scalable way.
5

I use the term smoothness colloquially, not in the sense of having well-defined derivatives. What I mean by
smoothness is something like having relatively low magnitude of relatively high-frequency components. But I use the
term smoothness to emphasize that I am referring to a loosely defined concept that this section seeks to make precise
as needed.
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φ

φ(x)
u

x
Figure 3.5: A one-dimensional sketch of an NSF-SPH agent’s upwind derivative estimate in the
context of needed assumptions. The horizontal axis represents space, and the vertical axis represents
estimated local values for some field φ, assumed to be parabolic. The central circle is the agent
making the estimate, and the right and left circles represent the agent’s estimate of its nearest
neighbors’ locations. u is the direction of advection, which is relative to the agents’ physical velocity
field. The agent’s estimate of the advection term is upwind because it is consistent with the slope of
the dashed line connecting its own value of φ with its estimate of the value at its nearest neighbor
in the −u direction.
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3.10.1

Smoothness of Mass Density Field

An unsmooth mass density field is not necessarily a problem. It does not seem to cause issues with
field value estimates or Laplacian estimates, for example. In fact, Morphgen is sufficiently general
that a programmer may explicitly encode sharpening behavior (to borrow an image processing term).
For example, the one-line Morphgen program u = a∇ρ, where a is positive, amplifies unevenness
in the mass density field.
On the other hand, unsmooth density fields can interfere with accurate gradient estimates of
other fields. For example, a Morphgen program may rely on establishing a smooth gradation in
some field, say X, across some region of tissue. In this case, any small source of unsmoothness in
density (e.g., uneven initial positions or noisy motion) can cause spurious reversals in SPH gradient
estimates of ∇X. Furthermore, if the velocity field has an a∇X term for positive a (that is, if agents
are to some extent trying to move up the X gradient), small spurious gradient estimate reversals
can further decrease density smoothness, exacerbating the problem in a feedback loop. Consider
fig. 3.6. I assume agents’ values for X successfully form a smooth linear gradation from left to
right. Despite this smooth gradation, the unsmooth density field (that is, the clumped agents in
the middle) cause a spurious reversal in the NSF-SPH estimate of ∇X. If agents are attempting to
move up the X gradient, they should all move rightward, but the spurious reversal will cause the
shaded agent to move leftward, amplifying the clumping and exacerbating the problem.
An unsmooth density field can be smoothened as expected, by asking agents to move down the
density gradient. A term of the form −a∇ρ in the velocity field will suffice for some positive a. Future
research may reveal an analytic way to determine what value of a will suffice to keep the density field
smooth enough to prevent spurious reversals in the gradient estimates for other fields, but I do not
know of one at present. To some extent then, I must leave it to the Morphgen programmer to express
the aggressiveness with which smoothness of the density field should be maintained. However, I do
not want the programmer to have to write −a∇ρ terms directly into Morphgen application code, for
two reasons. First, such terms do not describe the ideal behavior of a Morphgen program; rather,
they describe a workaround for an imperfect Morphgen implementation, and so should be abstracted
away from application code as much as possible. Second, it turns out that the extent to which a
program is susceptible to spurious gradient estimates depends on agent mass, which is information
available to the compiler but should not be exposed in application-level Morphgen. Therefore I
provide a primitive in the form of a field, DensityGuard, that the Morphgen programmer can
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(a) Internal value of field X for each agent, along with
corresponding morphogen field.

(b) MSF-SPH estimate of ∇X for each agent.

Figure 3.6: One-dimensional simulation illustrating a pitfall of unsmooth density fields in
estimating gradients of other fields. The circles in each subfigure represent agents. In (a), the
vertical position of agents represents their internal value for field X, and the curve represents the
concentration of the morphogen field corresponding to field X. In (b), the vertical position of agents
represents their estimate of ∇X, based on the difference between the morphogen concentration on
either side of their body. The agent is shaded which estimates a spurious reversal of ∇X due to the
higher-density clump of agents in the middle. Morphogen fields are given homogeneous Neumann
boundary conditions at each end of the domain shown; that is, morphogen is contained by walls at
each side.
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set in the range [0, 1) to express the aggressiveness with which smoothness should be maintained.
Like other Morphgen fields, this smoothness density guard can vary in time and space; however, it
is more a pragma than a meaningful part of the Morphgen language proper. It makes sense only to
set its value, not to use it on the right-hand sides of equations.
It remains to decide what the compiler should do with this DensityGuard value. To this
end, we need to more precisely define “unsmoothness” as it relates to the accuracy of field gradient
estimates. In informal testing and in two dimensions, the correct sense of unsmoothness seems to
be
r
m
kh∇ρik
,
hρi
where m is agent mass. That is, if I ensure (through means described below) that this quantity
does not exceed some threshold, then spurious gradient estimate reversals are present or not present
regardless of variations in system parameters such as mass density, mass, or physical morphogen
parameters.
I do not know a proof that the above quantity is correct, but it is intuitively appealing. The
p
quantity N m/hρi, where N is number of dimensions, is an estimate of interparticle distance (based
on an assumption of even spacing). Generalizing to N dimensions, our unsmoothness measure
p
kh∇ρik N m/hρi is therefore a first-order estimate of the change in mass density between one agent
and its nearest neighbor in the direction of the density gradient. The inverse of this quantity,
p
N
hρi/m/kh∇ρik, can thus be seen as a measure of resolution: an estimate of the number of agents
along a line segment spanning one unit of mass density change.
Now that we have a definition of unsmoothness, the compiler can add code to counteract it
to the extent requested by the programmer through DensityGuard. One may imagine various
approaches to this task. My approach is to have the compiler construct a new velocity u0 based on
the Morphgen program’s requested velocity u as follows:
p
m/hρih∇ρi
u0 = u + kuk
.
ln(DensityGuard)
N

(3.32)

(Where DensityGuard is zero so that its logarithm is undefined, requested velocity is unmodified.)
This modification can understood by thinking of −ln(DensityGuard) as a threshold for
unsmoothness that should not be exceeded. Say unsmoothness is exactly equal to this threshold and
that the requested velocity is in the direction of the estimated density gradient (that is, threatening
to increase unsmoothness beyond the threshold to be allowed). In this case, the two components
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of u0 sum to zero and the agent does not move. When unsmoothness is already above threshold,
requested velocity may potentially be reversed to regain desired smoothness. When unsmoothness
is below threshold, the agent moves more or less as intended, with the component added to its
velocity counteracting the density gradient with increasing urgency as threshold is approached.
DensityGuard mechanism is mostly effective in keeping the mass density field smooth enough
that agents do not clump together. However, under certain conditions, DensityGuard in not
sufficient to break apart small clumps of agents that do occasionally form. Specifically, small clumps
can persist when a Morphgen program specifies a tendency for tissue to move up the gradient of
some abstract field other than mass density.
My understanding of this problem is incomplete, but it seems to stem from the peak at the
center of a typical NSF. Although a real NSF will not have a singularity like an idealized NSF,
both its value and gradient become very high near its center. When two agents are very close
together, their gradient estimates for all morphogen fields (for mass density or other fields) have
strong contributions from the high gradients near the NSF’s center. Under these conditions, values
for DensityGuard that are otherwise appropriate for a given Morphgen program may not be
sufficient to prevent the tendency to move up some field gradient from overwhelming the tendency
to move down the density gradient. If DensityGuard is set high enough to fix this, other parts
of the tissue may not be able to form reasonable mass density gradients. The same problem can
cause agents to hug walls; because an obstacle reflects the diffusion of the agent’s own morphogens
back to its sensors, this situation is similar to two agents in contact.
To address this problem, I assume that agents are able to sense direct contact with a solid
surface. On sensing this contact, they temporarily stop secreting those morphogens representing
fields other than mass density. The agent secretes them normally again after a fixed duration. This
duration is the usual −ln(α)/k for morphogen fields to reach steady state, as seen in sections 3.7.1
and 3.7.2. As in those sections, α = 0.01 in my simulator. This pause allows agents’ tendency to
travel down density gradients to bring them away from the other agent or wall before once again
seeking to travel up some other gradient.

3.10.2

Smoothness of Velocity Field

Agents’ velocity fields can become noisy. Even when agents successfully avoid collisions, neighboring
agents may move in dissimilar directions, creating a churning pattern in the tissue. This churn is
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detrimental to accurately establishing fields in the tissue, especially smooth gradations of the sort
discussed above for which smooth mass density fields are also important.
To a first approximation, neighboring agents experience similar environments and so should make
similar decisions, including with regard to velocity. Three effects have the potential to complicate
this simplistic expectation.
First, fields whose spatial derivatives do not appear in the Morphgen program are maintained
and integrated internally, so their values (and therefore their impact on velocity) may drift apart,
even for neighboring agents. In a Morphgen program designed for robustness, such fields will depend,
if only indirectly, on sensed values such as environmental cues or fields represented by morphogens,
mitigating this issue.
Second, agents may not be able to perfectly realize the velocity vector dictated by the Morphgen
code. For example, in my simulations, I assume agents can only move forward, and I model them
as turning as they move, as discussed in section 4.7. So although neighboring agents’ intended
velocities may be similar, their actual velocities may be different because they are, for example,
turning in opposite directions to reach similar headings. It is not obvious how to mitigate this
contribution to noisy velocity fields. Even if agents wait to turn to their desired heading before
beginning to move forward, neighboring agents may still have very different velocities, with some
moving forward at full speed and others turning in place.
Third, no morphogen sensor can measure concentration instantaneously. Therefore, if agents
move continuously, their sensors are bound to carry, at least in part, information that no longer
reflects the agent’s current position.
To mitigate this third effect, we can limit agents’ speed. It is desirable to give the Morphgen
programmer some control over the aggressiveness of this limitation, because unsmooth velocity fields
may be more or less detrimental in the context of a given Morphgen program. But once again, the
degree to which agents’ speed should be limited turns out to depend on details that should not be
exposed in the Morphgen language.
In informal testing, it seems that a key factor in the severity of unsmoothness in the velocity
field is the extent to which agents with dissimilar velocities pass each other or cross each others’
p
paths, in an informal visual sense. As in section 3.10.1, consider that N m/hρi is an estimate of
interparticle distance in N dimensions. Therefore
p
m/hρi
kuk =
b
N
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is the speed that would bring an agent to a stationary neighbor in duration b. If b is a relevant
timescale associated with sensor dynamics, then this speed should give agents time to collect enough
information about their changing environment to avoid their crossing paths due to stale state. (For
the sensors described in section 4.6, ligand molecules remain bound for τ seconds on average; in this
case, I set duration b to −τ ln α where α is the arbitrary small fraction 0.01. After this duration,
only this fraction of the molecules initially bound remain so.)
There are several crude assumptions involved in the above speed expression, and it is an
understatement to say that the idea of agents crossing paths is loosely defined. But this speed
is only the basis for a Morphgen primitive allowing the programmer to control the degree of speed
limitation. For this reason, the crucial demand is that we capture the correct relationships such
that, as relevant system parameters change, a given programmer-determined value for this primitive
remains correct with respect to a given Morphgen program.
Similarly to section 3.10.1 above, I introduce a pragma in the form of a field, VelocityGuard,
once again with range [0, 1). If velocity as modified by eq. (3.32) is u0 , then the capped velocity is
u0
u00 =
min ku0 k, − ln(VelocityGuard)
ku0 k

!
p
m/hρi
.
b

N

(3.33)

For zero VelocityGuard, speed is not capped, and agents do not move at all as VelocityGuard
approaches one. The value of VelocityGuard for which the speed limit is that derived above is
the less-than-intuitive value 1/e. But again, this particular speed has only tenuous meaning, the
important point being the correct scaling of the speed limit with m, hρi, and b.

3.10.3

Interaction with Mixed Differentiation States

Extension of the above to the mixed differentiation states described in section 3.6 is straightforward.
In both eq. (3.32) and eq. (3.33), we consider similar equations for each differentiation state A,
replacing each ρ with ρA and multiplying by degree of differentiation A. Whichever of these
equations would most deviate from the original velocity is then chosen; that is, for density
smoothness,

!
p
N
m/hρ
ih∇ρ
i
A
A
A
,
u0 = u + max kuk
A
ln(DensityGuard)
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and for velocity smoothness,
u0
u00 =
min ku0 k, min −A ln(VelocityGuard)
A
ku0 k

!!
p
m/hρA i
.
b

N

(The minA and maxA expressions are understood to include the default differentiation state for
which A is one and ρA is just ρ, as discussed in section 3.6.)

3.11

Compilation

In section 3.5, I reframed SPH robotic control as the basis for a compiler for Morphgen. In this
section, I draw together the various derivations and strategies presented in this chapter to describe
what such a compiler should look like. I have two purposes in describing a compiler: first, to
summarize and consolidate my ideas, and second, to convince the reader of the practicality of an
implementation. That said, it is not necessary for my purposes to write actual code for a compiler.
For my simulation, it is most practical to implement my ideas through a combination of compiling
by hand and interpretation.
I conceptualize the compilation process as three steps. I present these steps in terms of agents
implementing MSFs for clarity, but the process for an ISF model would be similar. Working
backward, the final step will target a concrete implementation, real or simulated. The middle
step will target an abstraction that will operate in continuous time and which should describe
properties that I expect to be common to most potential implementations. The initial step will
target a machine that understands the NSF-SPH framework, abstracting away operations shared
by all code produced by the middle step and capturing only what is distinct to a given source
program. These final, middle, and initial steps are loosely inspired by, respectively, a biological cell,
an abstract model of that cell, and an abstract model of its nucleus.
In this presentation, I omit for simplicity the handling of variables representing external fields
beyond the control of active tissue, for example the concentration of some environmental marker.
Levels and gradients of such fields can of course be included in source change equations, assuming
that agents have the ability to sense these quantities along with library morphogens. Their treatment
is straightforward but would clutter the code and is not related to the MSF-SPH concepts I wish
to illustrate.
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I also omit from this presentation the handling of vector fields, again to avoid cluttering the
code. As discussed in section 3.1.3, there are different possible ways to map morphogens to vectors.
Once a mapping is chosen, constructing and applying the Jacobian is straightforward, but it is
messy to spell out in terms of individual morphogens. In addition, I do not yet explore vector fields
in simulation.

3.11.1

Stage I: Mapping Variables to Morphogens

In the initial step, the compiler will look at evolutionary PDEs in the source code, and will determine
which variables used should be represented by morphogens. Density is always included, because it
is is needed for other SPH estimates. Other variables are included if their spatial derivatives are
used in the source code. For the case in which some PDEs refer to density or derivatives in the
context of differentiated states, as described in section 3.6, an additional substance will be assigned
for density in the context of that state, and another substance for each non-density variable with a
derivative taken in that context.
Each quantity needing a morphogen representation will then be mapped to a distinct physical
morphogen. The simplest compiler will make this mapping at random; a marginally better compiler
would have a means to accept hints from the programmer. A more sophisticated compiler would
analyze the source code for clues as to what physical morphogen properties might be better suited
to certain variables, but such an optimization is beyond the scope of this project.
Conceptually, the only other task to be performed at this step is the transformation of
evolutionary PDEs from the source code into evolutionary ODEs that each agent can follow.
However, there is no practical work for a compiler to do in this regard. Each density estimate
and spatial derivative is simply reinterpreted as the appropriate SPH estimate, which my NSFSPH-aware abstract agent model knows how to make, thanks to the above morphogen mapping.
The target agent model for this stage is assumed able to evolve these ODEs over time and to
move according to a velocity (or, alternatively, acceleration) function. I also assume it can perform
arithmetic needed for the above. It can also secrete morphogens, sense morphogens and their
gradients, and divide and apoptose, all as appropriate for the NSF-SPH framework. Algorithm 1
shows this first stage of compilation. In all algorithms shown in this section, each variable or
function call inside quotes should be substituted with its value (which may be a number or another
expression) if that variable or function call are defined elsewhere among the algorithms. Those not
so defined are intended to be passed along unchanged.
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Algorithm 1 First step of compilation process, assuming an NSF-SPH-aware agent.
morphvars ← {ρ}
. a set of symbols to be represented by morphogens
for each symbol v such that a spatial derivative of v appears in the change equations do
morphvars ← morphvars ∪ {v}
if v is subscripted with scalar field symbol A then
morphvars ← morphvars ∪ {ρA }
end if
end for
Let libmorphs be the list of physical morphogens in the compiler’s library
Shuffle libmorphs
i←0
for each v ∈ morphvars do
morph[v] ← libmorphs[i]
Emit “MapMorphogen(v, morph[v])”
i←i+1
end for
Emit all change or motion equations in source (to be reinterpreted as ODEs)
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3.11.2

Stage II: Implementing NSF-SPH

For my middle step of compilation, I assume an agent model that does not understand NSF-SPH
framework, but still has certain other details abstracted away. Specifically, it operates in continuous
time, and its body shape, sensor placement, and propulsion mechanisms are left unspecified. It
accepts instantaneous velocity (or acceleration) instructions as well as instantaneous secretion rates
for each morphogen. It provides continuous sensor estimates for each morphogen’s concentration
and gradient. Finally, it accepts instantaneous values for a number such that, were it held constant
over time, would be the parameter of an exponential distribution of the duration until a division or
apoptosis event. Specifically, if the number is positive, it will be interpreted as referring to a division
event, and if negative its absolute value will be interpreted as referring to apoptosis. I continue my
assumption from the first step that the agent is able to perform arithmetic and evolve ODEs.
Algorithms 2 to 5 show this middle step of compilation for the minimalist target described above.
In these algorithms, Ev and kv represent the diffusivity and degradation rates of the morphogen
associated with field v, and m represents an agent’s mass. Av represents whatever differentiation
state symbol v is subscripted with (that is, defined with respect to, in the sense of section 3.6).
In addition, this pseudocode is simplified by assuming that all field variables are subscripted with
some differentiation state symbol A; for those that are not actually subscripted, it is understood
that they are with respect to an implicit differentiation state whose value is always one. That is,
a field that is not with respect to a differentiation state can be treated as being with respect to a
special differentiation state whose value is always one. This simplification makes the pseudocode
easier to read by eliminating several conditionals.
Algorithm 2 Helper procedure to compute expression for secretion rate for MSFs.
approach described in section 3.3.

Reflects

procedure SecRate(v)
if v is of the form ρA then
return “kv mAv ”
else
return “kv mAv v/AdjVal(ρAv )”
end if
end procedure
In presenting this pseudocode, I have focused on summarizing the compilation of code for agents
during normal operation, which seems relatively model-independent. I have omitted from this
pseudocode some one-time operations such as the initialization of a newly recruited agent or the
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Algorithm 3 Helper procedures to compute expressions for value, gradient, and Laplacian
estimators, for middle step of compilation.
procedure AdjVal(v)
. sections 3.1.1, 3.4.2 and 3.7.5
Let calibAdj be “SecRate(v) × (Calib(morph[v], 0)val − Calib(morph[v], |velocity|)val )”
Let lifetimeAdj be “exp(−kv lifetime) × SecRate(v) × Calib(morph[v], |velocity|)val ”
return “Sense(morph[v]) + calibAdj + lifetimeAdj ”
end procedure
procedure AdjGrad(v)
. sections 3.1.2 and 3.4.2
return “Gradient(morph[v ]) − SecRate(v) × Calib(morph[v], |velocity|)grad ”
end procedure
procedure Laplacian(v)
. sections 3.1.2 and 3.4.1
return “(kv /Ev ) (gv + AdjVal(v) − Av v)”
end procedure

Algorithm 4 Process source equations for middle step of compilation. Assume everything in
algorithm 1 has been done, except for emission of code.
for each change or motion equation eq in source do
for each VelDotGradUpstream(v, velocity) in eqpdo
. section 3.9
2
Substitute in its place “velocity · ∇v + kvelocityk m/ρAv ∇ v/4”
end for
for each EdgeDetect(A) in eq do
. section 3.8.1
p
Substitute in its place “k∇ρA k EρA /kρA /ρA ”
end for
for each EdgeDetectColor(v)
. section 3.8.2
pin eq do
Substitute in its place “k∇vk Ev /kv ”
end for
for each v where v is undifferentiated and of the form ρA do
Substitute AdjVal(v) for v in eq
end for
for each ∇v where v represents a scalar field do
Substitute AdjGrad(v) for ∇v in eq
end for
for each ∇2 v where v represents a scalar field do
Substitute Laplacian(v) for ∇2 v in eq
end for
Emit eq
end for
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Algorithm 5 Emit remaining code for middle step of compilation. Assumes velocity control;
modification for acceleration control would be straightforward.
λ ←“0”
Let α be an arbitrary small proportion
maxVelGrad ← 0
minMaxSpeed ← ∞
for each v ∈ morphvars do
Emit “Secrete(morph[v], SecRate(v))”
if v is of form ρA then
p
Let velGrad = kvelocitykAv m/AdjVal(v) × AdjGrad(v)/ ln(DensityGuardv )
. section 3.10.1
if kvelGrad k > kmaxVelGrad k then
maxVelGrad ← velGrad
end if
Let τ be sensor mean residence time
p
Let maxSpeed = −Av ln(VelocityGuard) m/AdjVal(v)/(τ ln α)
. section 3.10.2
if maxSpeed < minMaxSpeed then
minMaxSpeed ← maxSpeed
end if
if –Dv is specified in source equations then
if integral control approach is chosen then
. section 3.7.1
Emit “ –DtargetAv = –Dv”
λ ← λ with “+Av kAv (target Av /AdjVal(v) − 1)/ ln α” appended
else
. section 3.7.2
Let Bv be the leaky integral associated with v, and kBv its leak rate
Emit “ –DBv = AdjVal(v) − kBv ”
2 B +–
Emit “ –DλAv = Av kAv (kBv − (kB
Dv)/AdjVal(v))/ ln α” appended
v
v
λ ← λ with “+λAv ” appended
end if
end if
else
Emit “ –Dgv = Av ∂v/∂t − kv gv ”
. section 3.4.1
end if
end for
Emit “SetExponential(λ)”
Let vel 0 = velocity + maxGradVel
if minMaxSpeed < vel 0 then
vel 00 ← minMaxSpeed (vel 0 /kvel 0 k)
else
vel 00 ← vel 0
end if
Emit “SetVelocity(vel 00 )”
Emit “ –Dlifetime = 1”
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initialization of growth-related integrals when the binary growth field Γ is switched to its active
state. These initialization operations, described in section 3.7 and in chapter 4, are more modelbound (e.g., to the model of reproduction-by-recruitment) than the code for normal operation, which
is more general.
This middle stage of compilation summarizes most of the preceding sections of this chapter.
This stage primarily involves simple substitutions in source equations and the addition of logic that
is mostly independent of source code. No significant source code analysis occurs in this middle step;
in fact, unlike the first step, it could be replaced by interpreters in each agent. Such interpreters
would turn the agents into the NSF-SPH-aware agents targeted by the first step, and this is the
approach I take with my simulator.

3.11.3

Stage III: Targeting Future Technology

The final stage of compilation would target a concrete agent model. As in the second stage of
compilation, I assume this concrete agent does not understand NSF-SPH. The agent must be able
to evolve the set of ODEs generated by the compilation process. It must be able to move in arbitrary
directions. It must be able to secrete or emit fields with the relevant NSF properties. The agent’s
programmability may range from fully field reprogrammable to not programmable at all. In the
latter extreme, a given compiled Morphgen program would be hard-wired at manufacture time.
I do not have enough information about what such a model would look like to write pseudocode
for this stage, but I can outline some of the tasks involved. This stage would take into account, for
example, the details of sensor locations and how to estimate gradients from their readings. It would
also take into account the specific instructions needed to drive a propulsion mechanism, rather than
assuming that velocity can simply be dictated. Details of a calibration routine would be addressed
in this stage as well. If agents operate in discrete steps, then this stage of compilation would also
address time discretization.
In addition, at this stage the more abstract agent’s ODE-based controller must be compiled into
a target language. This target language may be the machine language of a programmable agent,
or it may describe the manufacture of hard-wired agents. I expect agents’ control systems to be
analog in nature, for power efficiency and because analog control is potentially a good match for
ODE-based control. Research suggests translation of an ODE to an analog control system is likely
to be feasible. For example, Achour et al. [1] implement a compiler that generates analog device
configurations from systems of ODEs.
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Translating systems of ODEs into GRNs, for a synthetic morphogenetic implementation, is
not yet possible. However, the current state of research into synthetic GRNs suggests that such
translation may be feasible in the future. For one thing, ODEs are a common tool for modeling
GRNs. (In fact, ODEs are so prevalent in modeling GRNs that some researchers in artificial
morphogenesis use “GRN” to refer to controllers based on systems of ODEs [e.g., 137, 85].) Polynikis
et al. [118] examine different ODE models of GRNs, comparing the effects of different simplifying
assumptions. They argue that improved understanding of GRN models can lead to better ability
to synthesize GRNs.
Nielsen et al. [100] are able to compile digital circuits to biological GRNs, which they test
successfully in E. coli. These circuits’ digital behavior is not closely related to my more analog goal.
Nonetheless, the success of their compiler implementation, coupled with the closer relationship that
systems of ODEs (as compared with digital circuits) have with GRNs, supports my hope for future
compilers from ODEs to GRNs. Other researchers have designed automatic compilers for GRN
models at intermediate levels of abstraction, with reference to idealized models of real genes and
promoters. One example particularly relevant to my work is that of Beal et al. [7], who compile
code written in Proto (see section 2.3.1) into idealized but biologically-plausible GRNs. However,
this compiler applies to a non-spatial and digital subset of Proto, limiting its applicability to my
inherently spatial and analog framework.
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Chapter 4

Simulation Model
I do not attempt to test my ideas using physical agents. As Doursat et al. [22] said, of their
category of artificial morphogenesis under which my work would fall, “. . . most contributions in this
category show simulated systems, as large-scale robotic swarms are still too costly to build with
today’s technology, and programmable flocking nano-particles are still unheard of.” Attempting
to implement my work using synthetic cells is similarly out of reach. Existing robotics simulators
would require extensive modification to capture key elements of my model, so I have written a
simulator in the C++ language (https://github.com/allenmcbride/msfsph).
In the following section I survey the overall control flow of this simulator. In subsequent sections,
I explore particular parts of the simulator, explaining some key modeling decisions. Some of these
decisions relate to strictly numerical choices, such as spatial discretization; others relate to how
I conceive of modeled entities. In both cases, this chapter deals with questions that arise when
implementing in simulation the ideas from chapter 3.
A simulation model, such as the one presented here, is important in exploring the plausibility
of a future physical implementation of MSF-SPH control. However, this simulation model is not
among my research contributions per se, which are described in chapter 3. Instead, it represents
one possible numerical simulation involving one possible model of agents that could serve as targets
for Stage III of compilation (section 3.11.3).

4.1

Overview of Control Flow

Before setting up the main simulation environment, the simulator checks the availability of
calibration data. If the relevant data aren’t found, a calibration routine is run, based on the ideas
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in section 3.4.2, before the main simulation environment is set up. For each pair of morphogen
and speed, one preliminary run is performed with a pulse to determine the amount of time needed
to reach steady state. An arbitrary, fixed number of replicates are then performed and averaged
(currently 36 and 64 for crawling and swimming, respectively, but 144 and 192 respectively for zero
speed). This averaging abstracts the relevant information from numerical effects related to the finite
difference method grid used for diffusion.
The world size for each replicate is based on the ability of the agent to travel long enough for
steady state to be reached while ensuring that, at any position, a certain fraction (currently 90%) of
the idealized smoothing function mass remains in-bounds. For each replicate, the agent is placed at
a random point along the centered circle whose diameter is the needed travel distance, and it travels
to the opposite point. At this point, its sensed concentration and gradient are recorded. The set
of speeds for which agents are calibrated is arbitrary, but currently starts with 10 × 10−5 mm s−1
and includes each power-of-two multiple of that speed up to 0.65536 mm s−1 or until the number
of pixels needed for calibration becomes prohibitively large. The simulator is able to use partial
saved calibration data, filling in as necessary (e.g., data found for some speeds or morphogens but
not others, or some replicates performed but not enough). When a table lookup is requested by an
agent in normal operation, a linear interpolation is returned based on the nearest two calibrated
speeds to the agent’s actual speed.
The simulator defines a two-dimensional walled world (one square centimeter by default),
possibly containing obstacles or interior walls. The world contains an aqueous medium in which
morphogens diffuse and are degraded as discussed in section 3.3. This medium is modeled either
considering flow or not, as will be discussed in section 4.11.
To begin, new agents are placed uniformly at random within some hard-coded area of this world.
The agents are given some starting state for their field variables. The simulation lets the agents
produce morphogen based on these initial values, and diffuses this morphogen, until the morphogen
fields are approximately at steady state. During this time the agents do not move or perform nuclear
computations. (The amount of time to reach steady state for a given morphogen is approximated as
−ln(α)/k, where k is the degradation rate and α is an arbitrary small fraction, currently 0.01.) This
procedure, which could be used in real applications as well, simplifies attribution of inaccuracies by
avoiding an initial phase in which none of the agents can sense steady-state morphogen fields.
Once this steady state is reached, simulation enters its main loop. At each time step, morphogens
are diffused and possibly advected. Each agent is asked in turn to run an update step, which includes
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morphogen sensing, internal computation, morphogen production, and motion. If applicable, some
agents then reproduce or apoptose. The simulation ends when some fixed time is reached, and
various data are saved for analysis. The most important measure of success of a given Morphgen
program may relate to a morphogen field, in which case the Euclidean grid storing that field is
saved. Perhaps more often, success relates to arrangements of agents; in this case, a kernel density
estimate is made with adaptive smoothing length, and the results of this estimate at each cell of a
Euclidean grid are saved.

4.2

Overview of Agents

Chapter 3 describes a compilation from Morphgen to agent code in three stages. The pseudocode
given in section 3.11 demonstrates that writing this compiler will be straightforward. However, an
actual automatic compiler is left to future work. Instead, I perform the first stage of compilation
by hand. The simulator then acts as an interpreter for the resulting code, taking the place of the
latter two stages of compilation.
From the perspective of an agent, we can think of the simulator in four parts:
• Code produced by the first stage of compilation
• Those aspects of interpretation corresponding to the second stage of compilation (that is,
interpretation that realizes the ideas of chapter 3 and therefore defines an abstract MSF-SPHaware agent)
• Those aspects of interpretation corresponding to the third stage of compilation (that is,
interpretation that defines a concrete agent; of course, this being a simulation, “concrete”
is a relative term)
• All behavior beyond the control of agent programming (e.g., imperfections in agent control,
diffusion and degradation of morphogens, dynamics of the fluid medium, effects of collisions
among agents)
We may also collapse the middle two parts into one, defined by all behavior (by which term I include
computation) within an agent’s control other than the integration of the code produced by the first
stage of compilation:
• Code produced by the first stage of compilation
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• All other behavior within an agent’s control, which defines a (relatively) concrete MSF-SPHaware agent
• All behavior beyond the control of agent programming
This latter view guides my organization of the simulator’s agent-related C++ code, which I divide
into three main classes corresponding to the above parts:
• class Nucleus, whose public update() method contains the code produced by the first stage
of compilation
• class Agent, which has an object of class Nucleus as a private member
• class AgentManager, which has an object of class Agent as a private member
An Agent object can, of course, access only the public methods of its Nucleus object. A
Nucleus object, in turn, contains an object of an AgentInterface class whose sole purpose is to
expose certain methods of the Agent class to Nucleus. AgentInterface contains a reference to
an Agent object and is a friend of the Agent class. The AgentManager and Agent classes share an
analogous relationship, similarly mediated by public methods and a ManagerInterface class.
These class relationships make it clear to the reader that the agent and its metaphorical nucleus
have access to only the information they should need for their respective computations. Most
importantly, it is clear that the agent lacks any information about its environment other than
local morphogen concentrations, and that only as mediated by its sensors. Of the classes related
to individual agents, only the AgentManager class has access to such information as the agent’s
position in the environment or true local morphogen concentrations.
The rest of this chapter roughly follows the order of organization above. First I outline how
an agent’s metaphorical nucleus is modeled by the Nucleus class, followed by a brief overview
of the Agent class, which models an agent’s behavior proper. The remaining sections explain
modeling decisions relating to agent hardware and the interaction of agents with their environment.
Specifically, the AgentManager class models shape, sensor hardware, the relation of actual motion
to intended motion, collision effects, and hardware failures. Reproduction and apoptsosis, as well
as fluid effects, are modeled by AgentManager as well as other modules that relate to the global
simulation environment.
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4.3

Nucleus

As discussed in section 3.11.1, the first stage of compilation consists of assigning certain variables
to morphogens and reinterpreting PDEs as ODEs by replacing densities and spatial derivatives
with NSF-SPH estimates. The first of those tasks is performed by passing the simulator diffusion
and degradation parameters for each variable needing a morphogen assignment. The second task
also requires little substantive work: A user more or less writes the Morphgen program in C++,
directly into the nuclear update loop. Specifically, densities, spatial derivatives, and other primitives
described in chapter 3 are replaced with appropriate function calls, and change equations are
replaced with explicit increments. For example, the Morphgen line
–DA = [ρ > 0.1]∇2 A,
where A is some field variable and ρ is mass density, becomes
fieldVals[A] += dt * findVal(RHO) > 0.1 ? findLaplacian(A) : 0.0;
A and RHO are simply integer indices that specify the location of a particular field variable or
density in various data structures. (For clarity, I omit some details in the above code that relate to
convenience functions or to aspects of the simulator structure not relevant here.)
Certain information is shared with the rest of the agent through a NuclearOutput struct: The
most important are desired velocity and the values for each SPH field variable; these are foundational
to MSF-SPH. To make differentation possible (section 3.6), differentiation state variables are shared.
To make growth and apoptosis possible (section 3.7), growth rates and boolean growth switches are
shared for each differentiation state. To facilitate smoothness of density and velocity (section 3.10),
guard values in the range [0, 1) are also shared for each differentiation state.
I do not model agents’ failure to faithfully evolve the ODEs that make up a compiled Morphgen
program. For example, such failure may occur in the form of leaky integration, faulty timekeeping,
or arithmetic that is most accurate within certain ranges of operand values. Introducing models
of such failures may be fruitful for future research, especially if they can be associated with likely
agent implementations.
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4.4

Extranuclear Agent Behavior

The Agent class contains all behavior over which an agent has control, apart from that specified by
the Nucleus class above. This behavior includes that which defines an abstract MSF-SPH-aware
agent, as well as that which makes this abstract behavior sufficently concrete for our chosen level
of realism in simulation. There is only one significant examples of the latter category: Although
chapter 3 specifies how an abstract MSF-SPH-aware agent corrects morphogen concentration and
gradient estimates, it leaves unspecified where the to-be-corrected concentration and gradient
estimates come from. The Agent class makes the relevant corrections, and it also specifies the
relationship between an agent’s four sensors and its raw concentration and gradient estimates.
Specifically, the raw concentration estimate is the mean of the agent’s four sensor readings, and
the raw gradient estimate is a simple differencing of morphogen concentrations between sensors in
front and back and between sensors to each side, divided by the distances between each pair. In the
future, it might make conceptual sense to separate these two abstraction levels into separate classes
such as AbstractAgent and ConcreteAgent, but currently too little code would fit the latter class
to justify the added complexity.
The Agent class has access only to the information it needs. Constant information about itself
is encapsulated in an AgentParams struct: the distances between its front and back sensors and
between its side sensors, its mass, maximum linear and angular speeds, and the time for its sensors to
reach steady state. Other information from the environment is mediated by the ManagerInterface
class as previously mentioned. In addition to morphogen sensor readings, this information also
includes readings from an optional direction sensor, optional boolean sensors for the presence or
absence of environmental cues, and booleans indicating whether morphogen sensors have detected
enough morphogen molecules to be considered ready for use. Finally, if an agent is an offspring
of another agent, it knows this fact, and it knows its parent’s internal state at the moment of
reproduction.
Because most Agent class behavior defines an abstract MSF-SPH-aware agent, this behavior
follows closely from the material in chapter 3. Therefore, I leave most further details to the code
itself. However, to futher the reader’s overall sense of the role of class Agent in relation to other
parts of the simulation, I outline the steps performed in this class’s main update routine. This
routine is called by the update routine of the corresponding AgentManager object. The order of
these steps is conceptually arbitrary.
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• Update lifetime, for use in reproduction/apoptosis-related calculations.
• Interpret sensor readings.

At the moment, this interpretation simply means asking its

AgentManager for the most recent readings, and if this call returns an invalid reading for
any sensor, using the most recent valid value for that sensor.
• Call the update routine of the corresponding Nucleus object. Control is inverted during this
routine, with the Nucleus object able to call Agent functions that return various readings and
estimates with appropriate corrections.
• Apply smoothness adjustments and upper limits to the ideal velocity vector computed by the
Nucleus object.
• Update Laplacian correction values.
• Pass the adjusted velocity vector to the move() function of its AgentManager.
• For each morphogen, pass the appropriate production rate to the produce() function of its
AgentManager.
• Compute the λ value for any differentiation states with the corresponding growth switch set,
and return this value to the calling AgentManager update routine.

4.5

Agent Geometry

The shape of an agent’s body is modeled as an ellipse. Sensors and production instruments are
alternately placed around the agent’s body at 45° increments of the parameter of the standard
parameterization of an ellipse (that is, when the agent’s heading is 0°, hx, yi = ha cos(t), b sin(t)i , 0 ≤
t ≤ 2π). This arrangement is shown in fig. 4.1; as shown, the sensors are at the cardinal directions
and the production devices between them. For sensors, this placement allows gradients to be
estimated with simple differencing, but the appropriate trigonometry would allow for any three or
more arbitrarily placed sensors. For production devices, this placement is more arbitrary. Placing
the production devices symmetrically front to back and side to side is helpful in making the agent’s
own expected morphogen fields more symmetric. In principle, I expect calibration to correct for
other arrangements, but I have not tested this expectation. Certainly it would make no difference
to an agent’s behavior if the production devices were placed further toward the ends or middle of
the agent.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of an agent in simulation. “S” marks sensing devices; “P” marks secretion
devices. The arrow indicates the agent’s heading, which is aligned to the major axis of the elliptical
body.
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For purposes of calculating boundary conditions for morphogen diffusion and for determining
when agents or their instruments are in contact, the ellipse shape is simplified. The intersections of
the ellipse with grid cell boundaries are computed precisely, but the area of each grid cell occupied
by an agent is computed by connecting those intersections with straight lines. The part of each grid
cell occupied by an agent is therefore assumed to be a triangle, trapezoid, or pentagon, with one,
two, or three right angles, respectively. Collisions and diffusion boundary conditions are discussed
further in section 4.8 and section 4.11.2. As also noted in section 4.11.2, agent geometry for fluid
medium velocity boundary conditions is simpler still: only the proportion of each partially covered
grid cell edge is considered.

4.6

Sensors

I model sensors on a simplified version of sensing in biological cells. A cell’s membrane includes
receptors with affinity for molecules of a substance to be sensed. The concentration of this substance
is estimated from the number of receptors with associated ligand at a given time. (In biological
cells this estimation is mediated by complex signalling cascades, but such detail is beyond the
scope of my model.) Engineered sensors more or less following this cell membrane model may be
considered types of molecular sensors or biosensors. For our model we assume agents’ sensors will
be of this type, though different means of estimating morphogen concentration may be appropriate
depending on the nature of a realized agent. For example, in principle it is possible to estimate very
low concentrations by measuring individual molecular binding events [132].
In choosing what details to include or omit in my sensing model, I focus on exploring the effects
of temporal resolution, bias, and noise at the lower limit of detection. I model discrete ligand binding
events, which is both simpler and more realistic than a continuous model with appropriate noise
distributions. I assume each sensor has enough binding sites or receptors that we can neglect the
decrease in free binding sites with successive binding events. Therefore, I have not systematically
explored the effects of limitations on dynamic range. (As mentioned in section 3.3.2, dynamic range
can be extended with additional sets of receptors with different binding affinities [154]. My pathfinding algorithm (section 5.13), the most demanding of my demonstrations, assumes that a sensor
can bind roughly 100,000 morphogen molecules at once without saturating. This number is within an
order of magnitude of, for example, the 80,000 cAMP receptors in a typical cell of the Dictyostelium
genus [145].) In addition to assuming plentiful binding sites, I also assume sufficient numbers of
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sufficiently quickly-diffusing morphogen molecules surround an agent that sensor association does
not affect ligand availability for additional associations.
Under these assumptions, the rate of future binding events does not depend on the number
of previous binding events. Therefore it is natural to model the number of binding events over a
given time interval ∆t as a sample from a Poisson distribution. The parameter for this distribution
will be ∆tkc, where k is the association rate or on-rate determined by the chemistry of receptor
and ligand (often denoted ka or kon ), and c is local morphogen concentration. By contrast, in
modeling the number of unbinding events over this same time period, the total number of bound
ligand molecules may be small enough that we cannot neglect its decrease with successive unbinding
events. Therefore we model each bound ligand molecule’s potential unbinding as a Bernoulli trial,
and the total number of unbinding events in an interval as a sample from a binomial distribution.
The number of trials for this distribution is the number N of ligand molecules bound at the beginning
of an interval, and the probability for each trial is 1 − exp (−∆t/τ ), where τ is mean association (or
dwell) time, the reciprocal of dissociation rate or off-rate (kd or koff ). Combining these distributions
gives the change in bound ligand molecules over a time interval:



−∆t
∆N ∼ Poisson (∆tkc) − Binomial N, 1 − exp
.
τ
However, for realistic ∆t, and especially near the lower limit of detection, we may care about
ligand molecules that both bind and unbind within a given time interval. We consider that molecules
newly bound within an interval will be bound on average for at most half that interval’s duration.
Therefore, we approximate the probability that they dissociate within that same interval as 1 −

exp − 21 ∆t/τ . This implies a two-step computation of ∆N :
∆N 0 ∼ Poisson (∆tkc)






∆t
∆t
∆N ∼ ∆N 0 − Binomial N, 1 − exp −
− Binomial ∆N 0 , 1 − exp −
.
τ
2τ
In the continuum limit, this discrete process obeys
dx
x
= kc − ,
dt
τ

(4.1)

where x is the continuous analogue of N . Assuming c is constant and solving for steady state gives
c = x/(kτ ). Therefore, assuming concentration is changing slowly relative to the sensor’s dynamics,
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an agent can estimate morphogen concentration at a sensor as
c=

N
.
kτ

I make one refinement to this simple estimate when an agent is newly created, under the
assumption that an agent has a timer to measure the interval a that the sensors have been active.
Specifically, I maintain the assumption that concentration is changing slowly, but I allow that a
sensor has started life with no bound ligand and has not reached steady state. Solving eq. (4.1) and
assuming that x = 0 at time t = 0, we now have
x = kτ c (1 − exp(−a/τ ))

(4.2)

The exponential term approaches zero as a becomes large relative to τ , so this correction is relatively
robust to timer inaccuracy. Solving for c and substituting N for x, an agent can make a corrected
estimate of morphogen concentration:
c=

N
.
kτ (1 − exp(−a/τ ))

This correction is useful in helping prevent newly created agents from underestimating density and
thus replicating prematurely.
Modeling random individual association and dissociation events captures an important and (at
least for this type of sensor) unavoidable source of noise. As mentioned at the beginning of this
section, I also want to explore the effect of systematic inaccuracy with each sensor. One can
imagine that, for a myriad of reasons, a given sensor might consistently read a little high or a little
low. Furthermore, this error might be proportional to concentration; for example, an amplification
mechanism might be inaccurate, causing a sensor to return readings that reflect 90% or 110% of
the actual number of ligand molecules bound.
To model such error, I assume that each sensor has a fixed associated bias b that relates the
true number N of bound ligands to its estimate E of the same: E = bN . Prior to simulation,
this bias is drawn separately for each sensor from a lognormal distribution the natural logarithm
of which has mean zero. This distribution, which has mean 1 and support on (0, inf), is a natural
choice for a multiplicative bias. Because each agent has four sensors, drawing independently for each
sensor leads to agents that systematically misestimate both mean concentration as well as gradient.
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Therefore, our final model of an agent’s concentration estimate, biased and having corrected for
sensor age, is
E=

4.7

bN
.
kτ (1 − exp (−a/τ ))

Motion

Because Reynolds number is low in the microscale aqueous environment, force is proportional to
velocity rather than acceleration [121]. Therefore I assume that agents are able to continually
dictate a rotational velocity and speed, rather than an acceleration. However, I model this control
as subject to upper limits, two types of bias, and random walk noise. (The simulator also has
numerical limits for agents’ speeds, but only in relation to timestep size, which can always be made
smaller if needed.)
A physical top linear speed for agents can be set by the user of the simulator, who may want
to look to biology for reasonable limits. Among crawling cells, keratocytes are among the fastest;
they are wound-healing cells found in many vertebrates, including humans. These cells move up
to 45 micrometers per minute in certain fish species [126]. The fastest swimming cells are orders
of magnitude faster than the fastest crawlers. The fastest known swimmer is the marine ciliate
Uronychia setigera at seven millimeters per second [66]. Speeds of several other common cell types
are collected by Milo and Phillips [89].
In setting its angular velocity, an agent faces two challenges that can cause oscillations in heading
if angular speed is not limited. The first challenge relates to its sensor dynamics, and is inherent to a
range of possible NSF-SPH implementations in which sensor dynamics are relatively slow compared
to turning speed. An agent’s Morphgen program, as compiled by the NSF-SPH method, determines
its desired velocity based in part on sensed information. But because sensors rotate along with the
rest of the agent body, the direction of this desired velocity is always relative to the agent’s present
heading. Furthermore, sensing is not instantaneous; I model sensor dynamics as essentially those
of a leaky integral (section 4.6). Therefore, if the agent turns too quickly, its sensors will not have
time to fully reflect its approach to its desired heading. When it reaches what it would ideally
recognize as its desired heading, the sensors will retain some stale state, making it think it needs
to keep turning. Eventually its sensors will register this overshoot, and the process begins again in
the opposite direction.
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The second challenge is one I have an incomplete understanding of. This issue applies more
specifically to agents that have, as in the present model (section 4.5), morphogen secreting
instruments at a few discrete locations around its body. (It would not apply, for example, to
a model more like a biological cell with diffuse secretion around the agent.) In this case, the
agent’s own MSF field is not rotationally symmetric. If the agent is moving while turning, then its
gradient measurements will be distorted by its own rotationally asymmetric MSF field, translated
and rotated. This distortion also seems to cause oscillations in heading.
Section 3.4.2 describes a calibration routine designed to correct for gradient distortions due to an
agent’s own MSF field. However, this correction only applies to straight-line motion. The calibration
process could be extended to incorporate turning while moving, if adding an extra dimension to the
calibration lookup table is technically feasible. I have not tested the extent to which such additional
calibration might be helpful. It is possible that other dynamics that I do not yet understand also
contribute to oscillations in heading.
My current workaround to dampen oscillations in heading is similar for both potential causes:
I limit angular speed such that turning occurs on timescales consistent with the dynamics causing
oscillations.

In the case of sensor dynamics, we can use the duration needed for sensors to

approximately equilibrate to a step change in morphogen concentration. For the sensors model
described in section 4.6, this duration is −τ ln α, where α is an arbitrary small fraction, currently
0.01. In the case of the agent’s own MSF field, the relevant duration is, as usual, −ln(α)/k, where
k is a morphogen degradation rate.
At compile time, the above durations are computed for sensors and for each morphogen that
will be used, and the maximum of these durations is used in limiting angular speed. When turning,
the agent continually considers the difference between its current and desired heading, and sets its
angular velocity such that it would expect to reach its desired heading at the end of the above
duration.
Once an agent’s angular speed is set, there is no clear best choice for a linear speed. Unlike with
traditional robotic path planning, an agent does not have a target destination, only an instantaneous
desired velocity. For example, let s be the magnitude of its desired velocity. An agent could always
set its linear speed to s, or it could set it to s only if it has already reached roughly its desired
heading, and zero otherwise.
I choose a third option that seems to work well in practice: The agent considers what position
it would be in at the end of a given timestep if it could realize its desired velocity, and treats this
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position as a destination. It then chooses the linear speed that will bring its actual position at the
end of the timestep as close as possible to this destination. If an agent’s heading is more than 90°
away from its desired heading, this speed is clearly zero. Otherwise, it follows from Thales’ Theorem
that the needed speed is s multiplied by the cosine of the desired heading change. (To be more
precise given discretized time, the cosine is of the angle between the desired heading and what the
agent’s heading will be at the end of the given timestep.)
To model imperfections in an agent’s ability to control its motion, I assign each agent a bias
relating to linear speed, a bias relating to angular velocity, and to all agents an amount of random
walk noise for their motion. The biases, similar to the bias for a sensor described in section 4.6, are
drawn for each agent at the beginning of their lives. The bias relating to linear speed is multiplied by
the agent’s intended linear speed at each timestep. This bias is just like the bias for a sensor, because
once again it is multiplicative: It is drawn from a lognormal distribution, the natural logarithm of
which has mean zero. The bias relating to angular velocity is added to an agent’s intended angular
velocity at each timestep, so it is drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero.
For random walk noise, one standard deviation is chosen for the entire simulation. For each
timestep and for each agent, independent samples for the x- and y-axes are chosen from a normal
distribution with this standard deviation and mean zero, and these samples are scaled by the agent’s
intended speed. These scaled samples form a vector that is added to the agent’s position. This
random walk noise is similar to Brownian motion, but it is not intended to model actual Brownian
motion, the effect on agents of which is probably negligible. Rather, this random walk noise is
intended as a catchall for any transient sources of randomness in agents’ motion.

4.8

Collisions

In traditional SPH modeling, peaked smoothing functions can help prevent collisions between
particles [140]. One can expect then that NSF-SPH, which always has peaks at the centers of
its smoothing functions, provides good tools for collision prevention. Although the primary purpose
of the “smoothness guard” pragmas described in section 3.10) are to improve accuracy, I have found
that suitable settings for these guards also help avoid collisions. However, setting these guards
aggressively enough to prevent collisions entirely can inhibit desired collective shape formation.
Therefore I include a simple collision model in my simulator.
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I assume that agent bodies are soft or robust enough that collisions do not damage them. Because
I do not model the effect of external forces on agents (either fluid or rigid-body), simulating collisions
must be ad-hoc. My primary goal is to avoid unrealistic logjams when colliding agents have similar
intended velocity vectors. I reason that in a more realistic scenario, agents with similar intended
velocities would be able to simply push each other out of the way. In addition to avoiding logjams,
I also try to keep agents’ headings fairly close to their intentions.
I consider an agent to have collided with another agent or obstacle if, after an attempted
incremental movement, the proportion of any grid cell it would occupy in its target pose is greater
than the free proportion of that grid cell, considering any other agents or obstacles partly occupying
that cell. When a collision is observed at a target pose, the simulator tries to find a pose near the
target that is unobstructed. To do this, it considers a circle centered on the agent’s starting location
and passing through the target location. It then picks uniformly at random from the points inside
the circle. At the same time, it also picks uniformly at random from all orientations between the
starting and target orientations. (“Between” here is in the sense of the shorter way around from one
orientation to the other.) This candidate pose is adopted unless it too would result in a collision, in
which case the procedure is repeated. If no non-colliding pose is found after some arbitrary number
of tries (currently ten), the agent remains at its original pose.
In addition to this model of how agents might move in response to collisions, which is a simplistic
stand-in for physics, agents also have an active response to sensing contact with another agent or
obstacle. As described in section 3.10.1, after contact, agents will pause secretion of morphogens
representing non-density fields for duration −ln(0.01)/k, where k is the slowest degradation rate
among morphogens used.

4.9

Hardware Failure

I model hardware failure for agent sensors, propulsion, and production. (Each sensor is modeled as
a separate component for this purpose.) All agents share a mean time to failure for each of these
components. When an agent is created, a lifespan for each of these components is sampled from an
exponential distribution, the parameter of which is the reciprocal of that component’s mean time
to failure. These hardware failures are modeled in the AgentManager class, and the Agent class is
not aware of them.
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After a sensor fails, AgentManager reports invalid reading for it. (The Agent class currently
responds to an invalid reading by continuing to use the most recent valid reading for that sensor,
but this behavior is independent of the hardware failure model.) After the propulsion and production
components fail, the agent ceases to move or produce, respectively.

4.10

Reproduction and Apoptosis

When an Agent’s update function returns a nonzero λ value, the corresponding AgentManager
samples from a Bernoulli distribution, with success probability of ∆t|λ|. As discussed in section 3.7,
a successful Bernoulli trial is interpreted as a reproduction event or an apoptosis event depending
on whether λ is positive or negative.
In the event of reproduction, the simulator attempts to create a child agent near the parent.
It first considers a circle of minimal radius around the agent and a random point on this circle.
It attempts to place the child at this point. If it fails because of collision with other agents or
obstacles, it attempts several other randomly selected points on the same circle. After a number of
failed attempts on this circle, where the number of attempts is proportional to the circumference,
it moves on to a larger circle and repeats the process. If no point is found on a circle of some
maximum radius (currently ten times the agents’ major axis length), the procedure gives up and
no new agent is created. In the event of apoptosis, the relevant AgentManager is destroyed, along
with the corresponding Agent.
On reproduction, most internal state of the parent is inherited by the child agent. One exception,
in the case of integral control, is parental target density, which is inherited with modification as
described in section 3.7.5. In addition, sensor state is not inherited; the child’s sensors are initialized
with no bound morphogen.
In neither the case of reproduction nor apoptosis is anything special done with the morphogen
fields. Although this model of reproduction and apoptosis is crude, the level of implementation
detail required for any more mechanistic model would be beyond the scope of this project. A
reasonable next future step may be a recruitment model of reproduction. It would be relatively
straightforward to implement the recruitment model discussed in section 3.7 by modeling inactive
agents with the existing AgentManager class.
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4.11

Fluid Medium

I consider two simple models of the effect of agents’ bodies and motion on the aqueous medium
through which morphogens diffuse. The two models take inspiration from motile biological cells,
whose locomotion can be crudely divided into crawling and swimming. Even though both models are
inspired by three-dimensional scenarios, all my simulations are two-dimensional. Three-dimensional
simulations should be a straightforward future extension.
In all simulations, I neglect to model any explicit propulsion mechanism. I treat propulsion
as an implementation detail, for two reasons. First, as with biological cells, realized agents may
use any of a number of possible propulsion mechanisms. A propulsion implementation might look
like a flagellum or like cilia, for example. (See Purcell [121] for an overview of basic mechanisms,
Elgeti et al. [24] for an extensive review, and Qiu et al. [123] for another possibility exploiting nonNewtonian fluid properties.) Second, the fluid dynamics implications of a propulsion mechanism
would add considerable complexity to the simulator, both in terms of development time and
simulation running time. (Mechanistic microswimmers are typically simulated one at a time, with
thousands of computational elements in a single agent; e.g., Temel and Yesilyurt [144].)

4.11.1

Crawling

I consider that when an agent is crawling along a solid surface, the fluid medium around it will be
relatively less disturbed. Furthermore, morphogen will diffuse in the fluid above the agent (thinking
of the surface as underneath the agent) as well as around them. I model this scenario in two
dimensions by assuming the fluid does not move and that morphogens diffuse without respect for
agents’ bodies.
With no fluid velocity field, the only medium-related computation needed is diffusion. I assume
constant diffusivity, so that Fick’s second law of diffusion simply becomes the heat equation:
∂φ
= E∇2 φ,
∂t
where E is diffusivity. I model obstacles, as well as the edges of the domain, as walls; therefore,
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions are applied.
I use a simple forward Euler finite difference method (FDM) on a square Cartesian grid. The
discrete Laplacian operator uses a nine-point stencil such that its application is convolution with
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where h is the width of a grid cell. I define the boundaries of obstacles and walls as coinciding
with grid cell borders, so applying Neumann boundary conditions is simple: Viewing the above
convolution equivalently in terms of transfers of morphogen between pairs of neighboring grid cells,
we simply avoid any transfer where one of a pair of cells would be out of bounds or part of an
obstacle.
This kernel is chosen for its isotropic discretization error [110]. I informally tried to use some
anisotropic stencils, such as a standard four-point stencil. Agent motion visibly lacked rotational
symmetry despite running the rotationally symmetric Morphgen program shown in section 5.1.
This asymmetry surprised me, because such stencils are commonly used, and anisotropy in the
macroscopic diffusion is not generally pronounced. However, the number of simulation iterations
between when an agent produces morphogen and when that morphogen reaches its own sensors
is typically small. I suspect this small number of iterations amplifies micro-scale anisotropy to
macro-scale agent behavior, but confirming this hypothesis is not important to my present goals.
Forward Euler methods require small timesteps for stability.

If a grid cell with nonzero

morphogen is surrounded by grid cells with zero morphogen, solving for the timesteps that prevent
negative concentration gives
∆t ≤

3 2
h .
10

An implicit or semi-implicit method (e.g., Crank-Nicolson) would allow for larger timesteps at
the cost of increased complexity. But the forward Euler method has the advantage of simplicity,
and smaller timesteps allow for tighter coupling with agent behavior and, once introduced in
section 4.11.2, advection of agents’ medium.

4.11.2

Swimming

When an agent is swimming, it must displace fluid around its body, inducing a nontrivial velocity
field in the fluid. This velocity field represents yet another complication to the ideal morphogen
smoothing functions described in table 3.2, raising the question of whether NSF-SPH will still be
viable in its presence. Addressing this question fully is beyond the scope of the present work, for
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two reasons. First, three-dimensional fluid dynamics are different from those of two dimensions
in various (and arguably qualitative) ways. Second, a full accounting of the induced velocity field
would require detailing a propulsion mechanism, which I forgo as mentioned previously. Instead, I
model in two dimensions the fluid velocity field induced by agent motion, considering not only fluid
displacement but also rotational velocity induced by agents’ turning.
Reynolds number is close to zero at micrometer scale in an aqueous environment, which means
that the effect of viscosity dominates that of inertia [121]. Because inertial forces are relatively
unimportant, I model fluid velocity as unsteady Stokes flow, which is simpler than the more general
flow described by the full Navier-Stokes equations. For an incompressible fluid with uniform,
isotropic viscosity, unsteady Stokes flow satisfies:
∂u
∇p
=−
+ ν∇2 u
∂t
ρ

(4.3)

∇ · u = 0,
where ν is kinematic viscosity. Modeling flow by the steady-state Stokes equations is also a common
choice for similar scenarios, despite the fluid velocity changing due to external forces. This choice
would be worth exploring in the future, but would entail different solution techniques than those
explored here [43].
In part because of this low Reynolds number environment, I do not model the effect of fluid
forces on the agents. I assume that fluid dynamics are considered in an agent’s design such that,
in isolation, it has control over its rotation and speed (though I do model noise and bias in agent
motion; see section 4.7). In principle, agents would still be affected by flow caused by neighboring
agents, but because of the low Reynolds number, the flow induced by an agent is likely to be
significant only very close to its own body [144].
To model fluid velocity, I implement a variation on a simple and efficient method described by
Kajishima et al. [50]. No-slip boundary conditions are applied at walls, obstacles, and agent bodies.
To model diffusion, I introduce Neumann boundary conditions for the agent body to the method
described in section 4.11.1, so that agent bodies are opaque to morphogen diffusion. The interaction
of these fluid velocity and diffusion models creates a complication that I resolve by placing agent
instruments (sensors and producers) on short stalks to avoid their location in grid cells partly
occupied by the agent’s own body. These decisions are described in more detail in appendix A.
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Chapter 5

Results from Simulation
Having described in chapter 4 a simulated implementation of the ideas in chapter 3, I now use this
model to explore the ability of MSF-SPH to accurately implement Morphgen programs. Some of
this exploration examines different levels of continuously-valued model parameters such as physical
diffusion rates or sensor noise. My primary goal with these quantitative tests is to explore what
parameters might be viable at an order-of-magnitude scale, so I generally use logarithmic xaxes. (I do not think enough is currently known about the specifics of future physical MSF-SPH
implementations for more precise tests to be useful.) Other exploration in this chapter examines the
effect of categorical model elements, for example, comparing results with and without calibration.
Ideally, all these tests would be factorial, to discover unexpected interactions and non-linearities
among model elements. But for this work, with a few exceptions I vary one parameter at a time,
holding others at what seem to be reasonable values based on informal, preliminary simulations.
Except where noted, I model all compiler features that are intended to correct for some deviation
from an ideal system, such as those described in section 3.4. For simplicity, and to isolate the effects
of changing a given parameter, I do not simulate noise or bias except where otherwise noted. For
other parameters, I give my chosen defaults as I introduce each test program.
Ideally, all tests would be performed with both the crawling and swimming models described in
sections 4.11.1 and 4.11.2. However, the swimming model, in which agents’ bodies displace their
fluid medium, involves large systems of equations and is computationally intensive (section 4.11.1
and appendix A). Simulating my crawling model, in which I account for diffusion of morphogen
in the medium but not velocity of the medium itself, is much faster. For this reason, I limit most
tests in this chapter to the crawling model. I perform a few key comparisons between crawling and
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swimming models to demonstrate that they perform similarly; the results of these comparisons are
presented in section 5.14. This section is at the end of this chapter, after the intervening sections
have introduced the Morphgen programs used in these comparisons.
Throughout this chapter, I sometimes refer to agents and sometimes to tissue. My goal in
speaking in terms of one or the other is to refer to tissue in contexts that are meaningful at the
continuum level, and to agents in contexts specific to the MSF-SPH implementation.

5.1

A Simple Diffusion Test Program

I use a relatively simple Morphgen program to test the effect of each model parameter. The first
and simplest is the following:
substance tissue :
scalar fields :
ρ

// Mass density

vector fields :
V

// Tissue velocity

behavior :
V = − 0.0001

∇ρ
ρ

This program evolves the mass density field according to isotropic Fickian diffusion (or, equivalently,
the heat equation), with diffusivity 0.0001 mm2 s−1 . Before further discussing parameter tests, I
make two related observations that may clarify some ideas from chapter 3.
Second, although this Morphgen program is derived from Fick’s first law, the resulting motion
of agents is unlike the motion of particles diffusing physically. Fick’s first law is
J = α∇ρ,

(5.1)

where J is mass flux and α is diffusivity.1 This law emerges as a statistical description of large
numbers of particles executing random walks with similar speed. Because these particles are assumed
to be moving in random directions with respect to their neighbors, their motion is not described by
1

Fick’s second law, ∂ρ/∂t = α∇2 ρ, follows from the first with the additional assumption of mass continuity. The
heat equation is also equivalent, as long as diffusivity is isotropic and constant.
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any continuous velocity field. But SPH assumes continuous (and deterministic) fields, so to derive
our Morphgen program we must find a continuous velocity field for particles such that their motion
matches Fick’s macroscopic description of diffusion. To do so, we simply assume the existence of
such a velocity field V, which would imply that flux is J = ρV. Substituting into eq. (5.1) and
dividing by ρ gives the form used in our Morphgen program. In the context of physics simulation,
this approach was introduced by Degond and Mustieles [18].
This derivation illustrates two key points. First, SPH fields are continuous and deterministic.
Second, SPH particles are abstract entities, and their behavior has no necessary connection to the
behavior of any physical particles that may compose a corresponding physical system. In fact, SPH
and SPH particles would be just as useful in a universe in which matter was truly continuous and
not composed of particles at all.
To return to the main topic of parameter tests, this simple Morphgen program is well suited for
several tests in this chapter. It is easy to perform an FDM simulation of this program on a highresolution grid, for comparison with MSF-SPH simulations. And despite its simplicity, it captures
some key elements of MSF-SPH Morphgen compilation: it involves moving agents, and it requires
SPH estimates of both mass density and its gradient.
Upon initialization, agents are placed uniformly at random within a disc, 2 mm in diameter, in
the center of a square domain 10 mm on a side. Agents continue to be placed, one by one, until
relative density2 reaches roughly 0.25. Other parameters used are as shown in table 5.1. These
parameters are used in all simulations involving this program, except where otherwise noted (for
example, when one of these parameters is being varied for a test). Figure 5.1 shows an example of
initial and final states for this program, with these default parameters. A video (diffdemo.mp4) is
attached, in which one second of video represents one minute of simulation time.
To serve as ideal results for comparison, I use FDM to simulate a continuous version of this
Morphgen program, with corresponding initial and boundary conditions. That is, instead of a
central disc of randomly placed agents, the simulation starts with a central disc with all pixels
assigned density 0.25. I use a grid the same size as a given agent-based simulation to facilitate pixel
by pixel comparisons, and I use the maximum stable timestep size. All grids are at least 750 × 750
pixels, and for this grid size and 0.0001 diffusivity, 54,000 iterations are needed to simulate eight
2

By relative density I mean the overall mass density of agents relative to the density of the fluid medium. But for
simplicity, I assume the density of a given agent body is the same as the density of the surrounding fluid, so relative
density is really just the proportion of area occupied by agents. In this chapter, when I refer to specific values for
mass density, this unitless relative density is what I mean.
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Table 5.1: Default parameters for diffusion test program
Parameter
Total time
Timestep
Pixels per millimeter in each direction
Agent diameter
Agent body eccentricity
Initial relative density
Morphogen diffusivity
Morphogen half-life
Sensor association half-life

(a) t = 0 h

Value
8h
0.53 s
75
40 µm
0
0.25 (∼625 agents)
100 µm2 s−1
16 second
16 min

(b) t = 8 h

Figure 5.1: Demonstrating heat equation Morphgen program. Parameters are as given in table 5.1.
The morphogen representing the density field is shown in blue. It is scaled so that full saturation
occurs at the concentration representing a relative density of 0.25.
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hours. The FDM scheme I use is identical to the one described in section 4.11.1 to simulate the
diffusion of physical morphogen.
Comparing the results of the FDM and MSF-SPH simulations is not trivial. In the FDM
simulation, density is represented by a value at each pixel, but in the MSF-SPH implementation,
the mass density field is implicit in the locations of the agents. One option would be to compare,
pixel for pixel, FDM results with the morphogen field that represents mass density in an MSF-SPH
simulation. The observation that this morphogen field represents a valid SPH estimate of density at
all points is, after all, the basis for MSF-SPH. But this estimate is far from an ideal SPH estimate;
its kernel (roughly exponential) has a much fatter tail than the gold-standard Gaussian (section 3.3),
and it it constrained by the various physical limitations that much of this dissertation is dedicated
to addressing.
Instead, I use a traditional SPH estimate based on a Gaussian kernel. Properly speaking, this
estimate is a kernel density estimate rather than an SPH estimate because it is a static estimate
rather than a dynamic simulation. For better accuracy across fields of agents with potentially
very uneven density, I use different smoothing lengths for each agent. In two dimensions, a good
smoothing function should have about 21 total particles within its support domain [67]. A Gaussian
kernel in particular has infinite support domain, so I look for the kernel to have 21 total particles
within twice its smoothing length h, which coincides with where many common SPH smoothing
functions reach zero. To this end, after a given simulation, I find for each agent the distance to its
20th -closest neighbor, and set that agent’s smoothing length to half this distance. I then make a
kernel density estimate for each pixel in the grid.
Having made these kernel density estimates, it is possible to directly compare the mass density
results of the FDM and MSF-SPH simulations of our Morphgen program. I use an L1 norm, taking
the absolute value of the difference between each pair of corresponding pixels and then averaging
over all pixels. I choose an L1 over an L2 norm because I do not wish to be particularly sensitive
to outlying data.

5.2

Agent Size and Shape

Scalability is a central motivation for my work in finding compilation techniques for the Morphgen
language. By describing tissues and swarms in the continuum limit, one Morphgen program can, in
principle, be compiled to target agents of any size, micro- or macroscopic. Of course, agents must be
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small relative to the structures and dynamics described by the Morphgen code. In addition, holding
mass density constant, one would expect better accuracy from larger numbers of smaller agents,
because particle density represents the resolution of discretization for SPH. (This simple expectation
is, however, complicated by considerations related to speed as described in section 3.10.2.)
Another central feature of MSF-SPH is the ability to compile a Morphgen program to target
given morphogens with different smoothing lengths. The effects on accuracy of diffusivities and
degradation rates, which jointly determine smoothing length, are explored further in the next
section. For now, because of its importance, I look at accuracy not only for different agent sizes
but for different smoothing lengths as well. I vary smoothing length here by varying degradation
rate, which is more likely to be controllable than diffusivity (section 3.3.2), while holding diffusivity
constant at 100 µm2 s−1 .
Figure 5.2 shows accuracy for various agent sizes and morphogen smoothing lengths. Besides
agent size and degradation rate, parameters used are as given in table 5.1. With initial relative
density held constant at 0.25 across agent sizes, the number of agents ranges from around 10,000 at
diameter 10 µm to around ten at diameter 320 µm. Bars in fig. 5.2, and for all subsequent figures
in this chapter, represent 95% confidence intervals. At least five simulations are averaged for each
data point, which I will indicate with, e.g., N ≥ 5 in subsequent figures.
As expected, smaller, more numerous agents generally leads to better accuracy, as evidenced by
the curves for smaller agents being generally lower than the curves for larger agents. Exceptions
occur at the longest smoothing lengths and for the largest agents. I am not sure what explains these
unexpected results. They may be an artifact of the simple Morphgen heat equation test program;
limitations of this program will be explored more in section 5.4.1. In the case agents of diameter
320 µm, it seems especially likely that these results may not generalize to other Morphgen programs,
because these agents are so large that simulations involve only ten or eleven agents.
Figure 5.2 also shows some evidence that optimal smoothing lengths are shorter for smaller,
more numerous agents. This would be an expected result, because in traditional SPH, accuracy is
best for certain intermediate numbers of agents within a smoothing function’s domain. However, by
this reasoning, the optimal smoothing length should scale linearly with agent size, and the apparent
differences in optimal smoothing length are not as dramatic as this prediction. More work is needed
to explain why optimal smoothing length seems to scale more slowly than expected with agent size.
It may be that this expected scaling would hold for more complex Morphgen programs that attempt
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0.0025
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93
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Figure 5.2: Accuracy of heat equation test program by smoothing length, for various agent
diameters. Smoothing length is varied by varying morphogen half-life, holding diffusivity constant.
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Number of simulations for each data point is at least
N = 5.
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to generate features with a wider range of scales, so that smaller smoothing lengths would allow for
the resolution of finer features.
MSF-SPH compilation is, in principle, agnostic to agent shape. For my simulator, a new agent
shape requires new code to describe how that shape intersects with the boundaries of the grid cells
used to discretize physical morphogen fields. To simplify this code, I limit my exploration of shapes
to ellipses of varying eccentricity (section 4.5). Figure 5.3 shows the effect on accuracy of agents
of different eccentricity. The agents with zero eccentricity are, as usual, 40 µm in diameter. But
for these comparisons, it makes sense to hold agent area constant instead of diameter. So for all
three eccentricities here, agent area is about 1257 µm2 . As expected, changing shape does not have
a large effect on accuracy. I am not sure why results are more accuracy for eccentricity 0.8 than
zero, but the somewhat less accurate results at eccentricity 0.96 are explained by the high initial
density. These agents are so elongated that, when placed randomly in a high-density arrangement,
their ends interlock. Most of those placed in the interior of the starting disc, before they can turn
toward their intended heading and begin to move outward, must wait for agents closer to the edge
of the disc to move away first.

5.3

Physical Morphogen Parameters

The diffusivities E and degradation rates k of physical morphogens are central to the MSF-SPH
p
approach. Their ratio for a given morphogen implies a smoothing length: h =
E/k. And
their timescales constrain the speed with which a Morphgen program can proceed accurately. To
understand what parameter values are likely to be feasible in practice, I perform partially factorial
tests of a wide range of parameter combinations. The combinations tested are constrained by
my calibration data (section 3.4.2). I have excluded from calibration those combinations with an
associated smoothing length that is very long relative to agent size, to avoid excessive computation
time. (Excessive computation time is a challenge specifically with simulation; calibration time would
not scale with smoothing length in a physical implementation.) I have also excluded those with an
associated smoothing length that is very short relative to agent size, to avoid cluttering the figures
with information about smoothing lengths that are not likely to be useful.
For these tests, timesteps used are as large as the stability criterion for simulating diffusion via
FDM allows, and range from 2.133 s to 0.0667 s for the slowest and fastest diffusivities tested. Apart
from timesteps, diffusivity, and half-life, parameters are as given in table 5.1. Results are shown
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Distance from ideal

0.0025
0.0020
0.0015
0.0010
0.0005
0.0000
0.0

0.8

0.96

Eccentricity
Figure 5.3: Accuracy of heat equation test program for different eccentricities of agents’ elliptical
body shapes. N ≥ 20.
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in fig. 5.4. Rather than using morphogen degradation rate k directly, I use the more friendly units
of half-life τ1/2 , in minutes. (Internally, the simulator uses degradation rate in seconds, which is
related to half-life by k = (ln 2)/(60τ1/2 ).) Figure 5.4a shows accuracy according to half-life (on the
x-axis) and diffusivity (represented by different colored curves). Accuracy is best at intermediate
half-lives, and the half-lives for which it is best are smaller for higher diffusivity. This result is
expected, because diffusivity and half-life jointly determine smoothing length, and SPH is known
to be most accurate when smoothing functions cover intermediate numbers of neighbors. (With
too few neighbors, not enough information is incorporated in each weighted average, and with too
many, higher-frequency features are lost to smoothing.)
To better visualize the relationship between smoothing length and accuracy, fig. 5.4b reorganizes
the same data shown in fig. 5.4a. The x-axis is smoothing length, and each colored curve is a different
half-life, so that within a given curve, diffusivity controls smoothing length. This view of the data
makes clear that, for a given half-life, the optimal diffusivity is that which implies a smoothing
length around 400 µm. Furthermore, all else equal, accuracy is better at shorter half-lives (and thus
also at faster diffusivity, for a given smoothing length). This result is also expected, because faster
morphogen dynamics bring the system closer to the idealized assumption in section 3.3.1 that agent
speeds are slow relative to morphogen dynamics.

5.4
5.4.1

Agent Imperfections: Noise, Bias, Hardware Failure
Avoiding Spurious Results in Measuring Accuracy

The behavior of real MSF-SPH agents is likely to be far from ideal. Furthermore, the nature of such
imperfections is difficult to foresee without knowing what sort of technology will be used in their
eventual construction. Sections 4.6, 4.7 and 4.9 describe my efforts to model some likely types of
imperfections. In this section I evaluate the impact of different degrees of these types of imperfection
on accuracy.
Evaluating the impact of agent imperfections reveals a limitation of the simple Morphgen
program used so far in this chapter. Deviations in agent behavior from the ideal tend to make
collective agent motion qualitatively noisier and thus more dispersive. If the simple heat equation
Morphgen program were perfect when using ideal agents, then any extra dispersive behavior would
be measurable as inaccuracy. But the derivation of MSF-SPH makes simplifying assumptions,
beyond the assumption of perfect agent behavior, that cannot be met in reality (sections 3.1
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Figure 5.4: Accuracy of the heat equation test program for different morphogen physical
parameters. (a) shows accuracy of the heat equation test program for different morphogen half-lives,
with each curve representing a different morphogen diffusivity. (b) is a different organization of the
same data as in (a); the x-axis is smoothing length, which is determined jointly by morphogen
diffusivity and half-life, and each curve represents a different half-life. N ≥ 5.
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and 3.3). In particular, when agents move into once-empty locations, there is a lag before the
physical morphogen field fully reflects the resulting density change (section 3.4). For the simple
diffusion Morphgen program above, this lag results in a slightly slower dispersion of agents than
specified in the program. Thus, when imperfect agent behavior erroneously adds dispersion to
agent motion, this added dispersion can accidentally make the resulting behavior closer to the true
solution of the heat equation.
To avoid such spurious results, tests in this section are different in two ways from those in
previous sections. First, I introduce a bit more complexity into the heat equation Morphgen
program. Second, in measuring accuracy, I use a different point of reference. I discuss each of
these changes, beginning with the new Morphgen program.
The new Morphgen program is identical to that above, with the addition of a constant component
to the velocity vector. This addition assumes that tissue is able to orient to gravity (or, equivalently,
to any other external directional cue, such as a light source; directional cues are discussed in
section 3.1.3). In the following code, g represents a unit vector in the direction of gravity, and
Rπ/2 is an orthogonal matrix to rotate π/2 radians.
substance tissue :
scalar fields :
ρ

// Mass density

vector fields :
V

// Tissue velocity

behavior :
V=

Rπ/2 g
∇ρ
− 0.0001
2880
ρ

The domain would be a square domain, 10 mm on a side, except that the left and right sides
are joined to make it cylindrical. The speed 1/2880 mm s−1 returns the tissue’s center of mass
to its original position at the end of eight hours. The top and bottom edges are given the usual
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, so that morphogen diffusion is reflected at these walls.
Agents are placed uniformly at random in a central disc of diameter 2 mm as before, but instead
of the usual random orientations, agents are given an initial orientation of Rπ/s g. This alignment
avoids an initial period of confused motion as agents turn toward this direction.
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These modifications to the simple heat equation Morphgen program allow noise-like parameters
to have a more noticeable effect by, loosely speaking, defining more moving parts for noisiness to
break. I do not believe that there is any limit to how brittle a Morphogen program can be; I expect
one could write a program that would perform well in an idealized MSF-SPH system but fall apart
with the slightest nod toward realism. Therefore, with my choice of test program, I am trying to
strike a subjective balance between behavior simple enough to suggest generalizability but complex
enough to reveal some limitations of the MSF-SPH framework.
The second step I take to address the challenge of testing noise-related parameters is to define
accuracy not with respect to FDM results as before, but rather with respect to MSF-SPH results
under more ideal conditions. I take this step because, even with this more complex Morphgen
program, simulations with small amounts of noise can give the same illusion of higher accuracy
described previously when comparing to FDM results. To address this problem, I compare MSFSPH results not with results from an FDM simulation, but with results from MSF-SPH simulations
without noise or lateral motion. I perform 20 simulations under these optimal conditions, with
different initial agent distributions, making for each a kernel density estimate as described in
section 5.1. I then average the resulting density fields across all replicates, and use this field in
place of an FDM simulation.
Default parameters for these simulations (those with lateral motion as well as those used for
comparisons) are mostly the same as in table 5.1. As before, parameters are set so that noise is
not modeled (excluding, of course, whatever parameter is being tested in the following sections).
These settings include turning off the modeling of discrete morphogen binding events at sensors,
using an exact continuous model instead. However, unlike before, sensors are modeled not only as
making exact measurements, but as making instantaneous measurements as well. This assumption is
unphysical, but it allows for a meaningful comparison when testing different half-lives for morphogen
staying bound to sensors. Figure 5.5 shows an example simulation with the default parameters
described here. A video (difftransdemo.mp4) is attached, in which one second of video represents
one minute of simulation time.

5.4.2

Sensors

Sensor bias is modeled by a multiplier on each sensor’s readings, drawn from a lognormal distribution
as described in section 4.6. The spread parameter for a lognormal distribution is the standard
deviation of its logarithm. Figure 5.6 shows accuracy for different values of these parameters.
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(a) t = 0 h

(b) t = 2 h

(d) t = 6 h

(c) t = 4 h

(e) t = 8 h

Distance from ideal

Figure 5.5: Demonstrating heat equation Morphgen program with lateral motion. Parameters are
as given in table 5.1, except that sensor readings are instantaneous. Color is as in fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.6: Accuracy of heat equation test program for different sensor bias spread parameters.
Dashed line represents results with no bias. N ≥ 5.
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From videos of simulations at the highest levels of bias, the slight increase in accuracy from
0.25 to eight does not appear meaningful in terms of qualitative similarity to intended behavior.
Instead, it seems related to interesting, curling motion of some agents at these high levels of bias.
To an extent, different bias in the left versus right sensors seems to effectively hardwire a spurious
apparent gradient relative to agent heading, causing an agent to turn continuously like a cat chasing
their tail. Meanwhile, an agent’s estimate of an external directional cue such as gravity is not based
on multiple concentration readings, so it is not subject to my bias model. The net result is that
when agents are oriented toward Rπ/2 g, they move quickly, but when oriented away, they move
slowly or not at all, causing a curling or waving motion. It is not clear how these dynamics relate
to quantitative similarity to idealized results, but they are complex enough to preclude any simple
interpretation of the apparent increase in accuracy shown in fig. 5.6 for high levels of sensor bias.
Sensor noise results in part from unavoidable randomness in the frequency of binding events at
the molecular level. The level of noise from this source (and it is the only source I model) therefore
depends on the association rate for the sensors’ binding of morphogen molecules (section 4.6).
Figure 5.7 shows that accuracy increases monotonically with association rate. These results are
unsurprising; as I model sensors, higher association rates simply provide more information to sensors,
with large numbers of bound morphogen molecules swamping randomness in individual binding
events. However, these results come with caveats because of my simple sensor model. First, I do
not model a maximum number of morphogen receptors; in a real agent, randomness in individual
binding events would also affect accuracy when receptors are nearly saturated. Second, I assume
that local concentration of free morphogen is not affected by the amount of morphogen bound to
sensors. This assumption will be violated for sufficiently high association rates, although it may be
possible to calibrate sensors to compensate for this effect. Future work could examine these effects
with a more realistic sensor model.
The second parameter related to the binding of morphogen to sensors is the half-life of how
long morphogen remains bound. The effect of this parameter is harder to characterize than that of
association rate. Longer half-lives reduce noise, which is why I include this parameter in the present
section. However, longer half-lives also mean that estimates are made using a longer exponential
window, which decreases accuracy by adding lag to the system. For the heat equation test program,
accuracy for different half lives are shown in fig. 5.8. Different colored lines represent different
physical morphogen parameters. Though these lines are labeled according to the half-lives of free
morphogen, diffusivity is also co-varied to hold smoothing length at a constant of roughly 372 µm.
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Figure 5.7: Accuracy of heat equation test program for different association constants for binding
of morphogen to sensors. Dashed line represents results with exact concentration measurements.
N ≥ 5.
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Figure 5.8: Accuracy of heat equation test program by half-life of morphogen bound to sensors, for
different free morphogen half-lives. Diffusivity is co-varied to hold smoothing length at a constant
of about 372 µm. Dashed line shows accuracy when sensor readings are instantaneous. N ≥ 30.
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Shorter association half-lives are generally better, as expected.

I tested different sensor

association half-lives with various free morphogen half-lives because I expected some clear
relationship between the two, but the relationship between morphogen half-life and accuracy appears
more or less independent of free morphogen half-life. In retrospect, I realize that if an agent travels
relatively quickly, more responsive sensors allow it to sense its changing environment even when
morphogen field dynamics are slow. I cannot yet explain why association half-lives around 32 min
provide the best accuracy when morphogen free half-life is 64 min.
To examine the effect of sensor association time in the abstract, these tests use an exact,
continuous model for sensing. But for a given discrete association rate, very short association
half-lives would hurt precision, because fewer morphogen molecules would be bound at a given
time. Therefore I expect intermediate half-lives to provide the best accuracy in that situation, but
more testing is needed to confirm this hypothesis.

5.4.3

Motion

Imperfections in motion are modeled by two types of bias and one type of noise, as described in
section 4.7. Like sensor bias, bias relating to linear speed is a multiplier drawn from a lognormal
distribution. Bias relating to angular velocity is additive and so drawn from a normal distribution.
The effect of each of these biases, for different spread parameters, is shown in fig. 5.9. As expected,
accuracy generally gets worse with increasing spread. Figure 5.9b shows a reversal in accuracy
as the standard deviation for angular velocity bias changes from 2−13 to 2−12 . Based on videos
of simulations with these parameters, the apparent reason for this reversal would probably not
generalize beyond the test program chosen. With parameter 2−13 , motion is already disordered
enough that agents are distributed more or less randomly throughout the domain by the end of the
simulation. With parameter 2−12 , the same is largely true, except that a sizeable group of agents
have such large angular velocity biases that they are always trying to turn, never moving forward.
These agents remain in the center of the domain, so the final mass density field is slightly more
similar to ideal results (in which density remains highest near the center) than with parameter 2−13 .
Noise in agent motion is modeled as a random walk, with offsets in the x− and y−directions
drawn from the same normal distribution at each timestep and scaled by the agent’s intended speed.
It is especially difficult to observe an appreciable impact of random walk noise on accuracy of a heat
equation Morphgen program. This difficulty is because distributions of particles executing random
walks are described by the Fokker-Planck equation, which (for constant diffusivity) is identical in
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Figure 5.9: Accuracy of heat equation test program for different amounts of bias in agents’ (a)
linear speed and (b) angular velocity. Parameter σ is the standard deviation of the logarithm in
(a) and standard deviation in (b). In each case, the dashed line indicates accuracy with no bias.
N ≥ 5.
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form to the heat equation. To avoid this difficulty, I use a different approach from that described
in section 5.4.1 to measure the effect on accuracy of this particular type of noise. Specifically, I
use a more complex Morphgen program inspired by plant growth. I defer a detailed description of
this program until section 5.8, in which this program is used more extensively. Parameters are the
same as the default parameters given in that section. As shown in fig. 5.10, accuracy decreases as
expected with increasing random walk noise, though accuracy is surprisingly robust over a range of
smaller amounts of noise.

5.4.4

Hardware Failure

As described in section 4.9, I model hardware failure in each of an agent’s four sensors, its propulsion
system, and its secretion system. Upon creation, a new agent receives a lifespan for each of these
components drawn from exponential distributions. Figure 5.11 shows the effect of each of the three
types of hardware failure on accuracy, for different mean times to failure (MTTF). (Each of an
agent’s four sensors are modeled as failing individually, but the secretion system is modeled as
failing together, even though an agent also has four secretion devices.)
Results are mostly as expected, with shorter MTTFs leading to decreased accuracy.

The

exception is for sensors (fig. 5.11a). Based on videos of simulations with these parameters, the
decrease in accuracy from very short to moderate MTTFs for the sensor system is not particularly
meaningful. In my model, I have agents continue to use the most recent valid sensor reading when
a sensor has failed. At intermediate MTTF, an agent’s different sensors are likely to fail farther
apart in time than for the shortest MTTFs, and therefore their final valid readings may be taken
in locations more distant from each other, with a larger difference in morphogen concentration.
As a result, agents may be stuck with large gradient readings that may cause ongoing extreme
motion such as turning in place or traveling quickly forward. At the shortest MTTFs, different
sensors are likely to fail closer together in time and thus at closer locations with more similar
morphogen concentrations, and so they become stuck with gentler gradient readings. I expect a
different modeling decision for how agents react to failed sensors would lead to different behavior
at these short MTTFs.
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Figure 5.10: Accuracy of plant growth test program for different standard deviations for random
walk noise. Dashed line represents results with no noise. N ≥ 7.
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Figure 5.11: Accuracy of heat equation test program for mean times to failure of (a) sensors,
(b) production devices, and (c) propulsion. Sensors are treated individually, whereas production
devices are treated as one system. N ≥ 5.
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5.5

Agent Speed and Calibration

As agents’ speeds increase relative to morphogen diffusion rate, the more is violated the idealized
assumption from section 3.3.1 that agent speed will be negligible relative to diffusivity.

As

this assumption is violated, agents’ morphogen fields become distorted, and neither morphogen
concentration nor its gradient will be consistent with the idealized MSFs presented in that section.
To some extent, an agent can use calibration to account for distortions due to its own field, as
dicussed in sections 3.4.2 and 4.1. However, agents cannot account for their neighbors’ distorted
fields, because they do not know the positions or velocities of their individual neighbors.
In this section I test the ability of calibration to address these challenges. I also look at the effect
on accuracy of speed relative to diffusivity. The Morphgen program from the previous section, in
which the heat equation is combined with constant lateral motion, is also well-suited for examining
the effect of agent speed on accuracy. In this section I focus on the relationship between speed and
distorted morphogen fields, so I assume sensor dynamics are instantaneous, as I did in section 5.4.1
for comparison purposes. Although unrealistic, this assumption allows us to separate the effect of
distorted smoothing functions from the effect of sensor dynamics.
As a variable to help isolate the effect of speed on accuracy, I introduce an artificial speed
multiplier. The velocity field determined by the Morphgen program is multiplied by this factor, and
simulation time is divided by the same factor. Ideal final results for comparison are thus unchanged.
Once again, to address the issue involving illusory gains in accuracy with additional dispersive error,
results are compared to MSF-SPH results under optimal conditions, and without lateral motion, as
in the previous section.
Figure 5.12 shows the relationship between agent speed and diffusivity. The different lines in the
figure are labeled according to physical morphogen diffusivity, but morphogen half-life is co-varied
to hold smoothing length constant at roughly 372 µm. (This is the smoothing length implied by
our usual defaults of 100 µm2 s−1 diffusivity and 16 min half-life.) The x-axis is the artificial speed
multiplier divided by diffusivity. This choice of axis causes the curves for different diffusivities to
align closely, which illustrates that the relevant influence on accuracy is, as expected, agent speed
relative to diffusivity. That accuracy still suffers at high relative speed is also expected; calibration
can partially compensate for the distortion in an agent’s own morphogen field, but not in those of
its neighbors.
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Figure 5.12: Accuracy for heat equation test program by ratio of artificial speed multiplier to
diffusivity. Each colored line represents a different morphogen diffusivity. N ≥ 5.
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To explore the extent to which calibration mitigates smoothing function distortion at speed, I
perform similar tests with no calibration, as well as with calibration for morphogen concentration
but not gradient and vice-versa. For these tests I fix diffusivity at 100 µm2 s−1 , as usual. Results
are shown in fig. 5.13.
As expected, calibration improves accuracy at most speeds.

At sufficiently slow speeds,

smoothing function distortion is negligible, so calibration would not be expected to help below
some minimal speed. Calibration does not appear to help much at higher speeds either; in fact,
calibration for concentration at high speeds appears detrimental. However, these appearances may
be the result of a weakness in my testing method, which I now explain.
As usual, I allow mass density morphogen to build up before starting the simulation, as though
agents had been activated but not moving for a while. This allows a morphogen field to build
up within the initial disc. But at very high lateral speeds, this morphogen field still retains much
of its original shape by the time agents circumnavigate the cylindrical domain and return to this
location. This interaction causes various unintended dynamics and renders results for very high
speeds difficult to interpret.
It remains the case that even at intermediate speeds, calibration for concentration does not
appear to improve accuracy. This result may relate to the different speeds at which distortion of
gradient and distortion of shape are highest. As speed increases from zero, more morphogen is found
behind an agent than in front, creating a spurious gradient, but at first the average concentration
around the agent is changed little. At these speeds, calibration for gradient is most needed. At
higher speeds, the agent outruns most of its own morphogen field; at this point, concentration
around the agent becomes much lower, but the spurious gradient is reduced because there is simply
not enough morphogen around the agent to form a steep gradient. At these speeds, calibration for
concentration is most needed. To confirm this idea, as well as to obtain more meaningful results
generally for very high speeds, more work is needed to find a suitable test. It may prove sufficient
to retain the same Morphgen test program used here (a heat equation with added lateral motion),
but using a cylindrical world perhaps three or four times wider. Results could then be measured
before agents return to their initial locations.
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Figure 5.13: Accuracy for heat equation test program by artificial speed multiplier. Each colored
line reflects which kind of calibration data were used. N ≥ 23.
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5.6

Correction for Laplacian Operator

Section 3.4.1 describes a problem for MSF-SPH associated with changes in field values, along with
an approach to address it. When a given agent’s field value changes, it changes its secretion rate,
but it takes time for its morphogen field to reach a new steady state following this change. This
creates a lag in agents’ mutual communication of changes in field values. This lag is especially
detrimental to Laplacian estimates, which an agent makes by comparing its internal value for a
given field with its MSF-SPH estimate of the field’s value.
Here I test my approach to mitigating this problem. This approach involves agents assuming,
for purposes of the Laplacian operator, that their neighbors’ values for a given field are changing
at the same rate as their own. I use the following program to test the accuracy of the Laplacian
operator. For simplicity, I assume agents have the ability to sense the presence of a cue B found in
a disc-shaped region.
cues :
B

// Arbitrary region

substance tissue :
scalar fields :
A

// Field to be made paraboloid-shaped over B

behavior :
–DA = 0.001[B](∇2 A + 1.0)
This program, initialized with field A at zero, evolves toward field A having the shape of a circular
paraboloid whose Laplacian is −1.0 everywhere. The domain is, as before, a square 10 mm on a
side, and the disc with cue B is in the center of the domain and has a 6 mm diameter. Agents are
placed uniformly at random throughout the domain to a relative density of 0.1 (or 7958 agents), and
the program is simulated for one hour. Other parameters are the same as those given in table 5.1.
Although Morphgen programs need not simulate any physical scenario, this program happens to
correspond to a uniformly heated disc in a bath of constant temperature.
Figure 5.14 shows the comparison between agent-based simulations, with and without the
Laplacian correction from section 3.4.1. Each is compared with ideal results. As in the above
sections, these ideal results are found using an FDM simulation of the same program. Because the
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Figure 5.14: Comparing paraboloid generation to ideal results for heated disk in bath, with and
without correction for Laplacian operator. N = 5.
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field we are comparing with FDM results is an abstract field rather than a mass density field, I
use a more straightforward method of comparison: I simply take the average of absolute differences
between each agent’s value for A and the corresponding point from the FDM field. This has the
effect of weighting the comparison according to where agents are located, which seems appropriate
because the pattern the program generates really exists only at the agents’ locations. As expected,
the Morphgen program is more accurate with a corrected Laplacian operator.

5.7

Upwind Scheme

Section 3.9 introduces an upwind scheme for advection that can be used with MSF-SPH. I test it
with the following program that maintains an initial pattern in a field A against agent motion. To
maintain the simplicity of all agents traveling the same direction, this program assumes that agents
are able to orient to gravity (or, equivalently, to any other external directional cue, such as a light
source).
substance tissue :
scalar fields :
A

// Pattern to be advected

vector fields :
V

// Tissue velocity

behavior :
–DA = VelDotGradUpstream(A, V)
+ 0.1[A > 1.0](1.0 − A)
V = 0.001Rπ/2 g
Here g represents the direction of gravity and Rπ/2 is an orthogonal matrix to rotate π/2 radians.
The final line of this program limits the value of A to a maximum of one, which would ideally
be the maximum value of field A based on the initial pattern given above.

This limiting is

helpful because NSF-SPH cannot communicate values below zero without an additional channel
(section 3.1.3), which effectively limits field A to be nonnegative. This effective limitation serves
as a ratchet mechanism: inaccuracies can bring field levels above one but not below zero, leading
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to ever-higher field values. Limiting values to one does not correct for these inaccuracies, but it
mitigates their damage to the pattern. (Another approach would be to use an additional morphogen
to communicate negative values, but I do not pursue this idea, because my focus in this section is
to test the upwinding scheme.)

The initial pattern is the two-dimensional Gaussian function A = exp (r/3)2 where r is distance
from the center of the domain. The domain would be a square domain, 10 mm on a side, except that
the left and right sides connect to make it cylindrical. Thus the agents travel continually around
the cylinder, passing through the pattern repeatedly. The top and bottom edges are given the usual
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, reflecting morphogen diffusion. As in section 5.6,
agents are placed uniformly at random throughout the domain to a relative density of 0.1 (7958
agents). But instead of the usual random orientations, agents are initially oriented in their direction
of travel, to avoid the initial period of confused motion that would otherwise result as they turned.
Simulation time is one hour, and other parameters are as given in table 5.1. For illustration, initial
and final fields are shown in fig. 5.15, and a video (advectdemo.mp4) is attached.
Figure 5.16 compares the accuracy of this program with its equivalent without the upwind
scheme—that is, with VelDotGradUpstream(A, V) replaced by A · V. As in section 5.6 above,
results are compared to an ideal result by taking the average distance between each agent’s field
value and the ideal value at that location. In this case, however, we do not need an FDM simulation,
because field A is unchanging in the ideal solution. Although more modest than I expected, the
upwind scheme does improve accuracy for this paraboloid-forming Morphgen program.

5.8

Demonstrating Growth

Section 3.7 presents methods for implementing density fields that change value independently from
velocity divergence through reproduction (or recruitment) and apoptosis (or deactivation) of agents.
I demonstrate this facility, and compare implementation methods and parameter values, with the
following simple program inspired by a growing plant stem. As in section 5.7, I assume agents can
sense the direction of gravity.
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(a) t = 0 h

(b) t = 1 h

Figure 5.15: Demonstrating advection Morphgen program. Parameters are as given in table 5.1,
except as described in the text. The morphogen representing the density field (which is not
interesting in this instance) is shown in cyan. The morphogen representing the Gaussian pattern
held in place by advection is shown in red. Each are scaled so that full saturation occurs at the
concentrations representing a field value of one.
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Figure 5.16: Comparing pattern advection to ideal results, with and without upwind scheme.
N = 5.
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substance plantStem :
scalar fields :
ρ

// Mass density

C

// Color field

T

// Timer to delay growth until meristem forms

M

// Meristem

vector fields :
V

// Tissue velocity

behavior :
C=1
–DT = 1
Γ = [T > 10800]1
–Dρ = 0
let β = [EdgeDetectColor(ρ) > 0.3 − 0.1Γ]


g · ∇C
−1
let γ = cos
kgkk∇Ck
–DM = 0.1[γ < 0.4π ∧ β = 1](1 − M )
− 0.1[γ > 0.6π ∧ β = 1]M
+ 0.02[β = 0 ∨ 0.4π ≤ γ ≤ 0.6π]∇2 M
let V0 = − 0.0001ΓM g − 0.0004[β = 0]∇ρ
let Vmax = 0.01

V = Vmax tanh

kV0 k
Vmax



V0
kV0 k

I initialize this program with agents placed uniformly at random within a square 3 mm on a
side near the bottom of a domain 10 mm high and 6 mm wide. Tissue sets a high value for field
M (for meristem) where tissue is on an edge and where the mass density gradient is similar to the
direction of gravity, which indicates a position near the tissue’s top edge. I refer to increases in M
informally as differentiation, by analogy with plant morphogenesis, but it is not differentiation in
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the more precise sense that I define in section 3.6. The differentiation described in that section is
needed only when tissues of different differentiation states overlap spatially.
Color field C is used to locate the edge of the tissue, as described in section 3.8.2. To stay true
to the evolutionary PDE theme of the subset of Morphgen that I choose to work with, I should have
specified this as something like –DC += 0.1(1 − C). Such a change equation would clearly have
the same effect in this context as C = 1, which is what I actually used in simulation. (This simple
assignment is also consistent with how I plan to implement the color field as a complier feature to
be exposed as an edge-finding primitive.)
Field M diffuses through the tissue, creating a smooth gradation tapering off downward. This
is an abstract diffusion defined by the Morphgen application, independent of the diffusion and
degradation of the physical morphogen that communicates field M . As the meristem field takes
shape, tissue moves down the density gradient, except on the edges. This motion serves to even out
the density field, which improves the accuracy of the meristem gradation.
After three hours, the above processes continue, but in addition, the tissue begins to move
opposite the direction of gravity, at a speed proportional to M . Also at the three-hour mark, the
density control binary field Γ is turned on by setting it to one. At this point, with Γ set to one
and –Dρ to zero, the tissue begins trying to maintain its density against the attenuating effect of its
upward motion.
Results over twenty hours are shown in fig. 5.17 and in an attached video (growthdemo.mp4).
The top of the stem becomes somewhat ragged as growth progresses; I believe this is largely because
a slightly uneven distribution of agents along the top edge leads to random variations in the angle
between gravity and the measured density gradient. I have been able to obtain smoother growth
by fixing the M field after three hours; in this case the gradation in the field stretches as growth
progresses, but the top edge remains relatively even. However, this alternative approach sacrifices
some of the above program’s robustness. So long as M remains determined dynamically by the
continuing relationship between gravity, the density gradient, and the color field gradient, the
stem has an ability to recover from damage. Figure 5.18 shows the stem’s recovery after having a
midsection destroyed at the twelve hour mark.
Section 3.7 presents two alternative approaches to satisfying –Dρ, one corresponding to integral
control and the other to proportional control. The results shown in figs. 5.17 and 5.18 use the
proportional control approach with a leak rate of 64 h, a choice justified by results presented in
the next section. Other parameters not mentioned above are given in table 5.2. Except where
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(a) t = 0 h

(b) t = 5 h

(d) t = 15 h

(c) t = 10 h

(e) t = 20 h

Figure 5.17: Demonstrating stem growth program. The first three hours are dedicated to
smoothing the density field and establishing the meristem field. After three hours, tissue travels
upward at a speed proportional to the value of the meristem field. Cyan represents the density
morphogen and red the meristem morphogen. Colors are scaled so that full saturation occurs at
concentrations representing field values 0.2 and 1.0, respectively. A color field used to identify edges
is not shown; superficially, it appears similar to the density field.
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(a) t = 12.0 h

(b) t = 12.1 h

(c) t = 15.0 h

(d) t = 20.0 h

Figure 5.18: Robustness of stem growth program to cutting out agents. At t = 12 h, all agents
whose position has a y-component between 2.5 and 4.0 are destroyed. The newly exposed upper
surface re-differentiates into meristem and begins growing upward, healing the wound. Colors are
as in fig. 5.17.
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Table 5.2: Default parameters for growth program
Parameter
Total time
Timestep
Pixels per millimeter in each direction
Agent diameter
Agent body eccentricity
Initial relative density
Morphogen diffusivity
Morphogen half-life (mass density)
Morphogen half-life (meristem)
Morphogen half-life (color field)
Sensor association half-life
Integral leak rate for proportional control
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Value
18 h
0.53 s
75
40 µm
0
0.1 (∼716 agents)
100 µm2 s−1
2 second
2 second
4 second
1 minute
64 h

mentioned, these parameters are also used in the tests presented in the next two sections, which
also use this plant stem program.

5.9

Integral and Proportional Control

Section 3.7.1 presents an approach to satisfying –Dρ by maintaining a running integral of this
quantity and comparing this target density with current measured density. Section 3.7.2 presents
an alternative approach to the same end involving a leaky integral of density estimates. These
two approaches correspond to integral and proportional control, as explained in section 3.7.4.
Proportional control in particular introduces a new parameter to the model, the leak rate of the
leaky integral. I first look at the effect of a range of values for this parameter. Having identified
a reasonable value for leak rate, I then use this leak rate in comparing integral and proportional
control with each other.
Each test uses the same plant stem program introduced in section 5.8 above, with the same
parameters shown in table 5.2. As usual, I compare each MSF-SPH simulation with ideal results.
As in section 5.7, no FDM simulation is needed for the plant growth program; ideal results are just
a tall rectangular region corresponding to the initial square region, extended upward according to
the speed of tissue where M = 1. The density of this region is just our starting density 0.1, and for
our initial height of 3 mm, speed of 0.0001 mm s−1 , and simulation time of 18 h, the ideal final height
of the rectangle is 8.4 mm. To compare these results with those from an agent-based simulation, I
use the same approach as described in section 5.1. I make a grid containing the same size as the
simulation grid and containing an image of the ideal final rectangle. From the final agent positions
in the MSF-SPH simulation, I make a kernel density estimate at every grid cell and average the
absolute differences between each pair of corresponding cells in the two grids.
In examining the effect on accuracy of different leak rates, I find it more intuitive to think in
terms of half-life, in minutes, rather than directly in terms of leak rate, which in my simulator has
units of inverse seconds. Denoting each quantity as t1/2,l and kl respectively, the two are related by
kl = (ln 2)/(60t1/2,l ). Accuracies for a range of half-lives are shown in fig. 5.19a.
In comparing integral and proportionate control, I use for proportional control the most accurate
of the half-lives tested, 64 h, which corresponds to a leak rate of about 3 × 10−6 s−1 . Results of this
comparison are shown in fig. 5.20.
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Figure 5.19: Accuracy of growth test program, using proportional control, for different half-lives
for the leaky integral used in this approach. (a) shows results across the full tested range; however,
results for half-lives 0.25 h and 0.5 h are biased, because some simulations with large amounts of
excessive growth were unable to complete. For clarity, (b) shows the same data as (a) for half-lives
4 h and up only. N ≥ 20.
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Figure 5.20: Comparing integral and proportional control approaches. N ≥ 20.
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I expected the observed trade-off between faster and slower leak rates. An overly fast leak rate
would be subject to noise and provide inaccurate estimates of density change, but an overly slow
leak rate would take too long to reflect density changes in its estimate. But I was surprised by
the long duration of the best leaky integral half-life observed here (64 h), which is longer than the
simulation time. I was also surprised by the apparent inferiority of integral control to proportional
control with this leak rate, because integral control uses a more direct method of estimating density
change.
Observing videos of these simulations, I believe both these surprises may relate to selection effects
that cause tissue density to drift upward with time. With respect to integral control, any slightly
excessive target density in some agents will be amplified by selection: such agents will reproduce
(or recruit) more often than others, passing along their excessive target density to these children,
which will in turn reproduce excessively. The correction described in section 3.7.5 for correcting the
target density a recruited child agent inherits from its parent helps avoid this problem, but does
not eliminate it. (The following section will examine the benefit of this correction.)
In contrast to integral control, in proportional control there is no target density to be passed
to new agents; however, the leaky integral value is passed to new agents. This inheritance may
cause a similar problem as in integral control, and may be amenable to an analogous correction
approach in the future. In fact, because my proportional control approach currently lacks such a
correction, the apparent superiority of proportional to integral control may be illusory. Because
the proportional control approach relies on a leaky integral to estimate density change rate, this
estimate will inevitably lag behind actual density changes, with the timescale of lag determined by
the leak rate chosen. Therefore, the apparent good performance of the surprisingly long 64 h leaky
integral half-life may be an artifact, with inevitable overgrowth simply delayed and offset by a long
initial lag period.
More investigation is needed to test the above speculation. An additional, potentially supporting
observation is the high spread of results seen at shorter leak rates in fig. 5.19a. On examination of
simulation videos, this high spread seems caused by subsets of trials in which a more extreme version
of cancer-like overgrowth occurs. An example simulation, for which the leaky integral half-life is
15 h, is shown in fig. 5.21 and in an attached video (overgrowth.mp4). Very rapid growth begins at
a particular location, typically near the edge of tissue, and continues until the entire domain is filled
with agents. At intermediate leak rates, this overgrowth occurs only occasionally, but at the fastest
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(a) t = 13 h

(b) t = 14 h

(d) t = 16 h

(c) t = 15 h

(e) t = 17 h

Figure 5.21: Example of tumor-like overgrowth in plant stem growth program. Leaky integral
half-life is 15 h in this simulation. For the eighteen-hour simulations tested, this type of overgrowth
is only occasional at a relatively slow leak rate such as this, but occurs reliably with faster leak
rates.
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leak rates it occurs reliably. This problem resembles that which led me to introduce the correction
for target density in my integral control approach (section 3.7.5).

5.10

Density Corrections for Recruitment

My simplistic reproduction model, in which new agents are simply created near a parent when the
latter chooses to reproduce, can be seen as a crude model of recruitment of new agents from an
inactive pool. This idea is discussed in section 3.7.5, which also addresses two challenges raised by
recruitment. First, new agents must adjust their MSF-SPH estimates during the period before their
own morphogen fields have had time to build up to steady state. Second, when the integral control
approach is used, new agents must adjust the target densities inherited from their parents to account
for their slightly different position in the tissue. Using the same plant growth program as before, I
evaluate the effect of each of these strategies by comparing results with and without each strategy.
Integral control is used in both cases; I expect the pre-steady-state issue to affect performance
similarly whether integral or proportional control is used, and the issue of target densities only
arises in the context of integral control.
Figure 5.22a shows the effect on accuracy of correcting new agents’ MSF-SPH estimates. The
benefit of this correction is more modest than I expected. Without the correction, new agents
should estimate density as lower than it really is, causing them to reproduce more frequently than
they should. However, as they build up their own morphogen field and thereby improve their
density estimates, they should, on average, recognize that density has gotten too high and increase
apoptosis frequency as a result. If successful, this compensation may explain why correcting these
early density estimates increases accuracy only slightly. Future efforts could test this hypothesis by
counting reproduction and apoptosis events. Such counts could be a useful performance measure
anyway, because achieving a result with fewer reproduction and apoptosis events is likely preferable
to achieving a similar result with more such events.
The effect on accuracy of correcting new agents’ target densities is shown in fig. 5.22b. The
benefit of this correction is more dramatic than the density estimate correction. This efficacy is
expected. Without correcting new agents’ target densities, successive errors can accumulate or
multiply, especially near the edge of a tissue, as described in section 3.7.5.
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Figure 5.22: Accuracy of growth test program, using integral control, with and without corrections
for two distinct challenges for a recruitment model of reproduction. (a) shows the benefit of newly
recruited agents correcting their MSF-SPH estimates based on the time needed to build to steady
state their own contribution to the morphogen field. (b) shows the benefit of newly recruited agents
adjusting their parents’ target densities to account for their slightly different location in the swarm.
N ≥ 20.
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5.11

Demonstrating Mixed Differentiation States

Section 3.6 introduces an approach to allow programmers to describe mixtures of tissue of different
differentiation states. Differentiation states are treated as extra dimensions so that continuity,
though broken in space, can be maintained in a larger configuration space. I demonstrate this
technique with an extension of the plant growth program used above. In addition to the stem
growing from the bottom of the domain, a second stem grows from the side, and the two cross. Each
starting square is 2 mm on a side, and initial relative density is still 0.1, for a total of around 637
agents at the start. The code describing each stem is similar, with two differences. First, the angle of
growth with respect to gravity is different. Second, the two stems have distinct differentiation states,
allowing each subtissue to ignore the other even while the meristems cross paths. For simplicity, in
this program I assume agents are already differentiated. (The actual process of differentiating in
response to an environmental cue is, in my simple model, trivial; adding it to this program would
means adding two lines of the form –DA = 0.1[Cue(A) > 0](1 − A).)

substance twoPlantStems :
scalar fields :
ρA

// Mass density of stem in state A

ρB

// Mass density of stem in state B

CA

// Color field for stem in state A

CB

// Color field for stem in state B

T

// Timer to delay growth until meristems form

MA

// Meristem for stem in state A

MB

// Meristem for stem in state B

vector fields :
V

// Tissue velocity

behavior :
CA = 1
CB = 1
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–DT = 1
Γ = [T > 10800]1
–DρA = 0
–DρB = 0
let βA = [EdgeDetectColor(ρA ) > 0.3 − 0.1Γ]
let βB = [EdgeDetectColor(ρB ) > 0.3 − 0.1Γ]


g · ∇CA
−1
let γA = cos
kgkk∇CA k


−1 Rπ/2 g · ∇CB
let γB = cos
kgkk∇CB k
–DMA = [A > 0.5](0.1[γA < 0.4π ∧ βA = 1](1 − MA )
− 0.1[γA > 0.6π ∧ βA = 1]MA
+ 0.02[βA = 0 ∨ 0.4π ≤ γA ≤ 0.6π]∇2 MA )
–DMB = [B > 0.5](0.1[γB < 0.4π ∧ βB = 1](1 − MB )
− 0.1[γB > 0.6π ∧ βB = 1]MB
+ 0.02[βB = 0 ∨ 0.4π ≤ γB ≤ 0.6π]∇2 MB )
let V0 = − 0.0001[A > 0.5]ΓMA g − 0.0004[βA = 0]∇ρA
− 0.0001[B > 0.5]ΓMB Rπ/2 g − 0.0004[βB = 0]∇ρB
let Vmax = 0.01

V = Vmax tanh

kV0 k
Vmax



V0
kV0 k

Results are shown in fig. 5.23, and a video (growxdemo.mp4) is attached. As expected, there is
little interaction between the two stems of distinct differentiation state. Overall density ρ is twice as
high in the central square where the two stems overlap, but densities with respect to differentiation
state A and B (that is, ρA and ρB ) are unaffected by the overlap. This simple program does not
make use of the overall density ρ or its spatial derivatives, but that information is also available to
the tissue for use in more complex Morphgen programs.
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(a) t = 0.0 h

(b) t = 6.0 h

(c) t = 12.0 h

(d) t = 18.0 h

(e) t = 23.9 h

Figure 5.23: Demonstration of mixtures with two crossing stem-like structures. Red and green
represent the meristem morphogens with respect to each of the two differentiation states. Cyan and
magenta likewise represent the two density morphogens with respect to each differentiation states.
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5.12

Edge Finding

Section 3.8 describes two methods for identifying the edge of tissue. Here I test each with a static
field of agents. Agents are randomly placed in the right half of a square domain 10 mm on a side
up to a relative density of 0.1 (around 3979 agents). For these tests, there is no Morphgen program
except to set the value of a color field c to one everywhere. I wait for the resulting two morphogen
fields (one for mass density, one for the color field) to reach approximate equilibrium, and then I
record the values at each agent for EdgeDetect() and EdgeDetectColor(c).
Figure 5.24 plots the value of each function compared to each agent’s x coordinate, for x
coordinates between 5 and 7 (there is no appreciable change beyond x = 7). As expected, both
functions reach a value of approximately 1.0 for agents very close to the edge at x = 5. In addition,
both functions remain low farther from the edge, which is a welcome result but not what I had
expected. From my experience using each type of edge finding as part of larger Morphgen programs,
it seems that the mass density approach is more likely to lead to false positives than the color field
approach. For this reason, I had expected to see occasional spikes in these plots even well away from
x = 5, which are not apparent. Although the uniform random placement I have used does result
in some sparse or dense local areas, these fluctuations may not be an adequate model of density
fluctuations in more complex programs.
A second difference between the density and color field approaches to edge finding is more clear
from fig. 5.24: the edge as defined by the color field approach is sharper than the edge as defined by
the density gradient approach. This makes sense because the color field, loosely speaking, attempts
to even out variations in the density field as much as possible. So it should maintain a smaller
gradient closer to the edge than the density field itself. Whether this difference favors use of the
density gradient approach or the color field approach may depend on the nature of a given Morphgen
program and the motivation for identifying an edge.

5.13

Path Finding

In this section I demonstrate a more complex Morphgen program in which tissue converges toward
the shortest path between two square patches containing distinct environmental cues. Such forming
of connections is an important process in morphogenesis. These cues do not diffuse: only tissue
located directly on one of the squares can sense its cue. Conceptually, the program proceeds in four
steps, although the equations representing these steps are simultaneous:
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EdgeDetect()
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Figure 5.24: Comparison of approaches for edge finding. Figure 5.24a shows each agent’s value
for
p DetectEdge(), which returns the ratio of kh∇ρ(x)ik/hρ(x)i to its expected value at an edge,
k/E. Figure 5.24b shows each agent’s value
p for DetectEdgeColor(c), which returns the ratio
of kh∇cik to its expected value at an edge, k/E.
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• Tissue establishes a gradation in a “seeker” (S) field, outward from cue A.
• Tissue establishes a dynamic path from cue B back to cue A, in a field called “tracer” (T ).
• Tissue establishes a relatively stable gradation toward this dynamic path with a “marker” (M )
field.
• Tissue concentrates its mass around the established path.
The Morphgen program follows:
cues :
A

// Endpoint for path

B

// Other endpoint for path

substance pathFinder :
scalar fields :
ρ

// Mass density

S

// “Seeker,” forms gradation outward from A

T

// “Tracer,” forms dynamic path from B back to A

L

// “Lock,” recent maximum value of T

M

// “Marker,” stabilize and communicate path

vector fields :
V

// Tissue velocity

behavior :
let α = [L ≥ 1 × 10−7 ]1
let β(s) =

2
−1
1−s

let ExpBlend(x, t, s) = [x > 1] + [0 < x ≤ t]

xβ(s)
tβ(s)−1

(1 − x)β(s)
+ [t < x < 1] 1 −
(1 − t)β(s)−1

let γ = ExpBlend(−10000∇S · ∇M, 0.5, 0.9)
let  = 1 − ExpBlend(EdgeDetect(), 0.5, 0.8)


∇S
let ζ = VelDotGradUpstream T, 0.003
+V
k∇Sk
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!

–DS = 0.1[A > 0](1 − S)
+ [A = 0] 0.027∇2 S − 0.0002S



–DT = 0.1[B > 0 ∧ S > 0](1 − T )
+ [B = 0 ∧ k∇Sk > 0 ∧ S > 0]ζ
+ 0.1[T > 1](1 − T )
–DL = 0.1[T ≥ L](T − L)
− 0.000002[T < L]L
–DM = 0.1[L ≥ M ](L − M )
+ [L < M ] 0.00027∇2 M − 0.00009M



+ 0.1[M > 1](1 − M )
V = − 0.0001(1 − α)k∇ρk + α

∇M
M

VelocityGuard = [A = 0]α (0.92 − (0.92 − 0.99)ExpBlend(M, 0, 0.9))
+ 0.999[A > 0]
DensityGuard = [A = 0]α exp ((0.05 − 0.01) max(γ, ) − 0.05)
+ 0.997[A > 0]
The lines beginning with keyword let are simply convenient macro definitions. The α macro is
one if at least some information about the path has spread throughout the tissue. It is zero before
such information is present, and will eventually become zero again if path information is lost. Tissue
in these states will spread out in hope of finding the missing cue or reestablishing communication
with other agents sensing that cue. The ExpBlend macro (along with its helper macro β) is a
generalization of the SmoothStep clamped sigmoid function with additional threshold and steepness
parameters [29]. The purpose of macro γ is, loosely, to determine the extent to which the gradients
of S and M are strong and in opposite directions, as a proxy for the location of the path. Macro 
indicates not being at an edge.
The –DT instruction, along with the ζ macro, extend the region where T is high along the
shortest path. Taken on its own, it is an instruction to advect whatever pattern is found in the T
field up the S gradient (toward cue A). But because T is held high at cue B by the agents located
there, the effect is to elongate the region where T is high, extending it toward A. At cue B, the
gradient of S should point only toward the shortest path, which is why this instruction prevents, at
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least in principle, the T field from forming any paths between A and B other than the shortest path.
In practice, multiple paths may form if the next-shortest path is too close in length to the shortest
path. (This is why I added the crossbar to the T-shaped obstacle: to lengthen the next-shortest
path).
T is a rather volatile field, fluctuating with time in the region of the path. Furthermore, its
gradient away from the path may not be meaningful. For both these reasons, T is not by itself a
robust tool in establishing a velocity field to guide tissue mass toward the shortest path. The L and
M fields help transform the information in the T field into forms more useful in informing velocity.
L is what I think of as an “internal field”—a field whose spatial derivatives are never referenced in
the right-hand side of a Morphgen equation, and which therefore does not need to be communicated
among agents or associated with a morphogen. Its purpose is to remember the highest recent local
values of the T field, to even out fluctuations. The purpose of M is to diffuse this information away
from the shortest path found by the T field, by establishing a gradation throughout the tissue that
can be followed to reach the shortest path. The assignment of V does this job when α is high,
following the M gradient toward the regions where peak T values over time are highest.
The –DT instruction seems to be the most delicate part of this program, so accuracy must be
high in the region where the path should be formed. The VelocityGuard instruction prevents
excessive relative motion among agents along the path, using M to determine the region of the path.
(Conversely, if M becomes mistakenly high somewhere other than along the intended path, higher
accuracy helps tissue correct this error, ultimately decreasing M .) The DensityGuard instruction
shares this purpose, though it uses γ as a proxy for the region of the path instead of M . The γ
macro seems to do a better job of locating potential path regions in addition to the places where
M is already high, so basing DensityGuard on γ helps prevent agents from prematurely leaving
an area before the path has a chance to form. DensityGuard is also based on , allowing higher
density gradients around the edge of tissue. This relationship helps tissue converge more fully to
the region of the path.
This morphgen program was tested, unchanged, across a 16-fold difference in agent diameter.
Initial relative density was held constant at 0.03 across agent diameters, so that agent number
density varies 256-fold. With the exception of free morphogen degradation rate, which I consider
below, other model parameters are held constant and are shown in table 5.3. Results, shown in
fig. 5.25 and in an attached video (pathdemo.mp4), are mixed. The program is successful to varying
degrees for the larger four diameters, with the path-finding a bit more aggressive than desired for
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Table 5.3: Parameters for path finding program
Parameter
Agent diameter
Timestep
Morphogen half-life (density)
Morphogen half-life (other fields)
Morphogen diffusivity
Pixels per millimeter in each direction
Agent body eccentricity
Initial relative density
Sensor association rate
Sensor association half-life

20 µm
1s
0.5 min
16 min
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Value(s)
40 µm 80 µm 160 µm
1s
1s
1s
2 min
8 min
32 min
16 min 16 min 32 min
100 µm2 s−1
75
0
0.03
600 m−1 s−1
1 min

320 µm
1s
128 min
128 min

Diam 320 µm (36 agents)

Diam 160 µm (141 agents)

Diam 80 µm (563 agents)

0d

2d

4d

10d

(a)

Figure 5.25: Simulations of path-finding Morphgen program for a range of agent sizes. Times in
days are given for each row. Cues A and B are shown in cyan and yellow. The morphogen for field
M is shown in blue, scaled so that the concentration representing value 1.0 is at full saturation.
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Diam 40 µm (2250 agents)

Diam 20 µm (9003 agents)

0d

2d

4d

10d

(b)

Figure 5.25: (continued)
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diameter 160 µm and a bit weaker than desired for diameter 40 µm. For the smallest diameter,
path-finding is too aggressive, which, when combined with VelocityGuard, slows agents down
such that they have not converged to the path even after ten days.
This imperfect success partially demonstrates the scalability that is a key motivation for my
work: MSF-SPH compilation can target any size of agent in its translation of Morphgen’s continuumbased descriptions. I attribute the varying degrees of success at different scales to the challenge of
finding an advection rate for the T field that works for all agent densities. (As shown in the code,
this rate is 0.003 for the simulations shown.) Because of the Lagrangian nature of SPH, advection
is trivial when it can be satisfied by the motion of agents, but difficult when a pattern is to be
advected independently of agent motion (section 3.9). If this advection rate is too low, the path
formed in field T fails to extend (or extends only weakly, as with diameter 40 µm) all the way to the
A cue. But if this rate is too high, T may also form a path along the next-shortest route from A
to B (along the top of the T-shaped obstacle), as seen to some extent with diameter 20 µm. From
informal testing, there seem to be successful ranges for this parameter with respect to each of the
agent diameters considered. Unfortunately, I have yet to demonstrate that there is any one setting
for this parameter that works for all of them.
This challenge may have limited importance in practice. It is difficult to imagine a scenario
in which one Morphgen program must be compiled across a wide range of agent sizes with no
opportunity to fine-tune parameters. Furthermore, the Morphgen program may be considered to be
fundamentally the same despite the tuning of one or a few parameters. Nonetheless, my goal with
this path-finding program has been to explore the scalability of an unmodified Morphgen program,
so I have sought a single parameter set that would work across the widest range of agent sizes. In
the future, if I cannot find one Morphgen program that successfully scales with no modifications, I
may present results allowing for one or a handful of parameters to be tuned.
Morphogen physical parameters (diffusivity and degradation rate) are, like agent diameter,
variable parameters of a target system for compilation.

I had therefore hoped to hold these

parameters constant across the range of tested agent sizes, to demonstrate that compilation can
account for a wide range of ratios of smoothing length to agent size. I was only partly successful in
meeting this goal. I was mostly able to hold the morphogen parameters for the S, T , and M fields
constant, with an exception I will detail shortly. However, it proved important in practice to scale
smoothing length along with agent size for the morphogen corresponding to the density field. For
this morphogen, I vary degradation rate to hold constant the ratio of smoothing length to inter-agent
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distance. (Because smoothing length is

p
E/k and number density scales with the inverse square of

diameter, this ratio is held constant by dividing degradation rate by four, or quadrupling half-life,
with each doubling of agent diameter.) This scaling seems important when a program relies on a
relatively even spacing of agents to avoid spurious local reversals in the gradient of another field (as
described in section 3.10.1). If the smoothing length of the morphogen associated with the density
field gets too large relative to inter-agent distance, agents are unable to resolve variations of high
spatial frequency in the density field. Conversely, a too-short smoothing length prevents agents from
responding to longer-range variations in the density field; in this case, agents may be evenly spaced
but unable to satisfy global density patterns implied by Morphgen code. (The exception to my
holding fixed the parameters for the S, T , and M fields is that, for the largest two agent diameters,
I increase associated morphogen half-lives from 16 min to match the half-life for the density field.
Program performance seems to suffer when the smoothing length for the density field is larger than
the smoothing lengths for the other fields, but more investigation is needed to understand why this
might be.)
In addition to scalability, this Morphgen program demonstrates that multiple abstract fields
can depend on each other to demonstrate complex behavior. Care must be taken, however, when
simulating a program in which the behavior of one or more fields is qualitatively similar to physical
diffusion and degradation, as in the case of the S field here. In simulating an earlier version of
this program, I made the mistake of giving agents excessive sensor precision, allowing all agents in
the domain to sense the gradient of the seeker morphogen as secreted by those agents directly in
contact with the left square. The program was thus able to work even without the ∇2 S term in the
Morphgen program.
This observation speaks to the power of directly using physical morphogen gradients in artificial
morphogenesis. However, a central focus of my own work is to explore the potential for generating
abstract fields atop physical morphogen fields. With this aim in mind, I have kept sensor precision
low enough (through the association rate constant) that, at least for simulations with higher agent
number density, the Morphgen program fails without the ∇2 S term. (Specifically, the S field is
never detected at cue B, so the T and M fields never form.) Such failures demonstrate that this
Morphgen program genuinely relies on multiple abstract fields working together.
For simulations with larger and fewer agents (specifically, those with agent diameter 160 µm and
320 µm), this condition that the program should rely on the ∇2 S term is more challenging to satisfy.
Greater distances between agents require larger smoothing lengths, such that the gradient of one
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agent’s morphogen field is more likely to be detectable to agents on the far side of the domain. Also,
I cannot satisfy this condition with respect to the marker field; that is, the program still works even
without the ∇2 M term. I believe this is because the tracer field (on which the marker field is based)
is, in practice, significantly nonzero throughout the domain, so that the marker field is primarily
needed to smooth temporal oscillations in the tracer field rather than to communicate it beyond
the region of the intended path.

5.14

Crawling vs. Swimming

Having introduced a few demonstration Morphgen programs, I make some key comparisons between
the crawling and swimming models. For most of this chapter I have used agents of diameter 40 µm,
which are sufficiently small that most simulations involve several hundred to a few thousand agents.
To make swimming simulation times manageable, in this section I use agents of diameter 80 µm
or 160 µm. I use the same initial mass densities as elsewhere in this chapter, so that fewer agents
are used and results therefore tend to be somewhat less true to the continuum solutions for the
Morphgen programs.
Figure 5.26 compares accuracy for the heat equation test program from section 5.1 with the
swimming vs. crawling models, both with and without the additional lateral motion introduced in
section 5.4.1. Parameters are the same as in table 5.1, except for agent diameter, timestep, and
grid resolution, which are 160 µm, 2.13 s, and 37.5 px mm−1 , respectively. For simulations with
lateral motion, although boundary conditions are periodic in the x-direction with respect to agent
position and diffusion, they are not periodic with respect to fluid velocity; instead, no-slip boundary
conditions are applied. Comparisons for fig. 5.26a are made, as elsewhere in this chapter, with ideal
results obtained by FDM simulation. For fig. 5.26b, comparisons are also made with these same
FDM results. (The FDM simulation does not include the lateral motion addition; this works because
the lateral motion returns the center of mass to its starting position by the end of the simulation.)
These latter comparisons are different from before, when comparisons were made with averaged
MSF-SPH simulations, because in the present case we are not testing noise-type parameters and so
should not assume that differences between the crawling and swimming models represent inaccuracy.
Figure 5.27 compares the crawling and swimming models with the advection program used in
section 5.7 to test the upwind scheme. Parameters are as in table 5.1, except for agent diameter
and timestep, which are 80 µm and 0.533 s respectively. Boundary conditions are as described
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Figure 5.26: Accuracy of swimming and crawling models with two heat equation test programs.
N ≥ 12.
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Figure 5.27: Accuracy of swimming and crawling models with advection test programs. N = 39.
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above for the heat equation test program with lateral motion. Figure 5.28 compares the crawling
and swimming models with the plant growth test program from section 5.8. Parameters are as in
table 5.2, except for agent diameter, timestep, and grid resolution, which are 160 µm, 2.133 s, and
37.5 px mm−1 , respectively. For these latter two programs, as is the case elsewhere in this chapter
where they are used, comparisons are made with simple geometric calculations of what ideal results
should look like: an unchanged Gaussian pattern in the first case, a rectangle of appropriate height
in the second.
Finally, fig. 5.29 shows a visual comparison of a path-finding simulation with crawling vs.
swimming. The two simulations use the same random seed, so that initial agent placement is
the same between them. Parameters are the same as given in table 5.3 for agents of diameter
160 µm, except for timestep and grid resolution, which are 2.13 s and 37.5 px mm−1 , respectively.
The levels of the M field are higher with the swimming model, but because it is the gradient of M
that is most important, the more significant difference is that with the crawling model M is higher
near cue B, whereas with the swimming model M is more balanced between the two. However, in
both cases the Morphgen program is qualitatively successful, with agents converging to the shortest
path.
These results suggest that the flow of medium and morphogens around agent bodies as they
move does not qualitatively affect the ability of MSF-SPH to successfully implement Morphgen
programs. Future work can more thoroughly explore whether the various parameters discussed in
this chapter have similar relationships with accuracy for the swimming model as they do for the
crawling model. Such tests will be time-consuming but straightforward.
I suspect one common explanation for the apparent increased accuracy of the swimming model
with respect to the two heat equation test programs, for the decreased accuracy of the swimming
model with respect to the advection and plant growth programs, and for the stronger M field for
the swimming model in the path-finding program. Specifically, even without agent motion, the
opacity of agent bodies to diffusing morphogens in the swimming model should exaggerate gradient
estimates by increasing the path length from one side of an agent to the other. For example, if
all morphogen were diffusing from a point on one side of an agent, the difference in concentration
from that side of the agent to the other should be larger than the concentration difference across the
same span in some region away from the agent, where diffusion is unimpeded. This hypothesis could
be tested in the future by keeping the fluid velocity model in place but making agents transparent
to diffusion; if the hypothesis is correct, this (unrealistic) swimming model variant should mostly
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Figure 5.28: Accuracy of swimming and crawling models with plant growth test programs. N ≥
18.

(a) Swimming

(b) Crawling

Figure 5.29: Swimming vs. crawling in a path-finding simulation. Each simulation is shown after
ten days. The morphogen for field M is shown in blue, scaled so that the concentration representing
value 1.0 is at full saturation.
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eliminate differences in accuracy as compared to the crawling model. In addition, I would expect
the exaggeration of gradient estimates to increase with agent density, as free space for diffusion
around a given agent decreases. (At very high densities, a swarm of agents might come to resemble
a soil or mineral matrix. Effective diffusivity in such matrices is governed by “porosity,” a measure
of the amount of free fluid space relative to solids.)
That exaggerated morphogen gradient estimates would hurt accuracy in the latter two
comparisons (advection and plant growth) is unsurprising. The apparent increase in accuracy in the
first two (heat equation) comparisons may be explained by the same effect described in section 5.4.1:
exaggerated gradient estimates would cause agents to move outward faster, potentially balancing
overly slow motion due to lags in morphogen dynamics. Finally, exaggerated morphogen gradient
estimates would be expected to increase the value of the –DT advection term in the path-finding
program, explaining the stronger M field there.
If my hypothesis is correct, future work may reveal ways to correct for this problem. For example,
it may be possible to employ a second type of calibration, in which estimated and expected gradients
are compared as a function of agent size, agent density, and morphogen free diffusivity. Alternatively,
it might be possible to analytically derive the expected degree of exaggerated gradient estimates,
based on these three parameters. If some such correction can be made, the corrected swimming
model may even prove superior to the crawling model, because an exaggeration of concentration
differences may allow agents to be more sensitive to subtle gradients.
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Chapter 6

Concluding Discussion
Chapter 3 details my research contributions, the most important of which are
• a description of a global-to-local compiler for Morphgen code, summarized in section 3.11,
and
• the use of natural smoothing functions (NSFs) for an embodied and naturally parallel
communication method for SPH robotics, with radiation- and morphogen-based instances
(RSFs and MSFs), described in sections 3.1 to 3.3.
In addition to these two primary contributions, chapter 3 describes several other secondary
contributions:
• A correction term for non-steady-state inaccuracies in MSF-SPH Laplacian estimates (section 3.4.1).
• A calibration approach to correcting for non-steady-state inaccuracies in MSF-SPH field value
and gradient estimates (section 3.4.2).
• Allowance for spatial mixtures of subtissues with distinct properties by treating differentiation
states as extra dimensions in a configuration space (section 3.6).
• Two methods to allow density fields to be specified independently of velocity divergence,
assuming agents with abilities analogous to reproduction and apoptosis (section 3.7).
• Two methods (one involving density fields and the other involving color fields) for defining
and detecting tissue edges without the need for hard-wired tissue densities (section 3.8).
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• An upwind scheme compatible with NSF-SPH (section 3.9).
• Scalable methods for maintaining desired levels of “smoothness” in density and velocity fields
(section 3.10).
Chapters 4 and 5 focus on the practicality of MSF-SPH, the morphogen-based version of NSFSPH. A simulation model is used to examine expected limitations on the accuracy of MSF-SPH
systems, and to evaluate some of the methods presented in chapter 3 for overcoming these obstacles.
I conclude that MSF-SPH is a plausible future technology, though challenges remains before it can
be implemented. But my work has more immediate implications: RSF-SPH is within the realm
of current technology, and a traditional SPH implementation of Morphgen compilation can be
implemented immediately in robotic swarms.
The present chapter discusses some near-future implications of my research. I outline possibilities
for school classrooms. I briefly address specific ethical implications, and I identify broader, related
ethical concerns. Finally, I identify key general areas for future research.

6.1

Education

My research opens new possibilities for computer science education. Students will be able to write
their own Morphgen code and implement it with NSF-SPH, both in simulation and using physical
robots. This experience will provide students with opportunities to deepen their understanding of
differential equations and to introduce them to ideas in analog computing, self-organization, and
embodiment.

6.1.1

Speculative Classroom Implementation

Students will be able to use the simulator immediately in the manner that I have been using it.
However, additional work to add a graphical settings tool and a Stage I compiler (discussed further
in section 6.3) would make the simulator more accessible to students. A more ambitious goal would
be a physical implementation of NSF-SPH. Although an MSF-SPH implementation is not currently
feasible, I believe a cost-effective, demonstration-scale RSF-SPH system could be constructed using
current technology.
The primary challenge in implementing RSF-SPH at classroom scale is that smoothing functions
would tend to be too large when relying on atmospheric attenuation of light. Visibility in even the
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thickest natural fog is rarely under 10–20 m, which corresponds to the radius within which 95%
of the corresponding RSF’s mass would be found—too wide for robots on a desktop. It would be
easier to achieve higher attenuation in liquid, but making robots that work underwater would add
complexity and cost. I propose a solution in which robots can operate in air, but in which light is
attenuated as needed in a solid phase.
Consider a large slab of translucent white plastic for robots to operate on. Each robot would
have a multicolored LED light on its underside, nearly flush with the slab. Four light intensity
sensors, pointing downward, would be placed around the robot’s periphery. The robot could have a
skirt blocking any residual line of sight from the light on its underside to its own or any neighbor’s
sensors.
This setup would allow for a uniform light attenuation, with the attenuation coefficient
controllable during the manufacturing process. Light would enter the slab beneath a robot; it
would then travel through the slab, scattered sideways (and in other directions) by the plastic.
After exiting the slab, most light not hitting a sensor would be absorbed by the room’s relatively
distant walls and ceiling, more so if the latter are draped in dark fabric. The sensors would not,
of course, directly measure scalar irradiance inside the slab, but would measure instead the light
escaping upward from the slab due to scattering. Lights in the room would need to be off, which
would also serve to dramatize the colored RSF fields.
Because the idealized RSFs described in section 3.2 do not account for scattering, the RSFs
implied by the above procedure will have somewhat different shapes than presented in that section.
But as mentioned there, these RSFs will still be valid smoothing functions. It would be interesting to
derive the expected shape of RSFs implied by media with both scattering and absorption. However,
the simplest way to find the implied RSFs would be to build the system, have one robot emit light at
some arbitrary power, and examine neighbors’ sensor readings at various distances. After numerical
integration, the same procedure as in section 3.2 would then be used to relate source power to field
value.
This approach would have the advantage that the RSF fields would be visible as colors on the
surface of the plastic slab. A disadvantage would be that each slab would have a smoothing length
baked in at manufacture time. To demonstrate the effect of different smoothing lengths, educators
could keep two or three slabs on hand. Alternatively, the slab could be replaced with a shallow
tank that could be filled with liquid solutions of varying opacity. This tank could be fully enclosed,
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with robots atop a clear lid, or it could be open, if robots are designed to operate with their wheels,
lights, and sensors submerged.
Apart from lights and sensors, robots used in this demonstration would otherwise be similar in
spirit to others used in swarm robotic education, such as e-pucks [85] or Kilobots [127]. The other
key difference with such robots would be that these RSF-SPH robots would not need to establish
data links with neighbors, reducing complexity and cost. (This lack of need for individual-based
communication is, of course, a motivating advantage of NSF-SPH.)

6.1.2

Educational Benefits

NSF-SPH Morphgen compilation will deepen students’ understanding of what computing and
programming can look like. For decades, proponents have argued for better inclusion of analog
computing in computer science education [84, 32]. NSF-SPH Morphgen compilation represents
a new opportunity to teach analog computing concepts. As with traditional analog computing
education, Morphgen compilation will allow students to interact with differential equations
intimately, gaining an intuitive understanding of their behavior to complement the more symbolic
orientation of typical math instruction. But in this regard I believe Morphgen compilation has
advantages over traditional analog computation.
First, Morphgen compilation enriches the computing environment with space and parallelism.
In Morphgen space is not an abstraction, as in an analog computer; rather, space is an integral part
of the computing domain. And agent-based compilation of Morphgen introduces multiple analog
elements interacting in this spatial domain.
Second, whereas traditional analog computing focuses on modeling other systems, Morphgen
programs (in the context of my work) are self-constructing systems; the processes are ends in
themselves. There are no wrong Morphgen programs, only those interesting or useful. Creativity is,
of course, important in any type of computing; however, Morphgen gives students the opportunity
to create something more deeply their own than when modeling existing systems.
This advantage of Morphgen compilation in bringing a new kind of creativity to analog
computing has a parallel with respect to self-organization. Self-organization is a concept generally
taught in reference to systems over which students have little individual control.

Compiling

Morphgen code gives students an opportunity to design their own self-organizing systems.
NSF-SPH Morphgen compilation in particular will give students experience with embodied
computation, with a system that relies on its own physical nature for crucial information processing.
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At least in simulation, students will be able to vary parameters of physical NSF fields and observe
the effect of these changes on computation.
Neither the ability for students to design their own self-organizing systems nor the opportunity
to study embodied computation are by themselves unique to NSF-SPH Morphgen compilation, but
are shared by other topics in bio-inspired computing. However, I believe this combination of traits
displayed by NSF-SPH implementation of Morphgen—analog, parallel, spatial, self-organizing, and
embodied computation—position it well to broaden students’ understanding of computing.

6.2

Ethics

Ethical questions related to my research can be divided into two categories. First, what dangers
specifically attend the new ideas introduced? Second, what dangers more generally attend the
broader fields incrementally advanced by my research? Identifying some of these concerns may
contribute toward policy that anticipates future technological advances.
Regarding the first category of ethical concern, I do not believe that my research poses significant
dangers specific to the new ideas I introduce. The most qualitatively new technology I describe is
the use of NSF-SPH to control agent swarms. This technology seems unlikely to cause harm either
through its intended function or through the subversion of that function; I address each in turn.
Compared to other swarm control approaches, NSF-SPH systems may be less likely to cause
harm through their intended function, because they appear to be inherently insecure. In order for
NSF fields to sum naturally in the environment, they must be openly accessible. In anthropomorphic
terms, nature itself needs access to the information represented by an NSF field in order to sum it.
An attacker could therefore jam an NSF-SPH swarm simply by flooding its working domain with
whatever NSF fields the swarm is using.
Because of this vulnerability to attack, an NSF-SPH system could cause harm through the
subversion of its intended function. However, because this vulnerability appears to be both obvious
and intrinsic, my expectation is that NSF-SPH will be used only where a locally friendly environment
can be established. In cases where the environment’s security might be in question, improving it
(e.g., through some form of shielding) is beyond the scope of my research.
Addressing in detail the second set of ethical concerns (those attending generally to fields
incrementally advanced by my research) is also beyond the scope of my research. However, I
identify a few key concerns related to robot swarms and to synthetic biology.
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The idea of using SPH as a basis for compiling a language such as Morphgen (section 3.5)
applies even to traditional swarm robotics, not just NSF-SPH systems. Therefore, this technique
could be used in controlling a wide range of macrorobotic swarms, including those used by militaries.
Militaries are developing swarm robotic systems for offensive, defensive, and support roles, but the
legal and ethical implications of this technology are not always fully appreciated [156].
One practical concern with military swarms is proliferation. The possibility that swarms may
be a good defense against enemy swarms raises the specter of an arms race among militaries
[63]. Also of concern is the proliferation of swarm technology to violent nonstate actors (VNSAs),
including terrorists. An added concern with VNSAs is that proliferation may occur independently
of developments in military technology: regarding drones in general (but including drone swarms
specifically), Chávez and Swed [15] find that civilian models are more attractive to VNSAs than
military versions because of the former versions’ low cost, small size, and ease of use.
Other concerns relating in particular to offensive military swarms involve issues of responsibility.
As with any potentially autonomous weapon, swarms raise the questions of who would be responsible
for lethal decisions made without meaningful human control [159] as well as whether it is inherently
impermissible to automate the decision to kill a human [63]. Current US military policy is for
human soldiers to make any final decision on use of lethal force [63]. However, there is concern
that the burden of making these decisions, as well as the work of controlling swarm weapons more
broadly, may be too cognitively taxing for a human. Humans may therefore shoulder responsibility
for lethal decisions that they cannot be expected to make well [156]. In something of a converse,
there is also concern that swarms, like drones, may place human decision makers at such remove
from the field that they do not feel an appropriate weight of responsibility [156, 159].
Although key aspects of my research apply to traditional robotic swarms, MSF-SPH in particular
envisions tiny agents in aqueous environments. Biological cells are not only the inspiration for
such agents but also serve as a potential implementation for them, by way of synthetic biology
(section 2.5.1). Synthetic biology raises several ethical concerns, both practical and conceptual.
One of the most prominent of practical concerns is that synthetic biology could be deliberately
misused to design bioweapons [20]. Bioweapons generally rely on the infectious or toxin-producing
functions of individual cells or virions as opposed to arrangements of the same, and are typically
not multicellular [101]. Therefore, the respects in which my work may advance synthetic biology
are not likely to advance the possibility of using synthetic biology to create bioweapons.
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Another practical concern that applies more closely to my work is the possibility that novel
life forms could cause harm, especially ecological, by escaping their intended domain [158]. This
concern is paralleled by similar possibilities for self-replicating robots [23]. Agents could escape in
their designed form or by evolving into some less controllable form. Proposed technical approaches
to mitigating these concerns, both for robots and synthetic biological life, often involve engineering
agents to require some unusual resource that can be provided in the intended domain but is
uncommon outside it [23]. For example, in the biological case, cells can be engineered to use
noncanonical nucleobases in their DNA and RNA or noncanonical amino acids [158].
Apart from practical concerns, synthetic biology also raises questions about its inherent morality
in two main respects. First is the possibility that creating what could be considered new life forms
violates the proper role of humanity in relation to God or to nature [20, 49]. Second is the possibility
that by blurring the distinction between machines and life, we risk treating moral agents as machines
[23, 20]. One response to the first concern is that synthetic biology is not categorically different
from genetic engineering, and that to engineer life is not to create it [20]. A similar response to the
second concern is that deciding the moral status of biological life is already difficult, and that the
question as it relates to engineered life is not categorically distinct [20].

6.3

Future Work

I have pointed out throughout this dissertation several narrow topics worthy of future research. In
this section, I describe in broader terms a few major future research directions.
A mundane but important step is to improve the simulator in three key regards. First, the
simulator should output comprehensive information at regular intervals about both fields and agent
state, which could later be replayed with a tool along the lines of scientific visualizers such as
ParaView or MayaVi. This feature would simplify the debugging of Morphgen programs; for
example, the programmer could pick out a single agent visually and examine its state over time.
Second, the simulator could be extended to three dimensional space; this would require extensive but
straightforward changes. Finally, the simulator could be modified to work with radiative smoothing
functions as well as morphogen smoothing functions.
Another logical next step from my research is to more precisely define a relevant subset of
Morphgen and to build for it a literal compiler following ideas discussed in section 3.11. This
compiler would have the simulator as its target. Because the simulator already implements the
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ideas of Stage II and Stage III of my outlined compilation method in an interpretive mode, for
now a compiler need only implement Stage I, which is currently performed by hand. As explained
in that section, there is little substantive work to be done in this stage, so most of the work
involved in writing this first compiler will be straightforward code translation from Morphgen to
corresponding C++. A prototype of such a compiler could be created reasonably quickly with
the synmac syntax macroprocessor, for which a continuous (that is, not agent-based) compiler of
Morphgen to MATLAB already exists [78].
(It would also be possible to strip the simulator of much of its MSF-SPH interpretive logic so that
agents are not MSF-SPH-“aware”, but instead equipped only with some basic abilities to set velocity
and secretion rates, sense morphogen concentrations, and evolve a set of ODEs. A more elaborate
compiler could then be written that would take on all three stages of compilation, targeting this
modified simulator. This exercise might be a worthwhile demonstration of the concepts discussed
in section 3.11, but otherwise would offer no practical advantage over my current interpretive
approach.)
Another important next step is simply to write more Morphgen programs to further explore
the possibilities of MSF-SPH, if only in simulation. For example, my growth demonstration is
rudimentary; it would be interesting to add branching to make it more plant-like. Another possibility
would be a search-and-rescue demonstration in which agents diffuse through a maze until finding
one of several targets, condensing around that target and bringing it to a base, then repeating the
process. (Some ad-hoc code would be needed to give agents a stylized ability to move a virtual
object when enough agents are present.) A third possibility would be to explore the ability for
agents to collectively create oscillating fields. Such an ability could serve as a basis for a more
elaborate clock-and-wavefront mechanism such as demonstrated in MacLennan and McBride [80]
for continuous tissue.
A third major research direction, more ambitious and less straightforward, would be to integrate
the present work, which takes mesenchymal tissue as its inspiration, with work that takes its
inspiration from epithelial tissue. Other work in GTLC and morphogenetic engineering has focused
on epithelial tissue, such as Nagpal’s work on OSL and its compiler (section 2.3.1). Still other
work has focused on developing languages to describe processes relating to both mesenchymal
and epithelial tissue, such as that by Somogyi et al. on MML (section 2.2). It would represent
a great advance to be able to not only describe both tissue types (and related processes) in a
unified way, but to compile such descriptions into code for discrete, active agents. A central
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challenge in meeting this goal is that the two tissue types are most naturally described with different
dimensionality: mesenchyme in terms of density fields over space, and epithelium in terms of surfaces
(two-dimensional manifolds) embedded in space. A further generalization along these lines would be
to also incorporate curves (one-dimensional manifolds), such as can describe threads or filaments,
into the same unified compilation framework.

6.4

Conclusion

Some of the possibilities explored in this work are immediate, such as traditional SPH implementations of Morphgen compilation. Others may be possible in the near future, such as the
educational robots described above.

But I have mostly focused on implementing Morphgen

through MSF-SPH, which is a more distant technological goal.

By exploring some of what

could be done with the right sort of technology, I hope that my research helps motivate steps
toward that goal in electromechanical, chemical, and biological engineering. I also hope that by
building some theoretical framework toward engineering mesenchyme-type processes, my research
motivates further theoretical work toward a broader framework that unifies a range of morphogenetic
processes, both mesenchymal and epithelial. Because of the promise it holds in medical technology,
construction, and micro-scale manufacturing, research in morphogenetic engineering warrants robust
support.
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A

Computational Fluid Dynamics

A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method suitable for this model must capture three key
details. First, it must handle a large number of independently moving immersed solid boundaries.
Second, it must model diffusion of dilute solutes (sometimes called “scalar transport” in CFD
literature). Finally, it must be stable and meaningful even close to immersed boundaries, because
it is at these boundaries that agents must measure solute concentration.
At the same time, I prefer a method that is computationally efficient and easy to code. It would
be premature to sacrifice too much time for improved accuracy at this stage of research. I wish to
explore whether NSF-SPH is qualitatively valid in the presence of fluid dynamics; answering more
specific practical questions would require both three-dimensional modeling and propulsion details.
I did not find a suitable off-the-shelf CFD solution. Existing frameworks and libraries that
allow for moving immersed boundaries are intended for what one might call off-line use cases: The
user specifies a physical scenario (for example, a propeller turning in a tunnel), the simulation runs
for a given amount of time, and the results are analyzed. By contrast, my simulation must do
three things between every fluid dynamics timestep: sense morphogen concentrations at variable
positions, update agents’ poses and velocities, and inject morphogen at variable positions. While not
impossible to use, say, the OpenFOAM framework in this manner, doing so would require additional
development and simulation time.

A.1

Modeling Fluid Velocity

Lacking a suitable off-the-shelf CFD method, I implement a basic model of fluid velocity myself.
I considered a variety of methods from the literature. Major categories of CFD methods include
finite difference methods (FDM), finite element methods, and particle methods. All are able to
model moving immersed solid boundaries. I chose to use an FDM; FDMs are appealing because of
their simplicity, both in terms of computation and development. They work well with a fixed and
regular rectangular grid. Finite element methods are more complex and require frequent re-meshing
when solid boundaries are moved. Particle methods, such as SPH or the Particle-in-Cell family of
methods, have clearer advantages when fluid density or fluid interfaces are of interest. By contrast,
for the present scenario we are interested in flow within an incompressible fluid. However, one
particle method, lattice Boltzmann, may be worth exploring for future simulation, because Liu and
Wu [69] have developed a method for modeling immersed particles that may be suitable.
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In the context of FDMs, various methods exist for modeling moving immersed solid boundaries,
for example, cut-cell methods, ghost-cell methods, and reconstruction methods (e.g., Meyer et al.
[86], Tseng and Ferziger [151], and Kang et al. [51], respectively). Each method addresses the
challenge of enforcing Dirichlet boundary conditions for velocity around an immersed body, even
though the body’s boundary does not generally coincide with grid cell boundaries. These boundary
conditions are generally “no-slip,” or homogeneous relative to the body’s motion, implying that the
fluid immediately next to an immersed body travels along with that body. Cut-cell methods involve
cutting the grid cells that an immersed body’s boundary passes through into purely solid and purely
fluid sub-cells with triangular or trapezoidal shapes. Making these sub-cells allows no-slip conditions
to be enforced at grid cell boundaries, but the non-rectangular grid cells require methods similar
to finite-volume methods. Ghost-cell and reconstruction methods enforce velocities associated with
grid cells in the interior of the immersed body to be faster than the body’s motion, such that a
velocity interpolation on the body’s boundary itself would be as desired. As with cut-cell methods,
these methods require additional geometrical calculations at each timestep relating to the precise
location and angle of an immersed boundary.
I base my fluid velocity simulation on a method from Kajishima et al. [50] that is known for
simplicity and efficiency [152]. It simply imposes the body’s velocity on all the grid cells completely
within the body as one step of the time-marching loop. For grid cells that the body’s boundary
cuts through, it assigns a weighted average of the body velocity and existing fluid velocity, based on
the proportion of the grid cell that is fluid as opposed to solid (which I’ll call the “fluid fraction”).
As with many FDM methods in the context of incompressible flows, the method of Kajishima
et al. [50] is a projection method. Projection methods address viscous and pressure forces in separate
steps [16]. The simplest form of this method updates the velocity field in two steps. First, it
computes velocity change due to viscosity (that is, diffusion of momentum) and inertia, ignoring
pressure. This step results in an intermediate velocity field u∗ with nonzero divergence. Second, a
Poisson equation is solved for ψ, a pseudo-pressure field:
∇2 ψ = −∇ · u∗ .
(Physical pressure is ρψ/∆t where ρ is fluid density, but this detail can be ignored here as it is
not needed for other calculations.) An update of the velocity field is completed by subtracting the
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gradient of ψ from u∗ . This procedure projects the intermediate field onto the space of divergencefree velocity fields, taking the solenoidal part of a Helmholtz decomposition. The result approximates
the simultaneous solution of the full Navier-Stokes momentum equation.
The method of Kajishima et al. [50] is simple as it is, but the parts relevant here are simpler
still, because we ignore inertial calculations as well as fluid forces acting on agents. In essence, the
time-marching loop becomes:
1. Diffuse fluid momentum (to account for viscous forces)
2. Compute pseudo-pressure field
3. Subtract the gradient of pseudo-pressure from velocity
4. Impose body (agent) velocities, weighted by fluid fraction
I make two changes to the order of these steps. First, I actually use the velocity field (that
is, compute morphogen advection) between the third and fourth steps, instead of after the fourth.
Second, I impose agent velocities an additional time, after momentum diffusion.
Computing advection directly after subtracting the pseudo-pressure gradient is an important
trade-off. At this point in the loop, the velocity field is approximately divergence free, but the
velocity field at the boundaries of agents and in their interior no longer matches agents’ velocities, a
violation of the no-slip condition. Specifically, the velocity field in agents’ interiors will be noticeably
slower than the agents’ true velocities, as though fluid can pass through the agents to a slight extent.
By contrast, after re-imposing agent body velocities, the velocity field, while still mostly divergencefree, has nonzero divergence most notably in the immediate vicinity of agent bodies’ boundaries.
This divergence leads to a slight buildup of morphogen in front of an agent and a decrease behind,
as well as various less predictable artifacts, especially as an agent is turning. These artifacts might
be of less concern if I was studying overall fluid behavior, but because of the nature of NSF-SPH,
agents rely on measuring morphogen concentrations at their own boundary. In reality, morphogen
concentrations would be smooth and would not build up in front of an agent, and capturing these
qualitative traits is more important for modeling NSF-SPH than enforcing the no-slip condition
exactly.
Kajishima et al. [50] ignore the agent body during the computation of momentum diffusion due
to viscosity. However, in the context of our low-Reynolds-number environment, timesteps large
enough to be practical lead to a noticeable amount of momentum lost from the agent bodies. To
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help make up for this loss, I reimpose the body velocity once more after momentum diffusion. In
principle, momentum should be diffused with the momentum of the body itself fixed by boundary
conditions. But such boundary conditions require changing the Laplacian matrix at each timestep.
I tested this informally, weighting matrix entries by fluid fraction, and found that it slowed down
the simulation with no visually discernible change in the velocity field. Studying this issue further
could be fruitful.
With the above modifications, my simplification of the method of Kajishima et al. [50] becomes:
1. Impose body velocities, weighted by fluid fraction
2. Diffuse fluid momentum
3. Impose body velocities once again
4. Compute pseudo-pressure field
5. Subtract the gradient of pseudo-pressure from velocity
I make one further simplification to the basic method of Kajishima et al. [50]. Because it uses
a staggered grid, fluid fraction information must be centered on grid edges, not cell centers, where
I calculate fluid fractions for other purposes in the simulation such as visualization and diffusion.
Rather than compute two additional, offset grids of fluid fractions for horizontal and vertical edges,
I simply use information I already compute to find the proportion of each one-dimensional edge
that is not covered by agents’ bodies. An alternative would be to average together neighboring
fluid fractions, but from informal testing, this averaging spreads out boundary locations more than
is desirable. In the future, it is likely that computing additional staggered grids for fluid fraction
could decrease grid dependence without sacrificing too much speed.
My solving methods are also different in their particulars than those of Kajishima et al. [50],
though I don’t consider these differences to deviate from the essence of their method. I choose
solving methods that are easy to implement or for which I can easily call open source library
routines. I use first- and second-order central differences for first and second derivatives, instead of
fourth-order schemes. I use the backward Euler method for momentum diffusion, instead of AdamsBashforth. I solve the relevant matrix equations for momentum diffusion and pseudo-pressure using
the biconjugate gradient stabilized method from the Eigen library [39].
This method seems sufficient to subjectively capture the effect of agents’ translational motion
on surrounding fluid velocity. Figure 1 shows the result of an agent 40 µm in diameter moving 50 µm
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rightward, one quarter of the way across a 200 µm × 200 µm square, at a typical speed 0.1 µm s−1 .
The blue squares are attached to the liquid medium to show its movement. The simulation timestep
is one second, also typical for my simulations. Figure 1a has resolution such that each agent is no
fewer than six grid cells across, which I choose as a minimum resolution for simulations that include
fluid flow (i.e., swimming agents). (My overall grids are, of course, contain many agents and are
much larger.) Figure 1b has the same timestep of one second but a far higher spatial resolution; I do
not use such high resolution relative to agent bodies in my simulations, but I include this subfigure
to provide a clearer subjective illustration of my fluid velocity model.
Ideally, a simulation would also capture the subjective effect of agents’ rotational motion on
surrounding fluid velocity. The method I am using is capable of doing so. Unfortunately, at the very
high Reynolds number scales involved, subjectively adequate coupling between viscosity and pressure
requires timesteps 0.01 s or smaller. Such small timesteps with the computationally intensive fluid
velocity solver are infeasible for my work. I do not expect this limitation to significantly impact my
results, because the agents turn slowly (section 4.7). If it proves important in the future to resolve
the effects of agent rotation, it may be worthwhile to explore a CFD method that, unlike projection
methods, solves for both viscosity and pressure simultaneously.

A.2

Modeling Diffusion

Using FDM for fluid advection makes it simple to re-use the same method described in section 4.11.1
to model diffusion, except that we now need to apply homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
at the edges of agents’ bodies. As with fluid advection, I want to rely on the proportion of
each cell occupied, and not on the precise geometry of the agent body within the grid cell. As
in section 4.11.1, consider diffusion in terms of transfers between neighboring grid cells. When
boundaries follow grid cell borders, we can apply Neumann boundary conditions by simply not
transferring between two cells if one of them is obstructed. Similarly, when a boundary cuts through
the interior of a grid cell, we can transfer part of what would otherwise be transferred, according to
the proportion of unobstructed space in the partially obstructed grid cell. This method can be seen
as a linear interpolation between the cases where the obstructed cell were completely free versus fully
obstructed. If both cells are partly obstructed, we transfer an amount according to the minimum
unobstructed proportion between the two cells. This linear interpolation can also be given a loose
geometric interpretation. Assume the unobstructed proportion of the boundary between two grid
cells is the minimum unobstructed proportion between the two cells, as would be the case if the two
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(a) 30 × 30 pixels

(b) 500 × 500 pixels

Figure 1: Motion of fluid in response to agent translation, for two different spatial resolutions.
The agent, 40 µm in diameter, has traveled rightward to the center of the 200 µm × 200 µm domain
from a point halfway between the center and the left wall. The agent’s speed is 0.1 µm s−1 , and
the timestep is one second. Distortion of what begins as a regular grid of blue squares illustrates
displacement of the fluid medium.
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cells are adjacent and the surface of the obstruction cutting through the cells is perpendicular to
the boundary between them (fig. 2). The total transfer of morphogen from one cell to the other is
the integral of diffusive flux over the boundary between them, and thus proportional to the length
of this boundary, which is the same proportion as the minimum unobstructed area. This geometry
has the virtue that the diffusion transfer goes to zero as unobstructed area in one of the cells goes
to zero. Improving on these relatively crude boundary conditions would seem to require a more
detailed accounting of the actual geometry of the boundary.

A.3

Stalks for Agents’ Instruments

I next describe a challenge implied by the above approach and solved by locating agents’ instruments
on short stalks. Tracking morphogen concentration, rather than mass, in our Eulerian grid is the
natural choice for advection. Because the advection equation relates velocity to concentration
rather than mass, tracking mass would require calculating concentration by dividing mass by the
fluid fraction of each partially obstructed grid cell. However, when the upstream and downstream
grid cells for a given advection transfer have different fluid fractions, there is no set of choices
regarding which cells’ fluid fractions to use in the calculation such that both mass conservation and
divergence-free flow are respected. (I tested various such options informally, and they resulted in
prominent artifacts near agent bodies.)
Unfortunately, tracking concentration instead of mass presents a challenge for modeling the
morphogen-production process. We want morphogen to be produced at particular rates of mass per
unit time. But if a producing instrument’s location is within a partially obstructed grid cell, how
should production affect that grid cell’s concentration?
One option would be to take the fluid fraction of the grid cell into account and increase
concentration by the correct amount for a given incremental mass addition. But because advection
does not consider fluid fraction during the application of a velocity field to a concentration field,
mass will not be conserved during advection. For example, consider a producing instrument in a
tiny fluid corner of a mostly-obstructed grid cell. The morphogen concentration in this cell would be
increased a great deal by injection of even a small mass of morphogen. But when the velocity field
is applied, this high concentration will typically be advected to neighboring cells with larger fluid
fractions. This result is incoherent: the concentration change in the neighboring grid cell should
not depend on the fluid fraction in the first cell.
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Area 2/3
unobstructed

Area 1/3
unobstructed

Grid cell A

Grid cell B
Boundary 1/3
unobstructed

Figure 2: Assumed geometry of partially obstructed cells for diffusion boundary conditions. I
assume the agent boundary is stair-step shaped as shown. The agent boundary follows grid cell
boundaries before cutting through grid cells perpendicular to those cell boundaries. Under this
assumption, the proportional length of unobstructed cell boundary is the same as the proportion of
unobstructed area in the more-obstructed grid cell. The amount of morphogen transferred between
the two grid cells is multiplied by this proportion.
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Another option would be to ignore fluid fraction in the grid cell containing a production device,
increasing concentration in the grid cell by the same amount regardless. This option maintains mass
conservation, but invalidates diffusion. Consider again the above example in which a small corner
of a grid cell is fluid and contains a production device. Diffusion from this cell to neighboring cells
with larger fluid fractions will be smaller than if the first cell had a larger fluid fraction, but it ought
to be similar, because the smaller fraction should be offset by a larger concentration gradient.
I partially solve this dilemma by simply moving the production devices away from the agent
bodies the distance of one grid cell’s diagonal, as though they are placed on short stalks around
the agent. I move sensing devices similarly, for simplicity. The problem I am addressing here is
strictly numerical and should not reflect any need for stalks on physical agents. Also, the problem
is not solved entirely: Agents’ production devices can still find themselves in grid cells partially
occupied by another agent’s body. In this case, I take the second horn of the dilemma. That is, I
model morphogen production as increasing the morphogen concentration in the production device’s
grid cell without regard for that cell’s fluid fraction. This choice prioritizes mass conservation over
correct diffusion rate. In a typical Morphgen application, the two agents will move apart after a
short time, relieving the problem.
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